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Classes begin 
F ee charged for late entrance ($1.00 per day) 
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H ead of Department 
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Head ·or Department 
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CLARENCE E. NICKELL, A. B., A. l\1 ................................. E ducati011 
A. B., University of Kentuc ky, 1925 
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Assistant Professor of Educa tion 
EtTA l\1. PAULSON, A. B., A. M .......................................... TrainingS!lhool 
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Critic T eacher , Fifth Grade 
CBAau:s 0 . PERA1"r , A. B., Ph. B., A. M ...................... _ Histor11 , ana 
A. B., Unive rs ity o r Kent uc ky, 1904 Government 
Ph. B., University of Chicago, 1916 
A. M., Cohunbia University, 1919 
Graduate Student, Columbia University, 1931-32 
Associate Professor of History a~d Government 
LAWRENCE K.Eu.Y R1oE, A. B., A. M ................................ Ea~cation 
A. B ., Eastern (Ky.) State Teachen College, 1927 
A. l\1 ., University of Kentucky, 1934 
Inatructor In Education 
DOROTHY J. RIGGS, A. B., A. M ........................................ Music 
A. B., University of Iowa, 1930 
A. M., Eastman School or Music, 1932 
Instructor In Plano 
BETTIE M. R OBINSON, A. B., A. "M .................................... Errglish 
A. B., Georgetown College, 1893 
A. M., Columbia University, 1926 
Instructor In English 
ELIZADETII ROOME, B. S., A. l\1.. ...................................... Training School 
B. S., Columbia University, 1924 
A. M., University or North Carolina, 1930 
Critic Teacher, First Grade 
EARL K.JNo SENFF, A. B., A. 1\L....... .. ........................... Histor11 and 
A. B., University or Kentucky, 1931 Government 
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J . L . SULLIVAN, B. S., M. S ............................................... Ohemistrv 
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A. M., Columbia University, 1935 
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THOMAS D. YOUNG, A. B., A. M ..................... ................... Art 
A. B., University of Kentucky, 1925 
A. M., Columbia University, 1932 
Instructor in Art 
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE COLLEGE 
THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
The government of the Morehead State Teachers College 
is vested by law in the Board of Regents. The Board of 
Regents is the legislative body of t.he college and is the final 
authority in all matters of admin istration. The Boarn exer-
cises a general supervision over the fin ancial and educational 
policies of the institution, but in accordance with established 
principles oi educational administration, it chooses an execu-
tve officer, known as the President, on whom it depends for 
advice and direction in all matter. pel'laining to the formula-
tion and execution of its plans and policies. 
COLLEGE ORGAN IZATION 
The Morehead State Teachers College has the following 
organization : 
The Organization In General 






Dean of Men 
Dean of Women 
Extension Office 
Standing Committees 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
Library 
Placement Bureau 
Bookstore and Post Office 
CATALOG 1938-39 
The Organ iz:ation as to Instruct ion 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Economics and Sociology 
Department of Education 
Department of English Training School 
Department of Foreign Languages 
Department of History and Government 
Department of Mathematics and Physics 
Department of Science 
Special Departments 
Department of Art } 
Department of Health and Physical Education 
Department of Home Economics Training 
Department of Indus trial Arts School 
Department of Music 
THE PRESIDENT 
19 
The President of the college is the executive officer of the 
Board of Regents. lie is the t·epresentative of the Board of 
Regents before the .faculty, and at the same time, the repre-
sentative of the faculty before the Boat·d of Regents. Among 
his duties are: 
a. To carry out the will of the Board of Regents as to general 
policies of the lnslltutlon, financial ,md otherwise. 
b. To recommend to the Board specific policies as to courses or 
study, quality of Instruction, educallonal standards, and other inside 
organization. 
c. To recommend for appointment members of the administra-
tive, teaching, and operation staffs, and to be responsible for the type 
or work done. 
d. To have charge of the preparation of the budget fot· the 
various departments and units, and to see that it is followed In finan-
cial procedure. 
e. To make reports to the Board of Regents, as to work done, 
as to progress In carrying out objectives already approved by the 
Board, and as to new objectives which should be formulatE'd. 
f. To appoint standing and special committees designated in 
the college organization. 
g. To preside at meetings or the Executive Committee and to 
act as ex officio member or all committees. 
h. To have charge or all public exercises, such as commence· 
ment and convocation. 
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I. To make recommendations as to salaries, the ranking of 
faculty member·s, a nd promotions, 
j, To b& responsible for the general educational tone of the 
Institution and for the harmony of Its Inside workings. 
The right of :final decision in all matters of administra-
tion is reserved t o the President, but in cases of difference 
between the President and a majol'ity of the faculty, the mat-
ter may be carried to the Board of Regents for final adjudi-
cation. 
'l'he Board of Regents shall not make appointments with-
out the recommendation of the President. However, in the 
event the recommendation of Lhe President is not acceptable 
to a majority of the Board, it may call on him for additional 
r ecommendations until one is made that is acceptable. 
All appointments recommended to the Board of Regents 
are on the basis of scholarship, ability to teach, and character, 
and it is hereby declared that no political, religious, fraternal, 
or family influence shall obtain in the making of appointments. 
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
The Executive Committee of the Morehead State 'l'eachers 
College shall consist of the President (chairman), the Dean, 
the Dean of Women, the Dean of Men, Registrar (secretary), 
the Director of the Training School, and two members of the 
faculty chosen by the President. 
The E~Kecutive Committee holds meetings on the call of its 
ahairman or upon the written request of any three members. 
This Committee is the executive organ of the faculty. In 
the absence of the President, the Dean shall preside. In the 
absence of both the President and the Dean, the President 
shall designate some member of the committee to preside. The 
Registrar shall be considered as ex officio secretary of the 
Committee and shall be responsible for keeping the records 
of the Committee. 
The Executive Committee shall have no legislative func-
tions, but shall have' the power t o recommend legislat ion to 
the faculty. Among its duties are: 
a . Advisory body for the President and other administrative 
officers. 
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b. Executive body or the faculty to see that lhe regulations and 
general policies adopted by the faculty a1·e put Into execution. 
c. Jurisdiction over quest ions or scholarship and attendance, 
student load, change of schedules, student activities, calendar 
and vacations, and the coordination of outside activities. 
d. Consideration or student petitions and other administrative 
detail assigned by the President. 
THE FACULTY 
The Faculty of the Morehead State Teachers College shall 
consist of all officers of instruction of the rank of instruct~>t: 
and above. 
The Faculty bas regular monthly meetings on the third 
Tuesday of each month and special meeting::. upon the call of 
the President or the Dean. 
The Faculty is the legislative bouy of the college, in so 
far as the powers of legislation are not reserved to the Board 
of Regents or to the President. It shall be its duty to con-
sider recommendations of the Executive Committee as to pos-
sible legislation. It has jurisdiction over the following: 
a. Requirements and methods for admission, advanced standing, 
gradu&tlon, and Issuance of diplomas and certificates. 
b. Recommendation of candidates for degrees. 
c. Regulations as to the library, in so far as such regulations are 
not reserved to the province of the Library Committee. 
d. General Interests of student life, such as health, food admln· 
lst~~atlon, conditions of living, regulation or social life, ath letics, and 
extra-curricular activities. 
e. Supervision of curriculum construction, particularly with 
reference to cha nges In courses and the addition of new ones. 
The Faculty always has the right to address the President 
or the Board of Regents upon any matter in connection with 




The Morehead State Normal School was created in 1922 
by an act of the General Assembly of Kentucky. This act 
provided for the opeuing of two normal schools, one in Eastern 
and one in \Vestern Kentucky, for the purpose of training 
white elementary teachers. .Morehead and Munay were the 
locations selected for these schools by a commission named 
for that purpose. Since that time the name of the school has 
been changed twice as has seemed appropriate to its growth 
and organization. In 1926 it became the Morehead State Nor-
mal School and Teachers College, and in 1930 the present name 
of the Morehead State 'reachers College was given. This same 
year similar changes were made in the three sister institutions 
of the State. 
On September 24, 1923, the school opened with Profes-
sor Frank C. Button as its first president. There was a fac-
ulty of nine members and a student body of less than one 
hundred. President Button had served for twenty-five years 
as head of the Morehead Normal School, a private institution 
upon whose site the new State normal had been built. Before 
thi end of the first year, the facu lty had gl'own to thirteen 
members and the student body to two hundred and fifty. 
Thet·e has been since that time an increase in the numbel' of 
both students and faculty. a well as additions to the housing 
facilities. 
LOCATION 
The Morehead State Teachers College is located in More-
head, midway between Lexington and Ashland. It is reached 
by the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad and United tates High-
way 60, better known as the Midla11d Trail. It is the most 
accessible Kentucky institution of higher learning for the 
people of the Big Sandy and Licking River Valletys, and the 
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Ohio Valley section from Ashland to Cincinnati. It is within 
easy reach of the people of both the Cumberland and the 
Kentucky River valleys. 
The campu of approximately seventy-five acres is com-
posed largely of the wooded slope of a. mountain, and stretches 
out toward the southeast into the practically level athletic 
fi eld. This setting is of unsurpassed natural beauty. Added 
to the attraction of illspiring scenery are those of a health-
ful climate and unusually cool summer nights. The campus, 
as well as the surrounding country, offers much of interest to 
the pleasuTe seeker, the lover of 11ature, the tudent, and the 
student of natural science . The lawns are terraced and face 
on a boulevard, which extends the entire length of the campus. 
BUILDINGS 
The splendid new buildings of the college, situated as they 
a're on the edga of the mountain slope overlooking the valley 
of Triplett Creek, present an imposing panorama of archi-
tectural beauty. They are of the Tudor-Gothic design, the 
library being the best example of the type, and all conform-
ing in general style. The admini tration building occupies 
the central position in the group. Allie Young IIall, the 
library, Fields IIall, the anditorium-gymna ium, the natato-
rium, the science l1all, and the president ·s home form an arc 
to the west of the campu , while Thom pson Hall, the training 
school building, Men's Hall, and the stad ium complete the 
arc toward the east. All of these buildings arc of reinforced 
concrete, red brick and stone, and are firE-proof. 
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 
Thi imposing structure, the first of the group to be com-
pleted, was ready for occupancy in 1926. In it are located the 
aclmini trative offices, orne recitation room , the collf'ge book-
store and a well-equipped aollege post office for the conven-
ience of the faculty and the students. 
THE DORM ITOR I ES 
.Allie Young Hall and Fields Hall are dormitories for 
women. Both are equipped with modern conveniences, includ-
ing electric lights, steam heat, and shower and tub baths. The 
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student rooms are attractive and comfortable and these, with 
the tastefully furnished recreation rooms and reception par-
lors, furnish ideal living accommodations during the entire 
college year . Allie Young Hall will normally accommodate 
one hundred forty-five and Fields Hall one hundred sixty-
five, with two or three women occupying each room. 
Thompson Hall and 1\Ien's Hall will each accommodate 
approximately one hundred sixty-five men each. Both dor-
mitories are modern throughout and are equally as well and 
as tastefully equipped as the dormitories for women. 
THE CAFET ERIA 
The cafeteria is located on tho ground floor of Allie Yow1g 
Hall. It has been enlarged and redecorated recently and is 
a feature of the college of which everyone may feel justly 
proud. The kitchen is equipped with the most modern elec-
trical cooking apparatus, is thoroughly sanitary, and opan 
to inspection at any time. 
THE PRESIDENT' S HOM E 
'rhis is a dignified brick residence, completed in 1930, and 
standing on a terraced lawn at the southwest corner of the 
campus, facing the boulevard. The house is fully equipped 
with modern conveniences and is beautifully fur nished in keep-
ing with the importance and dignity of such a building. 
TH E A UD ITORI UM-GY MN ASI UM 
The auditorium and gymnasium are included in one build-
ing. The gymnasium bas a large playing floor and bleachers 
accommodating nine hundred, with standard locker and 
sh,ower equ ipment in the basement. The andito1·ium, main 
:floor and ba lcony, has a seating capacity of 1,500, and pro-
vide from all points an unobstructed view of the orche tra 
pit and stage. 
T H E JOHNSON-CAMDEN L I BRARY 
The Johnson-Camden Library, finished in 1930, is a beau-
tiful white stone building standing against a green background 
of pine-cover ed mountain slopes, and seen from the boulevard 
between Allie Young and Fields Halls. The library has a r ead-
ing room and research facilities for 1,500 students, and a book-
housing capacity of 100,000 volumes. At present there are 
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approximately 23,000 catalogued books, a complete magazine 
section, and a large collection of bulletins, pamphlets, and 
public documents. 
THE BRECKINRIDGE TRA INING SC HOOL 
.Another recently completed building is the Breckinridge 
Training School. It is built and equipped for school work 
from tbe kindergarten through seniot· high chool. 'l'he first 
floor is given over to the Manual Arts laboratol'ie and the 
boys' aud girls' locker rooms. 'l'h e director's office, the audi-
torium and the lower grade room occupy the main floor·; the 
juni&r and senior high home-rooms, the econd; the Home 
Economics and Science laboratories and the gymnasium. the 
third floor. The arrangement and furui hings of the building 
are such that student teachers may learn what is best in mod-
ern school equipment and building plan . 
THE JAYNE MEMORIAL STADIUM 
The Jayne Memorial tadinm, a concrete tructure, with 
a eating capacity of 2,500, wa erected on the athletic field at 
the east end of the campus in the fall of 1930, and occupies as 
beautiful a setting as any college stadium in the country. The 
space beneath the stadium has beoo utilized for roomy dress-
ing quarters for home and visiting team . 
THE SENFF NATATORIUM 
Located we t of the Auditorium-Gymnasium i th e Senff 
Natatorium, named for Judge Earl \V. enff, of 1\It. Sterling. 
The natatorium is constructed of red brick, and th e stone 
pediment is adorned with the fol lowing dedicatory inscrip-
tion: "This swimming pool is dedicated to the ideal of a 
clean and vigorous youth." The interior of the building con-
tains a beautiful ninety-foot by thirty-Coot tile swimming 
pool, th e spectators gallery the length of the pool on one 
side, and the dressing rooms and shower room for the faculty 
and students on the other side. The pool ha underwater 
lights, and its depth varie hom three feet to nine feet. The 
glas roof i adjustable, thu giving all the advantages of an 
outdoor pool in summer , while the closed glass intensifi es the 
heat in winter. The water i completely purified and is reg-
ularly te ted by the State Boaru of Health, thus guaraRteeing 
its purity. 
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SC IE N CE HALL 
The Science Hall was completed for occupancy during 
the first summer term of 1937. It is a large, four-story brick 
structure which houses the followin g departments; industrial 
arts, agricultUJ·e, geogt·aphy, mathematics and physics, biol-
ogy, chemistry, and home economics. These depal'tments are 
thoroughly equipped with the latest and most modern 
apparatus. 
POWE R PL A NT 
'l'he power plant, completed in 1937 by a P. W. A. grant, 
furnishes watet·, powet· and heat Co t' the college. It assures 
:Morehead one of the best water systems in the state and guar-
antees a never-failing supply of pure water. 
The old power plant will be remodeled to house one of the 
college departments. 
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SECTION III. 
SPECIFIC IKSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 
WHEN T O ENTER 
The school year is composed of two semesters, one spring 
term, and two summer terms. Each semester is eighteen weeks 
in length; the spring term nine weeks; the summer terms fixe 
weeks each. For 1938'-39 the fall semester begins 1\fonday, 
September J 9; the second emester, l\'Ionday, January 30; the 
spring term, l\fonday, April 3; the first summer term, l\Ion-
day, June 12; the second summer term, l\Ionday, July 17. It 
is desirable, of course, that students enter at the beginning of 
the fall term, as the year's work is organized to begin at that 
time. This organization of curricula together with the sum-
·mer terms, will make it possible for capable and ambitious 
students to complete the four years of college work in three 
calendar years. It is well for prospective students to note the 
latest date at which they may enter if th ey are to carry a full 
load and receive full credit. 
For the paRt fonr years. we haYe dt>Yoted the week-end 
before the regular opt>ning of the fall semester to the freshman 
orientation periQd. A very small per<'entage of the fre&bmen 
showed up fo1· this program, thereby necessitating our rt•peat-
ing it duri11 g the fir t week for those who did not a ttend. 
Obviously programs of thi<> kind shonld have the enti t·e fresh-
man cla participating; therefore, we are going to omi t the 
week-e11d program and deYote a por tion of the first r~gular 
week of the semester to activities designed to acquaint the 
beginning students with college work and routine. This col-
le!!'e-)!limpse program will include, among other things, cla sin-
ration and intelligence tests a physical examination, talks br 
facult~· members on how to study and other pertinent subject 
matter. 
HOW TO COME 
Students fr om the Big Sandy Valley, coming via Ashland, 
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can reach l\forehead either by Lh0 C. & 0. Railroad, or br the 
bus lines over the Midland Trail (U. S. Highway No. 60) . The 
present schedule provides .for a number o.f busses each way 
daily. Exact times of depart ure may be ascertained at the 
C. C. C. Bus Station at the south entrance of the Arcade, 
Ashland, Kentucky. 'rhose from certain sections of Elliott 
and l\Iorgan counties may come by the regular bus line which 
makes daily trips from andy Hook . The highway from Sal-
yer. ville by way of West Liberty to Morehead is now com-
pleted and is in very good condition the entir·e year. Those 
from points accessible to :Mt. Sterling or Winchester or from 
beyond Lexington may choose between the C. & 0. Railroad 
and the regular bus lines. Ini'ormation may be obtained in 
Lexington at the nion tation or at the C. . Bus Station. 
Those from the Ohio River counties may come by way o~ Flem-
ingsburg over a bus line or by way of' Ashland by train or bus. 
THE FLEMINGSBURG ROAD 
A new concrete boulevard has r ecently been completed 
from Morehead to Flemingsburg. This highway reduces the 
distance from Morehead to Flemingsburg by thirty-two miles. 
It also r educes th e distance from Morehead to Maysville by 
thirty-two miles. Covington , Newport, Fort Thomas and all 
of the Northern Kentucky territory are fifty miles nearer 
Morehead by reason of this new highway. Mor ehead can now 
be r eached from Flemingsburg in forty minutes; Maysville in 
one hour and ten minutes, and the Northern Kentucky terri-
tory in three hours. 
The construction of good roads throughout Eastern Ken-
tucky is rapidly bringing about a system of bus lines that 
touch nearly all sections of the tel'l'itory. 
WHAT TO BR ING 
tudents expecting to room in the dormitories should 
bring the following articles : laundry bag, a pair of blankets, 
a comfort, a bedspread, window curtains and n ecessary toilet 
articles, including towels. The school prov ides pillowcases 
and sheets and has them laundered. Student who plan to 
lodge in private homes should ascert 11 in before coming to 
school the articles they will be r equired to f11.rnish. Expensive 
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clothes are not necessary, but neatness and cleanliness are 
required. 
RESERVIN G ROOM S I N DOMITORIES 
All hoarding students are expected to room in the dor-
mitories. Any one de iring a room should write to the Dean 
of l\Ien or Dean of \Vomen, and enclose $3.00 to secure reser -
Yation. This amount will be placed to the student's credit . 
Permanent room assignment will not be made until the stu-
dent has made satisfactory arrangements with the busine s 
office. It i. advisable for prospective student. to reserve rooms 
at the earliest possiLlc date. Re ervations will be made in the 
order of their receipt. The reservation fee i. retained a a 
deposit fee to covet· any dam~gcs to room equipment. If 
there is no damage to be deducted when the student leaves, the 
$3.00 fee is refunded. 
DORMITOR Y LIFE 
Student living in dormitories are expected to care for 
their rooms. to keep them clean and orderly, and ready for 
daily inspection. The school endeavors to make it possible for 
student to live in a refined atmosphere under good living con-
ditions. The same conduct will be expected from each student 
as would be expected of him or hel' in a refined, private home. 
Students are expected to be economical in the use of water, 
lights and heat. Any woman student r emaining out of the 
dormitory over night without permission will be automatically 
suspended. 
RULES CONCERNING STUDENTS RESIDING IN PRIVATE HOMES 
The college maintains a list of approved private homes 
where students may room during the terms when the attend-
ance exceed. the capacity of the dormitorie . 
Young women are expected to room on the campus when 
attendance doc not exceed thn capacity of the dormitories 
unles, they are granted permis ' ion by the Dean of W omen to 
room el ewhere. 
Students should not engage room or board before ascer-
taining from the Dean of Women that the landlady's name is 
on the list. The fact that students have roomed or boarded 
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· at a home during the previous year is not necessarily a guar-
antee that the home is on the present list. Women students 
desiring to room with relatives or friends must obtain the 
approval of the Dean of Women before completing registra-
tion. 
All students not living in their own homes, whether room-
ing in the dormitories or in private homes or rooming houses, 
are alike subj ect to the regulations, control, and supervision 
of the school. 
Every woman student not residing in the dormitories is 
required to register her address with the Dean of Women on 
the day of registration. 
ROOMS FOR MARRIED COUPLES 
The school maintains no rooms for married couples. How-
ever, there are places in the community where light house-
keeping can be done. These may be rented furnished or 
unfurnished. Prospective students desiring such rooming 
places are advised to communicate with the Dean of Women 
in advance of their entrance, so that the best possible arrange-
ments may be made. 
BOARDING FACILITI ES 
Board is provided in the college cafeteria. The cuisine 
is excellent, and food is sold practically at cost. Cafeteria 
coupon books, good for $5.00 in board, are on sale at the Busi-
ness Office at an times and may be purchased as needed. Board 
will average approximately $4.00 per week. 
Men and women students occupying rooms on the cam-
pus are required to take their meals at the college cafeteria. 
They are required to pay for four cafeteria coupon books in 
advance at the beginning of each semester and at mid-
semester, and three coupon books at the beginning of each 
summer term. Each dormitory student must purchase a min-
imum of eigb.t cafeteria coupon books during a semester. 
No cooking, storage, or serving of food will be permitted 
in dormitory rooms. Any student violating this rule will be 
asked to leave his or her room, and in case of such release 
of room, no room r ent will be refunded . 
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EXPENSES 
INCIDENTAL FEE : 
The incidental fee for all students, payable at the time of 
registration, is $25.00 for each :,;eme ter, aud $12.50 for each 
spring and summ er term. 
FINANCING 
ludents planning to enter th e college should have suffi-
cient funds to covet· their expeuses during the first semester. 
W ork should uot be counted on to r ed uce expen ·es until the 
student ha~ c tabli~h cd himself in the in::.titution. The very 
minimum " ·ith which any student should come to the college 
is an amotmt sufficient to pay all fees for the first semester. 
'o"UITION: 
Xo tuition is charged to r esidents of Kentucky. The 
tuition for non-residents of the !;tate is $15.00 per semester of 
eighteen weeks, $7.50 for the spring t erm, and for each sum-
mer term. 
REFUNDS : 
Refunds of fees will be mad e as follows: 
A student withdrawing during th e first week of school will 
be refunded 75% of his fees. 
A tudent withdrawing within the first four weeks of school 
will be refunded 50'1 of his fees. 
Xo refund will ue made after the fir::.l four weeks. 
This same r egulation will rovern refunds on out-of-state 
tuition. 
DEPOSIT FEE : 
A general deposit fee of $3.00 is required of all students 
to cover any possible damage to school property, ot· to pay for 
books taken from the library and not r eturned. After deduct-
ing charges for such damages at the end of the semester, the 
remainder of this deposit is r eturned. uch damages to school 
property as cau be traced to an individual are charged to him. 
Breakage in all laboratory courses must be paid fo r by 
the student. 
Special fees are collected fot· the purpose of covering the 
cost of upplies and materials used by the students in certain 
class work. 
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MEDICAL FEE: 
Each dormitory student is charged a medical fee of $1.00 
at the time of r egistration. Th.is fee entitles a student to the 
servi ces of the school nurse and school physician. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE: 
To cover th e cost of attend ing all athletic contests in 
Morehead sponsored by the ('Ollege, and lyceum numbers 
throughout the semester, a $1.00 fee is charged to all students 
on registration day. This entitles a student to admission to 
all college athletic events ancl to all lyceum and special 
numbers. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FEE: 
All students who register for Physical Education activity 
courses are required to pay a fee of $1.00 per semester . 'l'his 
entitles the student to the use of a locker, lock, and towels 
during the semester or term. 
SWIMMING FEE : 
All students who register for swimming are required to 
pay a swimming fee of $1.00 per semester or school term . 
.All faculty members and employees of the Morehead 
State. Teachers College shall pay a fee of $1.00 per school term 
or semestei· for the privilege of using the pool. Families of 
faculty members and employees shall be included in t his 
classification. 
All training school pupils of the Morehead State 'l'each-
ers College shall pay a fee of $1.00 per school term or semes-
ter for th e privilege of using the pool. 
A medical and physical examination by the school physi-
cian shall be required of all persons using the pool. 
ANNUAL FEE: 
During the first semester of 1937-38, practically the entire 
student body signed a petition, asking t he administration of 
the college to make it compulsory fO L' all students to buy a 
copy of the Raconteur, the college yearbook. In compliance 
with this request, the Raconteur fee of $3.00 was added to the· 
registration fee only for th e second semester of each school 
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year. This fee entitles the student to a copy of the Raconteur, 
and to his picture in t he yearbook. 
FEE FOR LATE REGISTRATION: 
Students who enroll after the day of registration, are 
required to pay an additional fee of $1.00 for each day they 
are late, the total not to exceed $5.00. 
FEE FOR CHANGE OF SCHEDULE : 
A fee of $1.00 will be charged for each voluntary change 
which a student makes in his schedule after it has been pre-
pared and approved at the time of regi tration. Therefore, 
students are advised to give careful study to the program of 
classes and the requirements to be met before having their 
cia s schedules approYed. If a t.hange in schedule is requested 
by the Regist1·ar ot· Dean, the student will not be requested to 
pay a fee. 
NECESSARY EXPENSES AT MOREHEAD FOR ONE SEMESTER, 
EIGHTEEN WEEKS : 
Incidental fee ·················-··························· ........................... . 
Deposit fee .......................................................... - ................. . 
Room rent ............. .. ........................................................ .. 
Board @ $4.00 per week, approximately ....................... . 
College post office box rent .............................................. .. 
Estimated cost of books ....................................................... . 
Student activity fee ............................................................. . 









Total ................................................................................ - $139.50 
THE FOLLOWING EX PENSES ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE FOR 
THE SEMESTER : 
Incidental fee ......................................................................... . 
Deposit fee ............................................................................... . 
Room rent In t he dormitories ........................................... . 
'Board In the College Cafeteria, 4 tickets ......................... . 
College post ot'flce box rent .............................................. .. 
Student activity fee ............ - ............................................... . 
Medical fee ............................................................................ .. 
Total 









Board @ $4.00 per week, approximately .......................... $20.00 
Room rent In the dormitories ............................................ 7.50 
M.S. T. C-2 
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Incidental fee .......................................................................... 12.50 
Deposit fee ....... .. ..... ... ............................................... 3.00 
Books and supplies (approximately) ...... .. ................ 7.50 
College post office l>ox r ent .25 
Student activity fee .......... .......................................... .... .. 1.00 
:\Iedical ree .............................................................................. 1.00 
Total .............. ..................................................................... $52.75 
OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENT EMPLOYMENT: 
'l'he school ha~ made it po->sibl e for a limited number of 
students to cam a part of their expenses, such as board or 
room rent, ot· both, by doing various kinds of work for the 
college, such as working in the cafeteria, dormitories, offices, 
and Yario us buildings. Othe1' -.tndents may find employment 
of various types in l\Iorehead. 
Students desiring employment should apply for infor-
mation to the office oC the president. A large number of the 
students find it. possible to earn part of their expenses while 
attending coll ege. H owever, since the entering student can 
not always find immediate cmploy mcu t, it is r ecommended 
that no new student register unless he has sufficient funds to 
cover the expenses of the first. semester. Only a f ew students 
are able to be en tirelr self-supporting, since it is not advisable 
for a stu dent to spend more tha11 25 hours per week on outside 
work if he is carrying an average college pt·ogram. 
Students desiring employment on the campus should note 
the following r egulations: 
1. 'l'be following classes of students are eligible to be 
appointed for em pl oyment: (a ) Students whose character and 
previous work give promise of successful college work; 
(b) Those who are in need of financial assistance. 
2. Employment is contingent upon the student's satis-
factory performance of all his college duties, cheerful con-
formity to all college regulations, maintenance of proper 
standards of conduct a11d the economical use of both time and 
money. 
3. Students who are employed must carry full work 
unless spec ifically exc•usecl by action of the faculty. 
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4. Employment may be terminated at any time if the 
holder is not conforming to the cond itions on which it was 
granted. 
5. All students employed by the school must maintain an 
average grade of "C" or better. 
6. Stlidents employed by the institution are expected to 
perform their duties regularly and will not be allowed substi-




The coUege maintains a hospital on the third floor of 
Fields Hall under the direction of a competent physician and 
under the constant supervision of a resident nurse. A part of 
the $1.00 medical fee charged ~ach student at registration is 
for the upkeep of the hospital, and for this small fee any and 
all students may receive medical advice at stated times, and 
at other times by appointment. Minor ailments receive 
immediate attention, and such minor operations are pel'formed 
as practitioners usually perform, but no major operations are 
performed in th e college hospital. The physician will, how-
ever, advise students freely pertaining to major operations, 
and accompany them to city hospitals when necessary. Stu-
dents who live off lhe campus 3re entitled to the services of 
the nurse, but they must be removed to the college hospital 
before they may receive such services. 
STUDENT LOAN FUND 
A Student Loan Fund is being established in Morehead 
State Teachers College, and the money is being advanced each 
semester by theY. W. C. A. and t heY. 1\1. C. A. The sponsors 
for these two organizations will receive all applicat ions for 
loans and will pass on them. The fund may be supplemented 
at any t ime by gifts from different individuals and organiza-
t ions. Upper class students and those having h igh scholastic 
records will be given preference in granting loans. This fund 
makes it possible for a worthy student to borrow a small sum 
at a low rate of interest on a personal note. 
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICE 
A bureaLl of educational suvice has been organized under 
the management of a competent director. The purpose of this 
department is to supplement other forms of field service and 
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to provide a medium for the placement of teachers. A kind 
of personnel service has been maintained in former years, but 
not as a separate bureau. It is the purpose of the coUege to 
render all legitimate and rea onable sen·ice in securing 
employment for all alumni and other qualified students who 
may desire to teach. uperintendents and boards of educa-
tion are requested to report Yacancies to the director, and 
thereby permit the l\Iorehead State Teachers College to 
co-operate with them in helping them secure the services of 
teachers. 
LYCEUM AND SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENTS 
A portion of the $1.00 activity fee, paid by each student 
at registration, i: u ed by the college to pro,·ide a series of 
public lecture , musicale and other forms of entertainment, 
to which all students are admitted upon the presentation of 
their student activities ticket ·. These entertainments are so 
scheduled as to give the school community an opportunity of 
hearing talent of high order each erne ter and ummer term. 
SPECIAL LECTURES 
During the college year special speakers and lecturers are 
invited to come to the college. In the past a number of promi-
nent Kentuckians and eminent speaker from various sect-ions 
of our country have brought inspiring me ages of Yital con-
cern to the student body. 
RELIGIOUS ENVIRONMENT 
Since the Morehead tate Teachers College i a state insti-
tution, it i , of cour e, non-denominational. The chapel exer-
cises have a religious atmosphere, but they are not of a sec-
tarian nature. The various ministers of the local churches 
conduct, from time to time, the chapel exercises and address 
the student body. 
There are four churches in )forehead, representing the 
following denominations: Baptist, Chrsitian, Methodist, and 
Church of God. These churches give the tudents a hearty 
welcome to all their sen·ice . ·while the ·tndent are not 
required to attend church, they are encouraged to affiliate 
themselves with the church of their choice and find a church 
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home . . AU denominat,ions are :·cpresented in the college fac-
ulty, who for the most part have their membership in the 
Morehead churches. 
Y. M . C. A. ANDY. W. C. A. 
Early in the history of the rollege, branches of the Young 
l\Ien 's Christian Association and the Young Women 's Chris-
.tian Association were organizerl. 'J'he e organizations try to 
keep alive the r eligions spirit oE the young people on the 
campus. Under the auspices of the Y. W. C. A ., vesper serv-
ices are held fl'om time to tim e. Members of the faculty and 
iiwited ~uests often take part in these services. "While the 
pri n)ary intention of tiH'. c organ izations i to .foste1· t he. reli-
giol,ls life of the student , they often furnish a very whole-
ROme form of social life in the way of informal entertainments. 
New students are invited to become membet·s of these organ-
izations, and especially are they invit ed to call upon the mem-
bers for assistance and advice ~n th r ir efforts to align them-
selves with the cellcgc life. The college authorities heartily 
recommend these organizations and lend their support to 
further the spiritual life of the stuilents. 
CONVOCATION EXERCISES 
Chapel exerci cs are held from 10 :00 to 10 :50 on Mondays 
and Fridays of each week. Special chapel meetings may be 
called at the same period on other days of the week, as occa-
sion may demand. Chapel programs arc an integral part of 
the institutional life. The progl'ams, religious, social and edu-
cational in nature, are conducted by different members of the 
faculty and by invited guests and speakers. All students are 
required to attend chapel unless excused by the Dean of the 
college. Each unexcu ed chapel absence reduces the total 
quality-point standing of the student one-tenth of one quality 
point. 
The purpose of these programs is to create ideals, dis-
seminate information, establish professional attitudes, develop 
culture, and promote a better school spirit. The presence of 
t.Oe faoulty members is requested at all chapel exercises. 
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ATHLETICS 
The college promotes clean and wholesome athletics. 
Tho e students who are interested are encouraged to play 
football, baseball, and basketball. Those who are not fitted 
:f!or such strenuous exerci e are encouraged to participate in 
the minor games. Interclass athletics and intramural pro-
grams are promoted by the college. 
Morehead State Teachers ollege is a member of the 
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association. 
COMMENCEM ENTS 
'l' he college ha two comml•ncement exercises each year , 
one at the clo e of the second semester in June and the other 
at the close of the summer term in August. 
All student who are candidates for the diploma of grad-
uation from the Training chool, or for the college degree are 
r equir·ed to par ticipate :in t he commencement exercises unless 
excused by the President. 
Only students who have satisfi ed all requirements for 
graduation at the tim e of the commencement wiH. be per-
mitted to participate in the graduating exer cises. Those stu-
dents who have satisfied the requirements fo r graduation by 
the end of the first semester will participate in the commen ce-
ment exercises in June and will be r egarded as members of 
that cia s, and those students who have atisfied the require-
ments for graduation by the end of the summer· term will par -
ticipate in tl1e co mmencement exercises in An gust. 
TRAIL BLAZER 
The Trail Blazer, official uewspaper or the Morehead 
State Teacher College, i publi hed weekly by the tudcnt 
body and appears on the campus Saturday mornin g. The 
Trail Blazer i a member of the Kentucky Intercollegiate 
Pre s Association and ha gained state-wide recognition in 
contests sponsored by the a · ocHttion. tudents who have had 
journalistic experience or who are interested in the newspaper 
field are encouraged to try out for staff positions. 
QUILL AND QUAIR 
The Quill and Quair, the coll ege literary magazine, is pub-
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lisbed once each semester by the English Majors Club. Con-
tributions of original short stories, essays, poems, and other 
types of creative writing are solicited from members of the 
student body and from alumni and former students. Nation-
ally known authors such as Jesse Stuart and J. T. C. (Cotton) 
Noe have honored the magazine with their contributions. 
SECTION V. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Le Club Francais meets twice a month and is open to stu-
dents of French. I t offer recreational as well as educational 
activities but mainly aims at promoting the knowledge of 
French peaking peoples and their countrie . 
The Quill and Quair Club is composed of tudents major-
ing in English and other , a · associate members, who have 
some ability to do creative writing. 'rhe purpose is to develop 
a deeper appreciation for good literature and to encourage 
students who have more than average ability in writing. The 
club sponsors the publication of a literary magazine, Quill and 
Quair. 
The College Players is the dramatic organization on the 
campu . The Players group does not have officers or dues. 
Tho e per ons who are elected to take part in the plays 
automatically become College Players. Selections are made on 
try-out , pa t experience in dr:1matics and other recognized 
methods. Students who have par·ts in the productions must 
have the general college requirement of a standing of one 
quality point. · 
Beta Zeta. is composed of majors and minor · in biology. 
~feeting are held bi-monthly at which programs of general 
interest are given. Additional p rojects pertaining to biology 
are carried on by variou group within the organization . 
The Niwatori Club wa · org'lnized in the fall of 1931. Its 
membership is eompo ed of girl in Allie Young Hall who make 
and maintain a sehola tie ·tanding of C or better. 
The purpose of the club is to help develop leadership and 
initiative and to form good habits for character training. 
The club has been very active and ha · always been ready 
to help promote any acth·ity that will help advertise the 
school or make life on the campus desirable and pleasant. 
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Some of the acliYities of the club have been to beautify 
the campus by planting shrubbery and lo beautify the dor-
mitory by adding many attractions to the parlor. 
Beaux Arts Club is a group of art-minded students who 
organized in the fall of 1935 Lo stimulate an interest in the 
fine arts and craft and also to formulate a congenial atmos-
phere f~r engaging in art activities. All applicants must sub-
J;I~it some art work or give an art appreciation talk. These are 
. judged by the membership committee. Some of the activities 
of this organization are the sponsoring of: (1) A trip to the 
Cincinnati museum and other places of art interest each 
semester. (2) Art competiLions. (3) Art demonstrations. 
(4) Art plays. (fi) 1\Iaking of favors and programs .for activi-
ties on campus. 
The Camera Kraft Club is an organization of students 
·interested in acquiring a knowledge of photography. The 
club operates a photographic darkroom and does its own 
developing, printing and enlarging. 
Musical Organizations. 'fhc various ensembles organized 
under the supervision of the Music Department provide social 
and cultural advantages of great value to students. The 
Orchestra, Band, 'horus, and Glee Club.' arc open to all stu-
dents who can qual ify as amateur players or singers. Further 
particulars about the e organizations will be found in the 
cour. e of study. The F oster Choral Club is a limited group 
of singers whose personnel is chosen each semester by com-
petitive tryouts to fill any vacancies in its ranks. 'l'he organ-
ization has a noteworthy record. Further particulars about 
this chorus are to be found iu the course of tudy. 
The Campus Club is an organization whose membership is 
open to men students upon invitation, based on leadership 
and scholastic abilities. A sta11ding of one is necessary for 
pledging. 
Alumni Association. The number of graduates of More-
head State Teachers College has increased since the establi h-
·ment· o~ the school to such an extent that it has been desirable 
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to organize an Alumni As ociation, whose pm·pose is to stimu-
late mutual interest between the college and former students. 
E very graduate should become a member· of the association. 
Meetings are held during the Homecoming celebration in the 
fall and during the graduation festivities at th.e close of the 
second semester. 
ADMISSION TO COLLEGE 
M ETHODS OF ADMISSION 
1. TO FRESHMAN STANDI NG : 
A. Applicants for admission to the freshman class of the 
college without examination, must have on file in the r eg-
istrar's office of the college a t the time of registration an offi-
cial transcript of high school credits signed by the superin-
tendent or principal of an accredited high school. Tran-
scripts brought in by students will not be accepted as official. 
This transcript must show evid~nce of GRADUATION FROM 
mGH SCHOOL, the date of gt·aduation, and a minimum of 
fifteen units of acceptable work. The fifteen units must 
include not less than three, nor more than four, units in Eng-
lish, one unit of Algebra, and one unit in Plane Geometry. 
The other ten units must be chosen from the groups liste.d 
below. 'rhe minimum amount of credit accepted for any one 
subject is one-half unit. No more than .four units will be 
accepted from any one department. Not les than one full unit 
in any one foreign language will be accepted toward college 
entrance. 
GROUP A 
ENGLISH : (Including Composition, Literature, Reading, 
Public Spea'klng, Spelling, etc.) ........................ 3 to 4 units 
MATHEMATICS : (Algebra, Pl. Geometry, Sol. Geom· 
etry, Arithmetic, Trigonometry) .................... 2 to 4 units 
SOCIAL SCIENCE : (History lh to 4, Civics ~ to 1, 
Economics ~. Sociology ~.Occupation ~) .. ~ to 4 units 
EDUCATION: (Including Psychology) .............................. lh to 1 unit 
SCIENCE: (General Science, Biology, Botany, Geology, 
Zoology, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology, 
Hygiene, Phys. Geography) ............................ :!h to 4 units 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE : Latin ................................................ 1 to 4 units 
French ............................................ 1 to 4 units 
German .......................................... 1 to 4 units 
Spanish .......................................... 1 to 4 units 
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GROUP B ( N ot more than four units may be chosen f rom t he 
following:) 
Agriculture ........................................................ .............................. lh to 4 units 
Home Economics .......................................................................... lh to 4 units 
Bookkeeping ................................................................................ .... lh to 1 unit 
Shorthand ........................................................................................ lh to 1 unit 
Typing .................. ............................................................................ lh to 1 unit 
Commercial Geography ................................................................ 1h unit 
Commercial Law ............................................................................ 1h unit 
Salesmanship .................................................................................. 1h unit 
•Drawing .......................................................................................... lh to 2 units 
•Shop Work ............................................................ ........................ lh to 2 unHs 
•Music .............................................................................................. lh to 1 unit 
B. Students who have completed fifteen or more accept-
able units of standard high school work, including English, 
.Algebra, and Plane Geometry, but are unable to show evidence 
of graduation from an accredited high school may be admitted 
to the freshman class by successfully passing t he college 
entrance exam inations. 
Students who have graduated from non-accredited high 
schools and present official transcript of fifteen or more 
acceptable units may be admitted to the freshman class by 
passing entrance examinations in English, Mathematics, and 
History. Candidates who fail to pass the examinations will 
have to spend one year in an accredited high school before 
entering college. 
2. A S SPECIAL STU DE NT: 
Applicants 21 years of age or over who have not com-
pleted the entrance requirements as stated above for admis-
sion to the fre hman class may, upon written application 
approved by the Dean and Registrar, be admitted to the col-
lege as a special student and permitted to carry such courses 
as they are prepared for. uch students are not considered 
candidates for any certificate or degree, unless their entrance 
is established. Entrance requirements may be satisfied by 
sacrificing not less than thirty semester hours of college work. 
' 
3. TO ADVANCED STANDING: 
Students entering from other institutions of higher learn-
ing must present a statement of honorable dismissal and must 
• Drawing, Shop Work , a.nd Music are considered laboratory course& 
and must meet double periods for full credit. 
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satisfy the entrance requirements of this college. Before 
coming here the student should ask the registrar of the college 
from which he is transferring to send to the registrar here a 
complete t ranscript of his credits. F ormet· students of this 
institution and students of other colleges whose courses have 
been interrupted for a considerable period of time will con-
form to the requirements of the latest catalog. 
FAILURE IN OTHER COLLEGES 
Students who have been denied the privilege of re-entering 
or have been dismissed f rom other colleges will not be 
allowed to entet· the Morehead State Teachers College unt il 
such time as they would be allowed to re-enter the institution 
from which they were dismissed. 
LATE ENTRANCE 
Students ent ering after tho regular enrollment date will 
be placed on a reduced schedule. A late enrollment fee of one 
dollar per day, not to exceed a total of five dollars, will be 
charged all students who do not register on the day or days 
set aside for the purpose. Students will not be allowed to 
register at the regular registration period and then enter 
school at a later date. 
CH A N GES IN SC H EDULE 
Every student upon entrance must prepare a schedule of 
cout·ses approved by a faculty adviser. This program cannot 
be changed, except by permission of the Dean and the instruc-
tor concerned. 
Courses not recorded in the Registrar 's Office will not 
carry credit. 
A fee of $1.00 will be charged for each change in the 
schedule made at the student'& request after the elate pro-
v ided in the school calendar. 
STUDENT LOAD 
The minimum amount of work that a regular stucl.ent may 
ean·y each semester is 12 semester hours. The normal amount 
is 16 semester hours. Permission to carry more than eighteen 
semester hours requires the consent of the Executive Commit-
tee. A fr eshman will not be allowed to carry more than 17 
semester hours during his first semester , without consent of 
the faculty. 
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During the spring term of nine weeks the minimum load 
is six semester hours; the normal load, eight semester hours; 
and the maximum load, nine semester holll's. 
For a summer term the minimum load i~ fom· semester 
hours; the normal load, six semester hours; and the maximum 
load, seven semester hours. 
To be elig ible to carry the maximum load a student must 
have a standing of two or higher (an average grade of " B ") . 
T HE NUMBER ING SYSTEM 
F our years of work of collegiate rank arr offered at More-
head. Freshman courses are numbered f t·om 100 to 200, sopho-
more courses from 200 to 300, ,iunior courses from 300 to 400, 
and senior cour e from 400 to 500. For examplt>, English 101 
is a fre. hman course: EngliRh 226, a sophomore cour. c. 
Fre.hmcn should ordinarii~· eonflne th<'ir srheClnlPs to 
coursf's numbered 100-200, though in some ras<'s thry may 
carr~- with profit cour e numbered 200 to 300; but in no case 
should they be permitted to carry com e. numbered 300 and 
above. im ilarly, junior and seniors should pla n 1 heir work 
so that at least two-thirds of the honrs earned during the 
jnniot· and senior year should be in COlH'ses numherrd 000 and 
ahon. A minimum of forty-three hours of the work offered 
for a. degree must be in courses numbered 300 or above. 
l\Iost courses above the sophomore year require definite 
prerequisites. tudents should read earefu ll;\' the course 
description's and note the prerequisites to the various courses. 
THE MARK I NG SYSTEM 
The grade oC work done by students will be marked by 
letters as follows : 
A. Tho highest mark attainable. 
B. A high mark. 
C. The average mark. 
D. Tho lowe. t passing- mar k. 
E . F ailure. Course must be repeated in class. 
I . Incomplete course. 
(A course in which an " I" is received must be completed within 
the first 30 days of the next semester in residence, If credit Is granted.) 
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SCHOLARSHIP POINTS 
The number of quality points must equal the number o! 
quantity points, or semester hours, that are required for grad-
uation or certification. The grade of ''A'' carries 3 points; 
" B ", 2 points; "C", 1 point; " D ", no points. An average of 
C, or a standing of one, must be maintained for graduation and 
for certification. 
A convenient method of ebtimating quality points is as 
follows : 
Course 
Math. 121 ............... . 
Eng. 101 : ................ . 
Hlat. 241 ................. . 
Bioi. 137 ................. . 
Econ. 201 ............... . 


























Any student making a stanning of five-tenths or lower on 
a semester's work shall be placed on probation for the next 
semester in r esidence, and his parents will be notified of his 
unsatisfactory work. The student will be dropped from 
school if he does not bring his standing up to at least seven-
tenths during his next semester in residence. 
ABSENCES 
When a student enrolls he is expected to attend all reg-
ular exercises of the coll ege. Class absences seriously hinder 
scholarship and the college authorities request the coo peration 
of parents in reducing absences to a minimum. Parents ar e, 
therefore, urged to r efrain from asking permission for stu-
dents to be absent preceding or following a holiday or to take 
frequent trips over the week-ends. 
Absences immediately before or after a holiday are 
counted as double cuts in the classes missed. 
Frequent week-end trips have a definite effect upon the 
scholarship and health of the student. For this reason, begin-
ning students and students of low scholastic standing will be 
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limited to a minimum number of week-end trips during tho 
semester at tho discretion of the Dean of Women. 
When the number of absences of a student in any course 
equals the number of credit hours in that course, the student 
must take a special examination, for which a fee of $2.00 is 
charged. If the absence has been caused by illness, extra-
curricular activities or any other good and sufficient reason, 
the payment of the fee may be waived. 
CHAPEL ABSENCES 
For every unexcused absence from chapel in any one 
semester one-tenth of a quality point shall be deducted from 
the total number of sueh point· achieved by the tudent. 
DISCIPLINE 
When students enroll in the Morehead State Teachers 
College it is with the definite understanding that they agree 
to abide by the regulations of the institution. Since our stu-
dents for the most part are mature and are preparing to dis-
cipline groups of pupil in the school room, the problem of 
discipline here is rather negligible. However, if a member of 
the student-body demonstrates that be cannot properly con-
duct himself, he is either advised or requested to withdraw. 
While there is no long list of rules for students to observe, 
a few general principles of conduct have been set up, the 
observance and understanding of which are vital to the wel-
fare of the in titution. 
WITHDRAWALS 
The time may come when a student has to withdraw from 
school because of some home condition. Dormitory students 
must arrange for withdrawal through the Dean of Women or 
the Dean of :M:en and the Dean of the College. Other students 
should arrange for withdrawal with the Dean of the College. 
CURRICULA 
The curricular offerings at Morehead are varied. Stu-
dents may pursue courses leading to the (1) Provisional E le-
mentary certificate; (2) the Standard Elementary certificate 
and the degree; (3) the Provisional High School certificate 
and the degree; ( 4) the Provisional certificate in Administra-
tion and Supervision and the degree; and ( 5) the degree with-
out a certificate. The college awards two degrees, the Bache-
lor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science. Each degree may be 
taken with or without a certificate. The student should notice 
that the requirements for the Jegrees differ according to the 
type of degree and the type of certificate. 'l'he chief distinc-
tion between the Bachelor of Arts degree and the Bachelor of 
SciP.nce degree is the 60-hour requirement in science for the 
Bachelor of Science degree. There are also differences between 
the Bachelor of Arts degree with the Elementary certificate 
and the same degree with the High School certificate. There 
are accordingly eight distinct courses of study leading to the 
degree. A student should choose early in his college career 
which course he prefers to take. 
GENERAL REQUIR.EMEN'rS FOR THE DEGREE 
The candidate for the degree must meet the following gen-
eral requirements : 
1. A minimum of 128 hours or prescribed and elective college credit. 
2. A standing of 1 on all work offered for a degree. 
3. At least three-fourths of the credit in residence In some standard 
college and at least one year in residence and one semester imme-
diately preceding graduation in this instit ution. 
4. Not less than 43 hours of the work offered for the degree should 
be selected from courses numbered 300 or above. 
~1AJORS AND MINORS 
Not later than the beginning of the sophomore year, the 
applicants for degrees must file with the Registrar their selec-
tions of majors aud minors. (This does not include those who 
a.re applying for the Bachelor of Arts with the Standard Ele-
mentary certificate.) The heads of the departments in the 
major and minor fields must approve the courses to be taken 
before the blank is fi led. Two majors of twenty-four hours 
each, or one major of twenty-four hotll'S and two minors of 
eighteen hours each, may be elected. 
A student may choose his major or minor ft·om any one 
















Sociology and Economics 
DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES 
THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
I . T H E BA,CHELOR OF ARTS AND THE STANDARD ELEMEN· 
T ARY CERTIFICATE 
a . Education, including 128 hours 
1. General Psychology or Educational Psychology .... 3 hours 
2. Fundamentals of Elementary Education ................ 4 hours 
3. Supervised Student Teaching .................................... 6 hours 
4. Educational Measurements ........................................ 2 hours 
5. Child Psychology ............................................................ 3 hours 
6. Teaching Reading ........................................................ 3 hours 
•7. Elective in Elementary Education ........................ 9 hours 
Total 30 hours 
b. English, including 
1. Oral and Written Composition .............. .................... 6 hours 
2. American Literature or English Literature or Sur-
vey of Literature .......................................................... 6 hours 
3. Children's Literature .................................................... 3 hours 
Total 15 hours 
c. Science, selected from 
Biology, Chemistry, General Science, Geology, 
Physics ...................................................................................... 12 hours 
Total 12 hours 
d . Social Sciences, including 
1. American HJstory and Government or History of 
Civilization ...................................................................... 6 hours 
2. Principles of Sociology or Rural Social Economy 3 hours 
3. History, Government, Sociology or Economics .... 6 hours 
Total 15 hours 
e. Teachers Arithmetic ............................................................ 3 hours 
Total 3 hours 
r. Art, including 
a. Public School Art.. ........................................................ 2 hours 
b. Elective ............................................................................ 2 hours 
Total 4 hours 
• Of these nine hours, three must be from the field of elementary edu-
cation and six may be taken from either general education courses or courses 
In administration and supervision. . 
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g. Music, including 
a. Public School Music ................................................... 2 hours 
b. Elective ............................................................................ 2 hours 
Total 4 hours 
h. Public School Hygiene and Sanitation 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
I. Physical Education 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
j . Geography, including 
a. Principlgs ot Geography ........................................... 3 hours 
b. Elective ...... ..................................................................... 3 hours 
Total 6 hours 
k. Elective 27- 35 hours 
Total 27- 35 hours 
I I. THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE AND THE PROVISIONAL 
HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 12a hours 
a. Education ........... ............. ... ................... ............. ..... .... . 18 hours 
1. Psychology ot· Educational Psychology ... 3 hours 
2. Supervised Student TE>aching (At least 
three hours must be in the secondary 
school) ..... ............ . ......................... ... .. 6 hours 
3. Electives in secondary education ................ 9 hours 
(6 of these shall be in secondary educa· 
lion and 3 may be in general education.) 
b. English ................................................. ............. .. ... ... .. 12 hours 
c. Science (Biology, Chemis try, Geology, Physics) ..... .12 hours 
d. Social Sciences (Economics, Government, History, 
or Sociology) .................................................. 12 hours 
e. Mathematics (exclusive of Teachers Arithmetic) . . . 6 hours 
or 
*Foreign Language ............................................................ 6- 12 hours 
f. Physical Education ................................................................ 1 hour 
g. Health ...................................................................................... 2 hours 
• It three units or more of a for~lgn language are offered for admission. 
six semester hours In the same language will be required: i! two units of 
a foreign language are offered Cor a dmission, nine semester hours In the 
same language will be roqutred ; If one unit or tess ot a foreign language 
is otrered for admission, twelve semester hours In the same language will 
be required. 
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h. One academic major of not less than 24 hours anll 
two academic minors of not less than 18 hours each; 
or two academic majors of not less than 24 hours 
each ...................................................................................... 48-50 hours 
i. Electives ........................................................................... 1- 27 hours 
Ill . THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE AND THE PROVISIONAL 
CERTIFICATE IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
The candidate for this degree must meet the requirements for 
either the A. B. degree and the Standard Elementary certificate or the 
A. B. degree and the Provisional High School certificate and Include 
in his program of studies the following professional courses: 
a . Administration and Supervision ...................................... 6 hours 
b. Elementary Education ........................................................ 6 hours 
c. Secondary Educallon ........................................................... 6 hours 
d. Supervised Student Teaching .......................................... 6 hours 
IV. THE BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE WITHOUT A 
CERTIFICATE 128 hours 
a. One Foreign Language ........................................................ 12 hours 
b. English ...................................................................................... 12 hours 
c. Science (Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics) ............ 12 hours 
d. Mathematics (not Including Teachers Arithmetic) .... 7 hours 
e. Social Sciences ..................................................................... 12 hours 
t. Two academic majors of not less than 24 hours each 
or one academic major of not Jess than 24 hours and 
two academic minors of not less than 18 hours 
each ........................................................................ .............. 48- 50 hour s 
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
I. T H E BACHELOR OF SCIEN CE DEGREE AND THE STANDARD 
ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE 
128 hours 
a . Educa tion, Including 
1. Genera l Psychology or Educational P sychology .. 3 hours 
2. Fundamentals of Ele mentary Education ................ 4 hours 
3. Supervised Student Teaching .................................... 6 hours 
4. Educational MeasuTements ........................................ 2 hours 
5. Child Psychology .......................................................... 3 hours 
6. Teaching Reading .................................................... .... 3 hours 
**7. Elective In E lementary Education .......................... 9 hours 
Total 30 hours 
•• Of these nine hours, three must be from the ftel d of e lement~~ory 
education and six may be taken from either general education courses 
or cour ses In administration and super vi sion. 
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b. Engllsh, Including 
1. Oral and Wl·ltten Composition ...................... ............ 6 hours 
2. American Llte•·ature or English 
Literature o•· Survey ot Literature ........................ 6 hours 
3. Children's Literature .................................................. 3 hours 
Total 15 hours 
c. Science, selected trom Agriculture, Home Economics, 
Biology, Chemistry, General Science, Geology, 
Physics, Mathematics ...................................................... 60 hours 
Total 60 hours 
d. Social Sciences, Including 
1. American History and Government 
or History ot Clvlllzatlon .......................................... 6 hours 
2. Principles or Sociology or 
Rural Social Economy ···································-··········· 3 hours 
3. History, Government, Sociology or Economics .... 6 hours 
Total 15 hours 
e. Teachers Arithmetic 3 hours 
Total 3 hours 




a. Public School Art ·································-····················· 2 hours 
b. Elective ................... ........................................................ 2 hours 
1\luslc, Including 
a . Public School Music 
b. Elective 
Public School Hygiene and Sanitation 
Physical Education 
Total 4 houra 
2 hours 
2 hours 
Total 4 hours 
2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
j. Geography, including 
a. Principles or Geography ............................................ 3 hours 
b. Elective ............................................................................ 3 hours 
Total 6 hours 
k. Elective (All electives must be In science because the total 
required .Qours wiJI exceed slightly 128.) 
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II . THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE AND THE PROVI· 
SIONAL HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 
a . Education ................................................................................ 18 hours 
1. Psychology o1· Educational Psychology .. 3 hours 
2. Supervised Student Teaching (At least 
three hours must be in the secondary 
school. ) ............................................................ 6 hours 
3. Electives in secondary education ............................ 9 hours 
(6 of these shall be in secondary educa-
tion and 3 may be In general education.) 
b. English ...................................................................................... 1~ hours 
c. Science (Biology, Agriculture, Home Economics, 
Mathematics, Chemistry, Geology, Physlcs) .................. 60 hours 
d. Socia l Sciences (Economics, Government, H1story, or 
Sociology .................................................................................. 12 hours 
e. Mathematics (exclus ive of Teachers Arithmetic) ........ 6 hours 
or 
f . •Foreign Language ............................................................ 6-12 hours 
g. Physical Education .............................................................. 1 hour 
h. Health ...................................................................................... 2 hours 
I. O:~~e academic major of not less than 24 hours and 
two academic minOJ'S of not less than 18 hours each; 
or two academ1c majors of not less than 24 hours 
each ...................................................................................... 48-50 hours 
(These majors and minors should be selected from 
the science department.) 
j . Electives .......................... . ............................................... 1-27 hours 
Ill. THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE AND THE PROVI-
SIONAL CERTIFICATE IN ADMINISTRATION AND SUPER-
VISION 
The candidate for this degree must meet the requirements for 
either the B. S. degree and the Standard Elementary certificate or the 
B. S . degree and the Provisional High School cerliftcate and include 
in his program of studies the following professional courses: 
a . Administration and Supervision ...................................... 6 hours 
b. Elementary Education ........................................................ 6 hours 
c. Secondary Education ............................................................ 6 hours 
d. Supervised Student Teaching ........................................... 6 hours 
• If three unlls o•· more o r a foreign Janguage a re offe red for admlssiol)., 
s ix semest er hours In the same language will be required; if two units bt 
a foreign language a re offered for admission, nine semester hours In the 
same language will be required ; If on e unit or less of a foreign langauge 
is offer ed for admission . twelve semester hours In the same language will 
b e requi red . 
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IV. THE BACHELOR OF SCIENC~ DEGREE WITHO U T A 
CERTIFICATE 128 hours 
a. One Foreign Language --------------------·-----------------------------------12 hours 
b. English ·-----------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------12 hours 
c. Science (Biology, Agriculture, Home Economics, 
Mathematics, Chemistry, G~ology, Physics) .................. 60 hours 
d. Mathematics (not including Teachers Arithmetic) .... 7 hours 
e. Social Sciences ...................................................................... 12 hours 
!. Two academic majors of not less than 24 hours each 
or one academic major of not less than 24 hours and 
two academic minors of not less than 18 hours 
each ...................................................................................... 48-50 hours 
(Tbese majors and minors should be selected from 
the science departments.) 
THE PROVISIONAL ELElf ENTARY CERTIFICATE 
The first certificate to be u;sued on college credit is the 
Provi ional Elementary Certificate. The applicant for this 
certificate must have completed two years of college credit 
(sixty-four hours) with a tanding of one or better and at 
least three-fourths of the work done in re idence, including 
the required cour e li ted belo·v. Thi certificate is valid for 
three years of t eaching and subject to renewal. 
REQUIRED COURSES 
a . Education, including 
1. Educational Psychology or General Psychology .. 3 hours 
2. Fundamentals of Elementary Education ............. 4 hours 
3. Supervised Student Teaching ................................. 3 hours 
4. Elective Course in Education .................................... 3 hours 
Total 13 hours 
b. English, Including 
1. Oral and Written Composition .................................. 6 hours 
2. English Literature or American Literature or 
Survey of Literature .................................................... 3 hours 
3. Children's Literature .................................................... 8 hours 
Total 12 hours 
c. Social Science, including 
1. American History and Citizenship (Integrated) .. 6 hours 
2. Or American History .... ................ ..... ... .. .............. 3 hours 
3. And Citizenship (separated) .................................. 3 hours 
4. Or History ot Civilization ............................................ 6 hours 
Total 6 hours 
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d. Principles ot Geography ...................................................... 3 hours 
Total 3 hours 
e. Public School Music ............................................................ 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
t. Public School Art .................................................................. 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
g. Teachers Arithmetic ............................................................ 3 hours 
Total 3 hours 
b. Public Hygiene and Sanitation ........................................ 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
i. Science (Biology, Chemistry, General Science, 
Geology, Physics ) .................................. .............................. 5 hours 
Total 5 hours 
j. Physical Education .............................................................. 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
k. General Agriculture, or ...................................................... 2 hours 
Industrial Ar ts, or ................................................................ 2 hours 
Home and Social Problems, or ........................................ 2 hours 
Rural Social Economy, or .................................................. 2 hours 
Principles ot Sociology ........................................................ 2 hours 
Total 2 hours 
I. Elective .................................................................................... 12 hours 
Total 12 hours 
Total 64 hours 
Attendance Officer's Certificate valid for three years 
shall be issued to a person who has met the requirements of 
law and who, in addition thereto, completes (a) a two-year 
curriculum for the training of teachers, which curriculum shall 
include three semester hours in pupil accounting; or (b) com-
pletes a two-year standard college curriculum which shall 
include 12 semester hours in education courses with 3 semester 
hours in pnpil personnel. This certificate may be reissued 
every three years upon three years experience as attendance 
officer, or 16 semester hours of standard college training. 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CERTIFICATES. 
1. College Elementary vs. Provisional Elementary Certif-
icates.- Iloldcrs of College Elementary certificate issued 
under the law in effect prior to • ept ember 1, 1935, should ful-
fill the requirements for the new Provisional Elementary cer-
tificate as soon as po , ible. The College Elementary certif-
icate is valid for only two years and requires an add itional 
16 eme. ter hours for it renewal. On Lhe other hand the Pro-
vi ional Elementary certificate i. valid for three years. It 
may be renewed the fir L time for three years upon two years' 
experience, and thereafter it may be renewed every three 
years upon 16 semester hour. of standard college credits. 
2. The Standard Certiftcate.- A tandard cer tificate, 
is ued by a state college, prior to September 1, 1935, is sub-
ject to ext en ion for life upon three years' experience during 
the life of the certificate. These three years may or may not 
be consecutiYe, and the holder has eight years from date of 
i ue in which to earn the rrqnired three year ' experience. 
After the bolder has completed three years' experience upon 
the Standard certificate, it ceases to be valid unle s the holder 
makes application and has it extended. 
3. Old Provisional High School Certiftca.tes.-Prior to 
September 1, 1935, the Provisional High School certificate 
valid for four years was issued upon a minimum of 64 semes-
ter hours of college credit. This certificate has been renewed 
upon a minimum of 32 semester hours earned during the life-
time of the certificate. It i valid for teaching in accredited high 
chool. if the holder is now a graduate of a four-year standard 
college. If the holder of a Provisional lligh chool certificate, 
is ued before eptember 1, 1935, is now a college graduate he 
may teach in an accredited hi~h school without geWng a new 
high school certificate. 
4. Renewal and Extension of Certiftca.tes.-If the holder 
of any cer t ificate subject to life extension on three years ' 
experience fails to secnre the three years' experience before 
the cet·tificate expires, he may have it renewed upon presenta-
lJOn of 16 semester hour·s of college work. If the holder of such 
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certificate has only one year of experience he may have the 
cert ificate renewed upon 12 semester hours of college work, 
or if he has two years' experienl:e he may have such certificate 
renewed upon six semester hours of college work. As soon as 
the holder has had the required experience either during the 
life of the or iginal certificate, or its rei ·sue, the cer t ifteate may 
be extended for life. 
5. Kinds of Experience for Renewal of Certificates.-In 
renewing certificates, issued prior to September 1, 1935, on 
basis of experience the following types of experience may be 
accepted: 
1. Teaching in elementary and secondary schools. 
2. Principals bip, e lementary and secondary. 
3. Superin tendency, local and state. 
4. Supervisory, local and state. 
5. Attendance officer, local and state. 
6. Kindergar ten, pre-school, and adult education under the super-
vision of s tate and local administrators. 
6. Amount of Experience.- Continuou experience for a 
major part of a regular school term shall be counted as one 
year of experience for the renewal of cer tificates issued prior 
to September 1, 1935. 
7. Renewal of Local Elementary Certifi.cates.-Special 
emphasis is placed upon the Jact that credit for the renewal 
of the Local E lementary certificate must be completed since 
it last renewal and before it expires. The Court of Appeals 
has ruled on the question and the Division of Teacher Train-
ing and Certification must follow this ruling. Those who hold 
this type of cer tificate should not fail to complete all renewal 
requirements before June 30 of the year in which the certif-
icate expires. 
8. Validity and Tenure of Certificates.-Certificates 
issued before September 1, 1935, will be valid as long as they 
remain in force. 'f hey can be renewed, or extended upon the 
conditions set out in the law and regnlations in force at the 
time they were issued. A certificate is ued before Septem-
ber 1, 1935, and valid for holding a particular type of position 
will be legally valid for holding the arne type of position 
after September 1, 1935. 
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Certificates issued after Sept ember 1, 1935, will be valid 
a l the school levels and positions for which they are issued. 
The chart which follows sets out the school levels and 
positions for which each certificate is valid. Cer tificates issued 
before September 1, 1935, are given fi rst and are followed by 
certificates issued after September 1, 1935. 
TABLE 
Certificates Issued Before September 1, 1935, Train ing Baaia of Issue , Sc hool 
Leve l , a nd Pos it ion for W hich Each Wi ll be Va lid a fter Se pt em ber 1 , 
1935, Also S im ilar In form a t ion a bo ut Cer t ifica tes 
Issued Aft er September 1 , 1935. 
School 
Level at 
., W h ich 




" Valid * Tralnln~ ,-~--~---l---~--~~--~--~-­'"' Basis or ,-
0 Issue 







__ • ___ ._, ____ •___ •___ , ____ _ 
College B I' Col. • _ • ~- _ • _ ' ~- _ 
College Elementary B 1 Col. • 1 • 
=L=o=ca=l==El==em==e=n=tary== ====~·==B Exam. • =~= • 1= --= = 
Stan . Adm . and Super. B 4 Col. • • 1 • "I • 1 • • • 
-----------------i--- • -.-li-- --.- --.-,----~--Prov. High School' B 2 Col. 
_S_ta_n_d_a_r_d_H_i_g_h_S-cl-lo_o_l-I--B-! _I_C_o_l._l--. -.-~-- --.- --.-,--~----
! • -1~--· 1-. ~-:--Standard Elementary• B !l Col. 
-----------I--B--1 2 Col. --I--f--:-----I--
Standard• 1-"---·-~-- __ ._j_:_ _ • ______ _ 
Attendance Officer B 2 Col. ' 1 I • 




.. •l=l= • =i= = = = 
Prov. Adm. a nd Super. , • • I • • • I • • • 
Prov. High School A 4 Col. -.-~-- - -.---,-- -----
----------1- - I -1------1-------
_S_ta_n_d_a_r_d __ E_I_e_m_e_n_t_a_rY __ , __ A_ I Col. _ •_ --/-- __ •_ --'--!--__ _ 
Standard High A 5 Col . • I • I __ , __ --__ ,_ -----
Standal'd Adm . and I I I 
_s_u_p_e_r_v_ls_io_n ____ 
1
_A_ 5 Col. • -·-~-·- __ •___ •___ •___ •___ •__ 
Attenda nce Officer A 2 Col. I I I • I 
Standard for School --:-- -- --,.------~-: 
Librarians A 4 Col. 1 
Provisional for School -~--~-~--~-~-
Librarians A 5 Col. I---1- ____ ,_ ,...:_ 
1 Provisional High Sch ool Certificates based upon training below college 
graduation are no b valid In accredited High School, until the holder bas 
r eceived a Baccalaureate degree. 
• Principals are required to ha\·e two years' experience. 
B-l ssued before September 1. 
A- Issued after September 1. 
D epartments 
M. S. T. C.- 3 
DEPAH'T\\TEXT OF AGR IC'1Jf..JTURFJ 
:\Jr . H.g,ggn u 
REQt:l n•:~l EXT~; 
For u Jfajor: Sem. Hrs. 
Agriculture 111, 180, 215, 237, 3~14, 415........................ .............. 18 
Auy othe r two courses in .\ gr icuilure above 200 .............. 6 
i\!inimum ......................... ................. ............................................... 2-l 
Fo1· a .Minor: 
Agriculture 111, 180, 215, 237 ................................. .................... 12 
A ny other two courses in Agriculture a bove 200........... ..... 6 
Minimum .... ................................... ........ .. ................ ..................... 18 
Note.-Students who desire to prepare for teachet·s of vocationa l 
agriculture under lhe Smith-Ilughe:i Act should consult the head of 
the department be[ore making out a schedule . Ali wor k in agricul-
ture applying lo a major and minor also a pplies on the S mith-H ughes 
and county agent work. 
DESCRTPTTON OF COURSES 
Ag·riculture 101. (Fm·mrrly Ag1·icultnre 51.) General 
Agriculture. Three hours. . 
P urpose : ' ro give the siucl en l a good basic course ill gen-
era l agt·iculture for the pnrposr of teaching it in the seventh 
aml eigh tli gr ades. 
Topics : A bt·icf study of lite fol lowing will be made: Small 
graim; ; fo ragr crops ; hor ticulture; soils ; farm animals; farm 
manag-ement. Hpcr·ial emphasis will be laid on adapting these 
topics to need~-; of Eastern K<·lthwky and on the methods of 
praetica l apj>lication. 
Agriculture 111. (Fonnpr]y Ag t·icnlture 52.) Soils. Three 
hours. 
Purposf': 'l'o a<·qnaint the student wit h the hest method of 
soil manag-f'nten1 cllld <'OilSf' t'YH1ion. 
'J'opies: 81 ndy is madf' of so il-formin g rocks, soil-forming 
proe es:>!'s; chemica I, phy ·ical, and bioi ogical funet ions of . oils; 
f ertil izers; so il surYe~· ; and main tenance of soil fert ility. 
Agriculture 180. ( FormE>rl~, A gr iculture 62. ) AgTonomy. 
Three hours. 
Purpo~-;r: 'l'o s tudy tlt e pt·incipal grain and for age cr ops 
of the Uniie<l Stat <'s with the best practices of culture. 
Topics: Gmteral farm crops; principal var ieties of cr ops 
and those best adapt able to Kentucky cond itions; botanical re-
lations; judgi11g an d g l'adi11g of grains. 
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Agriculture 215. (Formerly .. Agriculture 63.) Horticul-
ture. Three hours. 
Purpose : To study the cle\'elopment and t he manage-
ment of the home and the commercial orchard. 
Topic : Selection of site, locat ion, etc.; com mercial Yarie-
ties of fruits; t hoHc adapted to Eastern Kentnrky; methods of 
planting the orchard : fer tilizat ion ; cnltnrE':. praying; harvest-
in~; marketin~t of fruit. 
Agriculture 218. (Former!~- Agriculture 63.) Home 
Agriculture. Two hours. 
Purpose: 'J'o giYe the student an nnclerstanrling of the 
best practicrs in agTiculture around th <' homl'. 
Topics : How to make and ma in tain a lawn; select ion of 
shade tree. : their rare; their repair; ca rr of home fruit trees, 
grape ,·ines, and small fruits; caring fot· I he backya t•cl J10ul-
try fl ocks; feedi ng and ca rr of haby chit>k~ and mel hocls of 
preventing their losses: landscapi11g th e home; kind s of 
flowers to use and their propet· loc~ation. 
Agriculture 237. (Formed.'' Ap·Irulture 61.) Poultry 
Husbandry. Three hours. 
Purpose: 'J'o present the importance of poultry k eeping 
on the farm of both home and nommercial flocks; and to giYe 
the best prart ices in flock ma nagement. 
Topics : llow to begin the flock ; proper housin g; incuba-
tion ; broodin g; feeding; management ; culli ng; breeding; mar-
keting ; etc. 
Agriculture 301. Farm Management. Three hours. 
Pnrpose: T o st nd,\· the basic pl'inciples underly ing farm 
businPss mPthocls applierl in \'arious farm rnterprises. To 
stnd:r the managrmrnl of r-;nrce:;,fnll.r operated farms as com-
pared with thor-;e poorJ,,- manal! ' d. 
Topies: C'ha racterist ics of good farmer~. profits, costs of 
liYing, type!i of farminl!. maint aining- ~oi l fe rtilit~·, l ivestock 
p1·oblem., farm lahor. farm leas(•s, farm equipment, farm lay -
outs, fann in \'cn tcn·ies, co~t aceonnt s. etc. 
Agriculture 315. Small Fruits. Three hours. 
Purpose: T o make a tleta ilrcl study of small frn its. 
Topic<;: '!' he planting. ca rr, and nuJHagl'mcnt of commer-
cial plantings of gmpe~, :o;trawberries, ra~pberries. gooseber-
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ries, ctuTants and other small fruits, with special emphasis 
upon those adaptable to Eastern Kentucky. 
Agriculture 333. Market Classes and Breeds of Live-
stock. (Formerly Agriculture 67) . Three hours. 
Purpose: To familiarize students with t he present mar-
ket requirements a~d with the origin and development of the 
more important breeds of farm animals. 
Topics: Origin and development of various breeds of 
liYestock; packing house by-products; market classes of cattle, 
sheep, swine, horses, etc. Importance to the farm and man-
agement under certain conditions. 
Agriculture 334. (Formerly Agriculture 70.) Dairying. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite : A course in General Agriculture. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the best practices 
in dairy management and the problems of the industry. 
Emphasis will be laid on the problems of Kentucky. 
Topics: Study of the different breeds of dairy cattle and 
their adaptation to certain conditions; feeding; p roper hous-
ing; proper pastures and feeds to use; milk product ion; pas-
teurization; sterilization; etc. 
Agriculture 335. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management. 
Three hours. 
Pm·pose: To acquaint the studen t with the more intri-
cate problems connected with the dairy industry. 
Topics: Study o.f the dairy breeds, judging dairy cattle, 
breeding, feeding, calf raising, pedigrees, advanced registry, 
dairy associations, dairy farm equipment, milk production, 
etc. 
Agriculture 415. (Formerly Agricullure 67.) Feeds and 
F eeding. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: A course in Generd Agriculture. 
Purpose : To give the student a better understanding o.f 
the proper use of feeds for livestock on the farm in their com-
binations and substitutions. 
Topics: A study is made of the digestive systems of the 
various kinds of livestock; the nutritive value and palatabil-
ity of various feeds; their effect in feeding ; ralculaLing nntri-
tive ratio; compounding rations for different breeds of live-
stock and their divisions. 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Mr. J ennings 
REQUIREMENTS: 
For a Maj01· : 
Commerce 301, 302, 321, 401, 402.............................................. 17 brs. 
Economics 302, 304, 442 ........................ ..... .. .. .. . ...... 9 hrs. 
Eleclives (Any Commerce cout·ses or any 300 or 400 
courses in Economics) ................................................... 6 
ll:llnlmum .......................................................................... 32 
For a lllinor : 
Commerce 301, 302 or 303 .................................................. 7 or 8 
E lectives In Commerce• ...................................................... !l or 10 
1\finimum .................................................................. 18 
• Note.-Tbree bom·s of this elective may be a. junior or 
senior course In Economics. 
Requirements tor a M ajo1· in Commr1·cc 1vi/h a ccrtijirafr: 
Commerce 101, 102, 201, 202, 301, 302, 311, 321, 375, 401, 
402, and 47!i ... ... ............. . ... . ... . .... 31 
Economics 302, 442 ................................... ~·······-·········· ·············· 6 
Economics 304 or Commerce 410 or 411 .................................. 3 
Economics 44 3 or Commerce 421 .............................................. 3 
Minimum ...................................... . ...................... 46 
Additional cout"S<'S which may be taken hy majors or minors In 
commerce and counted on the degree as either Commerce or Eco-
nomics a re: 
Economics 302, 304, 339, 349, 441, 442, 443. 
(See Department of Economics and Sociology ) 
Commer ce 101. Beginning Typewriting. Two hours. 
Pur pose : To f each the proper operating- technirpl PS in 
touch typing-, the care of the machine, and to dewlop speed 
and accuracy in the use of the machine. 
Topics : The keyboard: opera ting parts of the mach ine ; 
tabulations; arrangement of statistical material ; typing for 
personal use; simple business letters. 
Commerce 102. Intermediate Typewriting. Two hours. 
Purpose : To develop sp('ed a11 d accnl'acy and lo perfect 
operating techniques on the machine. 
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Topics: Special forms of business letters ; arrangement 
of reports; legal forms; manuscr ipts and Yarious tabulations; 
ana lysis of enors ancl tkn·lopmcnt. of :speed and accnracy. 
Commerce 201. Beginning Shorthand. Three hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o introduce th e use or shorthand throngl1 the 
functional method aud to give the background needed for th e 
later developmen t of speed and accuracy in the taking of 
dictation. 
Topics: 'l'he Gregg system of shorthand ; alphabet; brief 
forms; phrases and abbreviations. 
Commerce 202. Intermediate Shor thand . Three hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o dcYt>lop t hc skill of taking dictation and 
transcribing notes- to build on the prin<' iple learn<'d in the 
fir·st semester antl to increase the student's skill to the point 
\\'ht>rt> he ca n tak!' dictation af from 90 to 100 words per min-
ute and transcrihc his notes acenrately. 
Topics: Completion of Gregg Functional 1\Ianuals; 
ad \'a need dicta! ion and t ranscription. 
Commerce 301. P rinciples of Account ing. Four hours. 
Pur pose: To deYelop the neerl and the importance of 
accounting and hookkeeping fo1' business with sufficient prac-
tice to insure profir iency. 
'l'opics : Meaning and purpose of accountmg; the balance 
sheet ; the statement of profit and loss; bookkeeping pro-
redures; adjusting And closing entries, special journals; con-
trolling accounts: valuation accounts; accrued and deferred 
it ems; business practice and proced urcs; partnership 
accounting. 
Commerce 302. Principles of Accounting. Four hours. 
Purpose : To further emphasize thE' need and importance 
of acc•ounting r ecords in controlling business activities. 
Topics: Partnership arco unting problems; corporation 
accounting; vouc•hcr systems; n.ccounting for manufacturing 
firms ; simple cost. accounting; comparatiYe statements; anal-
:·si" and interprcta t ion of financ ial ::> tatcmcnts. 
Commerce 303. Secretarial Accounting. Three hours. 
Prercquisit e: Commerce 3,)1, 
Purpose: To study the t,rprs of accounting reports and 
records for the small business and the professions, together 
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with the business practices inYolved in those case wher e the 
secretary orc.linaril r keeps th<> r••eo1·ds. 
Topic~: Business form!>: household accounts; account of 
small hops; accounting- for the profe. siou ; church; school 
and club ac<•ounts and reports. 
Commerce 311. Secr etarial Procedure and Practice. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisites : Uommerce I Ol , 102, 201, and 20~. 
Purpose: 'l'o integ1·ate the typing and shorthand skilL'l 
and increase profic iency in each. To de,·elop a knowledge of 
the dutie and personal requirements of the secretary. 
Topics: Duties of the .-,ecretary; filing; dupl icating 
machines; the dic ta phone; hanJ!in~ of mail; procedures and 
practices in the modern office. · 
Commerce 312. Secretarial Procedure and Practice. 
Three hours. 
This co urse i a continuation of Commerce 311. 
Commerce 313. Applied Shorthand. Two hours. 
Prerequisites: Commerce 101, 102, 201, 202, and 311. 
Purpo. e: 'ro giYe the adYnnced secretarffil stndPnt an 
opportunity to test out his :-kill-. in actual office condition . 
Topics: 'pccial secretarial a-;signmcnb; the '>ludent will 
do his laboratOJT work in the Yarious oft'ices on the campus. 
After conferences w ith the office heads, the instructor will 
a sign remedial work to the studPnt so that upon the com-
pletion of the course hP may he qua1ifiecl to do secretarial 
wo r-k 
Commerce 321. Business Organizat ion. Three h ours 
Purpose: To acquaint tht' '>tnclent "ith the different types 
of bu iness organizations-then· g1·owth, their importanee, 
advantages and d isad\'antages <tJHl thrir efl't'ct on society. 
Topic. : 'ingle proprieto1·ships; partner. hips: corpora-
tions; the combination moYement; pools; tru. ts : merger ; 
holding compallit'S; regulation and control of combinations. 
Commerce 375. Materials and Methods in Secretarial 
Subjects. Two hours. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the techniques 
and de\'ices based on research and appro\'ed practice fo r the 
teachin~ of shorthand, typing and secretarial practice. 
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Topics : Different methods of pre entation; evaluation 
of texts; determination of standard::; ; supplementary readi ngs 
and collateral materials availabl e to the t eacher ; testing. 
Commerce 401. Business Law. Three hours. 
Pm·posc : To acquaint the student with the legal prin-
ciples that govern th e conduct of business and to train him in 
applying them t o business situations. 
'l'opics: The development of commercial law ; law pro-
ce<.lure; the judicial system; torts applicable t o business prac-
tice; contracts; agency; negotiable instruments; partnerships; 
aorporations; sales; personal and real property. 
Commerce 402. Business Law. Three hours. 
'l'his course is a continuation of Commerce 401. 
Commerce 410. Salesmanship. Three hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o develop an understanding of the funda-
mental principles of selling and an appreciation of the tech-
niques and art of selling, together with th e ability to evaluate 
these both as customer and sal e~?man. 
Topics: rJ.'he sale man's personality ; the actual selling 
pt·ocess; presentation of ll1e sale; creation of demand ; sales 
campaigns; selecting and trai ning salesmen. In addition, each 
student pl·epat·cs and execn t es at least one sales talk before 
th e class during the term. 
Commerce 411. Retail Merchandising. Three hours. 
Purpose : 'l'o give an understanding of the problems of 
the retail merchant together with the principles 0 e mana~:e­
ment which are common to all types of r etail stores. 
'l'opics: Selecting a business location; internal layout ; 
departmentalization ; mercl1andise control ; store policies ; 
retail selling problems; training and management of personnel. 
Commea:'ce 421. Corporation Finance. Three hours. 
Purpose : To acquaint the sLnd ents with the problems of 
finance, administration and reorganization of business. 
'f opics: Forms of business organization; corporate organ-
ization; corporate management ; financing business by means 
of stock; financing through borrowed capital; management of 
surplus; working capital requi rements ; investment of funds ; 
business failures and reorganization. 
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Commerce 430. Advanced Accounting. Three hours. 
Purpose: To give practice in solving accounting prob-
lems of a more adva11ced nature than those encountered in 
Commerce 302. 
Topics: Installment . ales accounting; consign ments; 
accounting for branches and agrncics; consolidated state-
ments; estate account in~ ; partnc t·sl1ip liqnidal ions ; rorpora-
tion accounting problem .. 
Commerce 431. Advanced Accounting. Three hours. 
This course is a continuation of CommercP 430. 
Commerce 475. Materials and Methods in Bookkeoping 
and Junior Business. Two hours. 
Purpose: To acquaint the s tudent "ith the different 
methods of prrsrnling and denloping these subjects in the 
high school. 
Topics : Differ ent methods of presen tation; evaluation of 
texts ; testing-; determ ination of standards; supplrmentary 
readings and collateral material available to the teacher. 
DEP ARTl\lE~'r OF ECO~OMICS Ai\D SOCIOLOGY 
Mr. Terrell Mr. Fincel 
R EQUIRE:\LENTS: 
For a Majo1·: Sem. Hrs. 
Economics 201, 202, 349................................................................ 9 
Sociology 201, 202 ............................................ .......................... 6 
Elective Oourses (Elect. 9 hrs.) 
Economics 302, 349, 441, 4<12 
or 
Sociology 180, 301, 401, 402 .................................... .'................. 9 
Minimum hrs. for Department .................. ............................. 24 
For a Minor : 
E conomics 201, 202 




Economics 302, 349, 441, 442 .................................................... 6 
or 
Sociology 180, 301, 401, 402 ........................................................ 6 
:\finimum hrs. for the Department .................. ....................... 18 
Students majoring or minoring in Economics may upon advice 
of the professor take the following courses in Commerce toward satis· 
fying the requirements for either the major or minor: 
Commerce 321, 401, 402, 410, 411, 421. 
(See Department or Commerce.) 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
ECONOMICS 
Economics 180. (FormE-rly EconomiC's 60. ) Agricultural 
Economics. Three hours. 
Purpose : To give tudents a practical knowledge of such 
subjects as r ural credits and the means of securing t he posses-
sion of land; land, labor, and capital; the eYolution of farm 
machinery ; tenancy, share rent, cash rent; cooperative socie-
1 ics; snch farm organizations AS g- r·A nge, fa nn<>r·s' unions, fa r·m 
bureaus, and federal fnrm loan banks. 
Topics: The following are SOlli e of the topics which will 
be discussed in this course: The factor s of economic prodqc-
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tion and their properties; the guiding principles in the organ-
i?.ation of the farm; the value of farm lands; and tenancy and 
land ownership in tlu• nitcd Htntes. 
Economics 201. (l<,ormerly Economics 61.) General Eco-
nomics. Three hours. 
Purpose: To teach the pt·iucipal theories of our economic 
hfe, and to famil iarize the student with th e tenninology of the 
·ubject in order that he may more fully appreciate the current 
literature in this field. 
Topics: Economic organ ita t ion; the law::; of price, money, 
banking and exchange; problems of business organization; the 
distribution of wealth and income; the economics of govern-
ment; the prob lems of labor. 
Economics 202. (Formerly Economics 62.) General Eco-
nomics. Three hours. 
Thi:s course is the continuation of Economics 201. 
Economics 302. (Former ly Economics 72.) Labor Prob-
lems. Three hours. 
Purpo e: 'l'o give the underlying causes for industrial 
!.trife; to den lop in the '>tudent an open mind toward both 
c:apital and labor; and to present the rights of the public in 
this industrial tangle. 
Topics: Organized labor; labor legislation; capitalistic 
regime; economic inequality; :-,tandards of living; industrial 
<'Onfiicts; state intedet·ence aud regulations. 
E conomics 304. (l<,ormerly Economics 74.) Marketing. 
Three hours. 
Pret·equisitr: E con. 201. 
Purpose: The purpo~e of this course is to familiat·ize the 
student with the Ia\\ s of marketing aud the organizations by 
means of whiC'h people sell and buy. Tie must know also 
something of the importance of banking policies and business 
policies in general as they bear upon tl1e markets of the world. 
Topics: Raw materials and products; organized exchange; 
analp;is of market; market price; manufactured products; 
warehou~es; cooperative societies; distribution organizations. 
Economics 339. (Formerly Economics 70.) Economic 
History of Europe. Three hours. 
Purpose : To indicate the origins and to explain the 
nature and effects of the more important economic changes and 
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achievements iu Europe and their relations to economi c condi-
tions in the United States. 
Topics : l\1ecl iac,·al and early mo<leL'll backgrou uds; agri-
culture, industry, and trade from the rapoleonic Wars to the 
World War; labor legislation and organization to 1914; the 
World War and its aftermath. 
Economics 349. (Formerly Economics 71. ) Economic His-
t ory of the United States. Three hours. 
Purpose : 'J'o give tlte studen l. au appt·eciation of economic 
influences liJJO II the J eve loplllell t 01' Olll' political, industrial, 
and social insti tutious. 
Topics: 'l'he cal'ly colonial commerce; the development 
of transportation facilities-ship building, turnpikes, canals, 
river transportation, railroads; credit and international com-
merce; the eltect o I' \\ arfare upon economics. 
Economics 441. (:B,ormerly Economics 81.) Public Fi-
nance. Three hours. 
Prerequisit e : Econ. 201. 
PurposE': 'l'o give an undet·standiug knowledge of the 
sources, the coll ection, and th e expenditures of thi finances of 
the federal, the state, and the local units of government. 
Topics: Public expenditures; public revenues; taxation; 
public credit ; the financial administration of government. 
Economics 442. (Formerly Econ om ics 82.) Money and 
Banking. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Econ. 201. 
Purpose : 'l'o give a history of the monetary system of the 
United tates, and compare om banking sy::.tem with those of 
the leading European nations, thet·eby giving an intelli gent 
understandi11g of th e banking system ot the United States. 
Topics: Credit and banking- 11ature of cr edit ; personal 
credits, bank creclit; bank r eserve; bank notes; state banks; 
the national banking system; the .federal reserve system-
member banks, gold reserve; money market. 
Economics 443. (F ormerly Economics 84.) Investments. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Econ. 201. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the general fw,da-
mentals in the analysis of securities, bonds, mortgages, etc. ; 
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to show him the differences between corporation secur ities, 
r eal estate securities, and government or civi l loans; and to 
enable him to distinguish between investment securities with 
little ri k and speculative secmities. 
Topic : These are some of the topics for discu sion: cor-
poration bonds; bonds secured by land or real estate; civil 
obligations; intere t; the influence of market upon price of 
stocks and bonds. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Sociology 180. (Formerly Sociology 56.) RuraJ Sociol-
ogy. Three hours. 
(Catalogued formerly as Social Problems in Rural Edu-
cation 56.) 
Purpose: 'l'o study the problellls of rural life-the prob-
lems of education, spir itual uplift; the problems of making 
life happy and inter esting on the fa1·m; the problems of social-
izing the individualistic people; the problems of teaching the 
1·ural population the beauties of nature surrounding them. 
Topic : Definition of sociology as it pertains lo rural 
life; the study of the rural home and the family life; the rural 
church ; the rural school and the methods of improving the 
f:chool ; the problems of health and sani tation; the cooperative 
organizations of rural life; such literature as will glol'ify 
country life. 
Sociology 201. (Formerly Sociology 61.) An IntroduC-
tory Course. Three hours. 
Purpose: To give a knowledge of primitive society and 
the g rowth of institutional life; to show how people by 
cooperation live togethel'; and to suggest to the student that 
sociology i a most intere ting and profitable study of man in 
his social r elations. 
Topics: Pr imitive society and institutions : the family ; 
social relationships; heredity; social attitudes; ·ocial control ; 
culture; social organization ; poverty; crime; racial conflicts; 
the modern economic order; the place of education in the 
social order. 
Sociology 202. (Formerly Sociology 62. ) An Introductory 
Course. Three hours. 
This course is a continuation of Sociology 301. 
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Sociology 301. ( li'orm e t·l~· 8oeiolog~· 71.) Child Welfare. 
Three hours. 
Purpose: 'L'o impre:;s upon thE' future citiz!'n h is duly 
to the helplrss child ; to teach the e<:o nomit· importance as well 
as ethical obligation in the t·onservation of child life ; to urge 
the necessity for 'rholesome food, proper playgro11 nds, and 
sauitary condit ions ftH' our boys and girls, an d to stt·ess the 
importance or propE'l' educational auvantages in the preven-
tion of delinquency in our dependent anu underprivileged 
children. 
Topics: Conservation of ch ilcl l i£e; health and physique; 
training and education; child labor; jtwenile delinquency; 
problems of dependent children ; the child welfare movemeut. 
Sociology 401: (l<'ormerly Hocio logy 85.) Criminology. 
Three hours. 
Pm·pose : To s tudy the causes of crime, the soC' ial respon-
~ibility for ct·ime, the prevent ion of crime, the juvenil e court, 
th e prison S,YStt•m, l ht• l'thics 01' j)llllisllllll'llt, the PcOnomy of 
punishment, and the failm·e of ou t· ednt'ational s~·stem in its 
dealing with the l't'im ina I elenwnt. 
Topics: ( ' t·imillology. law an d ct·i ntr; general causes of 
er ime, the police system, th e function and failure of prisons, 
probation, met hods of' reform, the preYention of crime, and 
het·euity and ct·ime. 
Sociology 402. (l•'ormerly l-lociologr 6.) Immig·ration. 
Three hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o study immigTation as a world moYcment in 
all ages; to study immig-t·ation a.s it all'ect · the United 
~:Hates soeially, economically, and r el igiously-its cfCects upon 
the labor JH'Ob lellls. its effects upon nu·ial questiolls. and its 
drects upon the Amt•t·i<•an standat·cls of li,·in!!. 
'l'opies : l•'ree immigration , state regulation, federal con-
tro l, causes and etft•cts of innnig1·ation, social and economic 
conditions of arriYing immigrants. th e t>il'cc:ts upon popula-
tiOn, standards of li,·ing, assimi lation , amalgamation and 
Americanization of immigra nts . 
• 
DEP ART~IEXT OF EDUCAT lOX 







For a Jln.jo1· in Elementary Education: 
Education 151, 220, 325, 326, 35(), 351, 425 
Sem. H rs. 
21 
Any nine hours selected from the fie ld of elementary 
education ........ ................. ........... .... ...... ..............• ........ 9 
30 
Students appl~·ing for the lligh School Certificate and the 
degree are not permitted to major 111 education because mo~t 
teachinl! positions presume that the maj or wa.., in the snbject 
to be taught. Students expE'ctin~ to begin work in adminis-
trative and su pervisory poHitions in school systems, or who 
are specializing in Elcmcnta iT Education may profitably 
choose a major in edntation. 
EDUCATION 
For the ~uiclancr of tho!lr st nclrnts who a re wor kin g for 
certificates on different ]e,·eh and who may be in doubt as to 
\\"hat courses count on the Yarious certificates, we are cliYiding 
rhc courses into four heads: general education, elementar~­










Introduction to Education .. ·····································-······· 
General Psychology ... ... . ............................... ···-·· ........... . 
Educa tional Psychology ......................................................... . 
Character Education . .. ... •. . ....................... . 
History of Education in the U. S. . .............. ,. .............. ... .. 
Educational Sociology ... ...... . .. .......• .......................... 










220 Fundamentals of Elementary Education ... ..................... 4 
325 Supervised Student Teaching ···· - ·········· ·········· 3 
326 Reading in the Elementary School .. --···-····-··················· 3 
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327 Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School...... 3 
350 Child Psychology ........................................................... ........... 3 
351 Tests and Measurements ................................ ........................ 2 
423 The E lementary School Curriculum .................................... 3 
425 Supervised Student Teaching .............................................. 3 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
371 l\Ielhods of Teaching in the Secondary Schools 3 
375 Supervised Student Teaching .............................................. 3 
389 Extra-Cunicular Activities .................................................. 3 
454 Psychology of Adolescence .................................................... 3 
470 Principles of Secondary E•lucation .................................... 3 
475 Supervised Student Teaching .............................................. 3 
493 High School Administration .................................................. 3 
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
391 Rural School Adminis tration ............. .................................. 3 
392 Rural School Supervision .................................................... 3 
426 Pupil Accounting ...................................................................... 3 
486 Adult Education ........................................................................ 3 
493 High School Adminislrat!.:m ................................................ 3 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
Education 101. Int roduction to Educat ion. Three hours. 
Purpose : To orientate the student. with certain funda-
mental educational principles, practices, and problems that 
11aYe come into existence; t.o acqua int him with the scope of the 
field of cdncat ion, with the progress which ii has made in 
solving its problems, and with some of t.he ba ic principles 
which it is applying in the solution of these problems. 
Topics : The com'. c purpot·ts t.o show t.he student t he mag-
uitude of the teaching profession; it cxpect.s to challenge him 
as to his fitness for this work. What the schools shou ld 
attempt, and what, material of a human sort, the teachers have 
available, are other topics. 
Education 153. (Former ly Education 52.) General Psy-
chology. Three hours. 
Thi. course is designed primarily for the freshman and 
sophomore level. 
Purpose: The purpose of this course is threefold: (1) To 
giYe prospective teachers some general knowledge of pure 
psychology, and to acquaint them with some of the general 
terminologies often met in educational l iterature; (2) to inter-
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pret this general background into terms of applied or educn · 
tional pHychology; and (3) To furnish to the student a gen-
eral psychological and ftmdamental foundation of elementary 
psychology. 
Topics: 'l'he con tent treated in this cour:e will be to 
t-mpha. ize the .following topics: P :.ychology aH a science; the 
variou sy~;tems of p )·chology; heredity; beha\'io1· ot·ga11isms; 
emotional behavior, and behavior paltcms anrl modifications; 
the neural system; the simpler srnsory or~ans: intelligence, 
and individual diffet'<'JH'Cs; nwnl al growth, and intell igence 
~ests, and methods of testing in cdncal ton: psychological appli-
cation of different methods in leaching-. 
Education 154. (.F'ormerly Education 5 .) Educational 
Psychology. Three hours. 
Puq)ose: 'l'o acquaint the prospertive teacher with tile 
fundam entals of child nature as it is basic to an understand-
ing of l he teaching a n<l lrarnin~ JH'O<'<'sscs. 
Topics: Prohlrms of g:rowlh in relation to learning; 
health and the physical baf>rs of learning; emotional stresses 
and discipline; inlerrsts m1d inerntives; the learning process; 
mental hygiene of leaching and learning, etc. 
Education 354. (Formerly Education 73.) Character 
Education. Three hours. 
Prerequi. itc: Elementary Psychology or eqniYalrnt 
com·. c. 
Purpose: A study of some oC the psycholog-ical factors 
undcrlyin"' character education, and a stud~· oC some of the 
propo eel plans for improying morals, conduct, or behaYior of 
growing childt·rn. 
Topics: ~\. sun·cy of the character education movement; 
the direct YCr us the indirect method of charactrr education; 
~electin"' ideals and the life situation to form them; trait 
action. j biological and physiolo,.ical base:. or condnct; the 
place of rea oning ancl symbols in conduct; tests of measuring 
e;haractet· trails; the school cnniC' ulnm and character build-
ing; the integr al ion of pet· onalily. 
Education 361. (Formerly Education 77.) History of 
Education in the United States. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Nine hours in Education. 
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Purpose : The aim of the course is to cause the student 
to see prese11t-day educational probl ems in t erms of their his 
torical origin in the United States. 
Topics: 'l'h c un its ol' work in the course wil l integrate 
s nelL topic as our colonial b!lckgrounds: early practices; 
education for nflt ional ends; t he frontier and democracy in 
education; seeming public support and control; problems in 
the t raining of teachers; early cam paigns for the imp t·ove-
ment of instruction; great .American ed ucators of each period, 
£1c. 
Education 482. (Formerly Education 81.) Educational 
£ ociology. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : Sociology 201 and Sociology 202. 
Purpm;e : 'l'hc purpose of thi;; course is to investigat e the 
social factors a nd Jaws upon \\' hi ch cd ucalional t heory should 
r est. 1\Iore speci6 callr the course treats of thP social forces 
that should help determine the selection of school subj ects 
and th eir content . 
Topic~;: Sociological aspects of lraming and teaching; 
the school as a social <igency; r ecoll ;; t.rncting thr curriculum to 
meet changing social demands; the social relationships of the 
i eacher and their educational :ignificance ; the sociological 
aspects of school conlrol; mcasllt'ing t he :;ocial rcsn lls of 
education. 
Education 484. Wormerly Education 2. ) Philosophy 
of Education. Three hours. 
P rcrcqnisil e : 'l'"·e!Ye hours in Education. 
Purpose : Th e purpose of th is conrsc is to gi ve th e stu-
dent a unified view of the whole educative process. Such a 
view is highly essent ial to properly gu iding and plann ing 
administrative and other phases o.f educational serviec. 
Topics : Individual education as adjus1mcn1; the ph ilos-
ophy of ed ucation as conditioned by the theory of minrl: 
philosophies of lear ning; the place of freedom and authorit~­
in education in a democracy ; the sociological basiR for a philos-
ophy of education ; a sociological-philoso ph i<·a I interpretation 
of the seven cardinal principles of rducation; determini ng the 
value and function of t he various ty pes of education and of 
the various subjects ; s tudying how $Ociely . honlcl support 
and control education. 
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ET~E!\IENTARY EDUCATION 
Education 220. (Form erly E ducation 59.) Fundamen-
tals of Elementary Education. Four hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o giYe the pro~pective teacher a factual grasp 
of the fundamental problems in org-anizing. managing, and 
in:-tructing in the Plementary school. 
'l'opics : 'l'he puq)O~e and orig ins of elementa t·y educa-
tion ; problems of school organization, management, d iscipline, 
e:ll.t l'a-cnrril'nlar lltul community n •lation:-; the cmTiculum, its 
growth and re\'ision. 'l'he psychologjcal fundamentals of ele-
mentary teaching. Methods of teaching each of the leading 
elementary sc hool subjects. 
Education 325. Supervised Student Teaching. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisites: a. The a ltainmeut of a scholastic standing 
of one or ·'U" in all courses complctetl at t he t ime Rludent 
teaching beginrs; b. 'l' he com plct ion 0 r a t l ca ~t one-half of the 
minimum requirements in En g-lish fot· th e cutTiculum pu rsued; 
c. 'rhe compl l'tion of at It-a. t olll'-half or the minimum require-
ments in Educat io11 com·se~; d. The complllion of a minimum 
of 32 serue ·ter holll's of requit'Cll courses in the two-yea t· ele-
mentar~· curriculum. 
Purpose: 'l'o g-iYe the sttHlent teac het· actual experience 
i11 t eacl1 ing i11 orclc>t· that famil iat·i ty with the best schoolr oom 
procedures nHt~· hc> cl eYeloped. 
Procedure: 'l' he student teachE's n minimum of fifty-four 
fifty-minut e JWt·iods and does as n111<·h oh~e t·vation as is d eemed 
necessary for t he• most effi<•ient wot·k. Th e teach in~ may be 
done in any of 1111' c• l E'mE'ntar~· ~t·aclc>s or in the first two years 
of the junior hig-h "<'hool. Dail~· c•on fPr t•nce ... are held with 
the critic te;wiH't' and a ~ t·o11p c·~nfc>t'c>nt•P i,., hehl ont•e each 
week with thr clil'N·lor of thl' t1·ainin ~ st'hool. 
Education 326. (Formel'lr Bel Hea t ion 70.) Reading in 
Elementary Schools. Three hours. 
Purpo. e: .Aim~ to ~ive the pupil po~session of th e knowl-
edge and sk ill rPJ)I'Psented by the bet cu rrent thinking and 
practice in leaching- child t·en to !'Pad on the advanced as well 
as elemental',\' level. 
Topics: Motivation of reading, mechanics of reading, 
special methods, special difficulties, differences between good 
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and poor readers, diagnosis of special difficulties, word blind-
ness, eye-voice span, psychological investigations of r eading, 
arousing reading interests, relationship of reading to success 
in other subjects. 'rhe course attempts to improve the read-
ing ability of the members of the class. 
Education 327. Teaching· Social Studies in the Elemen-
tary School. Three hours. 
Purpose : This course is designed to acquaint the pros-
pective teacher wiLh the latest methods of teaching the social 
:;tudies and the philosophy underlying these methods. 
Topics: (a) The r elation of the social studies to each 
other; (b) the aims and objectives of teaching t he social 
studies; (c) a survey of latest materials available for social 
studies teaching; (d) observation of social studies teaching 
in the training school; and (e) or ganization and integration 
of social studies maLerial into teaching units. 
Education 350. (Formerly Education 57.) The Psychol-
ogy of Childhood. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : '!'his is not a beginning course in psychol-
ogy, but it may be taken on the advice of the instructor. 
Purpose: The course aims to meet Lhe needs of both the 
teacher and the parent in giving t he basic understanding need-
ful in properly guiding the child's mental and physical 
growth. 
Topics: Philosophies of inculcating such traits as hon-
esty, industry, good judgment, thrift, obedience, desire to be 
and do, worthy life vocational ambition, desirable habits, and 
1 he like. Fundamental psychological principles will be derived, 
depending on the background of psychological train i11g pos-
sessed by members of the class. 
Education 351. (Formerly Education 71. ) Tests and 
Measures. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: Elementary Psychology or equivalent 
course. 
Purpose : This course makes available one of the most 
useful tools of teaching. Tests of all kinds are studied and 
used with the aim of acquainting the prospective teacher with 
their u se, ptu·pose, and comparat ive value. The philosophy 
underlying the meastu·ement movement is developed and 
crit icized. 
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Topics: H ow measurements result in better teaching; 
Rtatistics needed by the classroom teacher ; achi<'vcment; intel-
ligence; how to j udge a test; tests on both the high school and 
elementary chool levels in each subject matter field arc used. 
Actual practice in the u e of tests is provided. llow to make 
and use the new-type questions for the school subjects is 
given considerable attention. 
Education 423. The Elementary School Curriculum. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Twelve hours in Education. 
Purpose : (a) 'J'o acquaint the stuJent "'ilh the back-
ground of out· present curricula; (b) 'l 'o determine what prin-
ciples should obtai11 in the selrction, differentiation and inte-
gration of subjet'l matlcJ·; (c) 'l'o stres the nccJ .for constant 
revision and re-evalualiou of the content of the curriculum. 
Topics: (a) :::ietling up aud defining llw aims of educa-
tion; (b) consideration of the important isstl!'s in curriculum 
making; (c) analysis of techniques involved, and the evalua-
tion of criteria in cur riculum making. 
Educat ion 426. Supervised Student Teaching. Three 
hom·s. 
Prerequisites: Education 325 and its pt·rrequisites. 
Purpo e : 'l'his is a continuation course to Education 325. 
It is designed for students who wish to earn more than three 
hours of credit in student teaching at the elemcntat·y ! ~vel. 
\Vben taken to meet the requirements for the :::itandaru Ele-
mentm·y Certificate this cou rse shonld be taken duri11g the 
senior yeat•. 
SECONDARY J<JDUCATION 
Education 371. Methods of Teaching in the Secondary 
Schools. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: ine hours of education or junior standing. 
Purpose: The purpose of this coUJ' e is to provide orienta-
tion in the field of lea<•hing in secondary schools. Jt shoulJ 
acquaint teachers with various principles, methods, and 
techniques, of teaching in the jun ior anJ senior high schools. 
It should finally leave the teacher with a definite pl1ilosophy 
concerning good teaching. 
Topics: The questions and topics that will be considered 
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in this course are somewhat as fo llows : (1) \Vhat are the 
fnndamental principles of good teaching1 (~) What is good 
teaching1 (3) What are the criteria for· judging good teach-
mg7 (±) How may such standards be set up 'l (5) What are 
the basic princip les of edncatioHal method. 1 Specialized pro-
cedures and plans such as the project method, problem method, 
socialized recitation, snpervi. ed study, the Lancaster plan, 
Pueblo plan, Dalton plan, the Winnetka plan, the Morrison 
Unit plan, and other such topics will be studied in detail. 
Demonstration and illustration of such procedures will be 
emphasized. 
Education 375. Supervised Student Teaching·. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisites: a. 'rhe attainment of a scholastic stand-
ing of one or "C" in all courses completed at the time stu-
dent teaching begins; b. The completion of two-thirds of the 
minimum recplirements in the core cuniculum and in the sub-
ject fields in which student teach ing is done; c. The comple-
tion of two-thirds of the rcqnired courses in education other 
than student teaching; d. 'l'he completion of a total of 90 
11eme:ter hom·s of wo1'k. 
Purpose: 'l.'o give the student teacher· actual experience 
in teaching at the high school level, and to acquaint him with 
the most approved techniqurs and proceclurrs in the fields in 
·which he is to work. 
Procedure: The student teaches a minimum of fifty-four 
fifty-minute periods and does as much observat ion as is 
deemed n ecessary for t he most efficient work. Daily confer-
ences are held wilh the critic teacher and a group conference 
is held onre each we<"k with the d irector of the training 
school. 
Education 389. (Formerly Edncation 7-t.) Extra-Cur-
ricular Activities. Two hours. 
Purpose: (a) 'l.'o give an acquaintance with the philoso-
phy back of ext1·a-cnnicular activit ies and a knowledge of the 
values and obstacles in achievi11g the various goals, and (b) to 
give an acquaintance with the principles of organization and 
details of administering the various activities. 
Topics: Cardinal objectives of curricular activities; car-
dinal objectives of extra-curl'icular activities. The following 
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activities are considered from the points of >alue: Obstacles 
in the way of achieving the Yalucs, principles of administra-
tion and control, details of organizing and admini. tering stu-
dent government, publications, assemblie., honor societies, 
athletics, commencements, club activities, and entertainments. 
Members of the class are expected to make a detailed study 
of an actiYity. 
Education 454. P sychology of Adolescence. Three hours. 
Prerequ i~Site: Usually a course in general or educational 
psychology ''ill be r equired. 
Purpo e: 'l'o give the secondary teacher an nndersland-
mg of the special manife tatious of mental and physical 
growth characteristic of adole::.ccnce. 
Topics: Physi cal, emotiona l, rei igious and rational dis-
turbances of the period; the stru ggle to realize one's self; 
formation of personality traits; vocational guidance; charac-
teristics the desirable adolescent school shou ld haYc, etc. 
Education 470. Principles of Secondary Education. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisite : 'l'welve hours of education or junior 
standing. 
Purpose: Thi · course i · d<.'signed to pl'O\'ide an introduc-
tion to the field of secondary education; to ~o>tudy the funda-
mental principles of th eory and practice in secondary educa-
tion; and to study the hi to t·y and development of t he second-
ary schools as well as their preHent status from the s1andpoint 
of organization, population, enl'ollment, pupil.·, teachers, types 
o.f teaching, chool official.', and Lo indicate future trends in 
secondary education. 
Topics: (1 ) 'l'o treat the rise and denlopmcn t of the 
secondary schools in America and other cotmtrie.-; (2) to con-
sider the problem of articulation bet\Hen the elementary and 
!'econdary schools and between th e ·econdar)- and higher insti-
tutions ; (3) to appraise the objectives and functions of sec-
ondary educatiOJL; ( 4) to alt em pi to cYitluatc the social prin-
ciples evolved in the secondary schools; (5) to emphasize the 
physical and met1lal traits of pup illS and their individual dif-
ference ; (6) to determine programs of studies by means of 
subject-value criteria; (7) to compare and weigh variOU$ cur-
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riculums with respect lo their aims; and (8) to acquaint stu-
dents with the terminologies of secondary education. 
Education 475. Supervised Student Teaching. Three 
hours. 
P r erequisites: Education 375 and its prerequisites. 
Purpose : This course is a con Lin nation of Education 375. 
Education 493. (Pormerly Education 83.) High School 
Administration. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Six bom·s in Ed ttcaLion. 
Pur pose: The purpose of this course is to give the high 
school principa l. a knowi.Pdge and grasp of the major prob-
lems inYolved in the administrat ion of his school. 'l'he admin-
istrative functions of the high school teaching staff will also 
r eceive at.t.eut.ion. 
Topics: The office ; the pup il; the Leaching staff, inst ruc-
tion; supervision; study; testing and examination program; 
marking system; schedule-making; extra-curricular pr ogram; 
publicity; financial program; and similar topics. 
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION 
Education 391. (Formerly Edu cation 78.) Rural School 
Administration. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: At least fifty hours of standard college 
work, at least. nin e l1out·s of which m11st be in cdncation. 
Purpose : To prepare prospective county superintendents 
and other r m a l. school officers for their work, and to give 
rura l teachers a more thorough understanding of the county 
system. 
'l'opics: A s tudy of the organization and business man-
agement of the county school system ; the county boar d, and 
its authority, and the laws under which it operates; the eco-
nomical expenditure of the county fun ds and proper account-
ing of them; building country schools; rearranging district 
boundaries; the establishment oE consolidated schools with 
provision for transportation ; the keeping of records. 
Education 392. (Formerly Education 79.) Rural School 
Supervision. Three hours. 
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Prerequisite : ..d..t least fifty hours of !Standard college 
work, at least nine hourli of which must be in educ·ntion 
Purpose : 'l'o investigate the meth ods and po. sibilities of 
supcrvi ion in the rural schools; to prepare sunpervisors for 
tloing this work; and to prepare country teachers for intelli-
gent cooperation with the supervisor by helping them to gain 
an under tanding of the methods and ai ms or supervision. 
'l'opics: A study of the ways in which in trnction may 
be improved in rural schools; the place of standartlized tests 
in supervision; plan for teachers' meeting·; plans for pub-
licity among rul'Ul people; the possibilities for work by super-
visors in rural communities; the iustruction of teachers in the 
nse of the course of study. 
Education 426. Pupil Accounting. Three hours. (Re-
quit·cu coul'sc for th e attendance offi ce~·'s certificat e.) 
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with Kentucky attend-
ance laws ; duties to the slate, county and patro11s und er the 
law. 
Topic.: Kentucky 'chool Jaws; setting-up of the attend-
ance office; attendance officer as welfare worker ; attendance 
'officer as policeman; records, fill's, antl reports required to be 
kept by th • oflicer, and oth<'r topil:s r l' lated to the work of 
this important o[ice. 
Education 486. Adult Education. Three hours. 
Purpose : The purpose of th is comsc is to ass ist students 
in giviJ1g the adult cla ses a better per:·qwctive and a b roader 
hasis for living a more enriched l ife. 
'l'opics : 'l'he ways and mcaus of t eaching adults th e fwl-
damentals iu the tool subjects. Principles consonan t with the 
idea of democt·acy arc stressed in such ubjects as civics, 
geogl'apby, hislot·y and elementary economi('s. Some atten-
tion is al o given to the arts and crafts and to natllre stlldy. 
Education 493. (Formerly Education '3.) High School 
Administration. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Six hours in Education. 
Purpose : 'J'he purpose of this course is to give the l1igh 
school principal a knowledge and grasp of the major problems 
involYed in t he administration of his school. The administra-
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tive fun ctions of th e high school teaching staff will also receive 
~~ tten tio n. 
•ropics: 'rhe office; the pupil; the teaching staff, instruc-
tion; superYision; 'tudy; testing and examination program; 
marking system; schedule-making; ex tra-cut'l'icular program; 
publicity; financial program ; and similar topics. 




For a Major: 
;\1r. Banks 
l\lr. Bradley 
Mr. J ackson 
Prerequ isite: 101, 102, 2:11, 232 ............................................. . 
Required : 301, 335, 341•, 342 .................................................... .. 
Suggested: Two courses from 433, 437, 438, 439 ................ .. 
l\Iinimum .......... ....... ........................... .................................. .. 
Maximum ............................................................................... . 
For English majors we recommend History 338. 







English 101, 102, 231, 232, 301, 341, 34 2.................................. 21 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
English 101. (Formerly English 5-I:.) English Composi-
tion. Three hours. Requ.ired of all students enterin g college. 
Purpose: (a) To correct and emich the language used in 
actual life situations, (b) to develop habits of organized think-
ing, and (c) to develop appreciation for good literature and 
e. habit of wide reading. 
Topics: A careful study of punct11ation, sentence struc-
ture, and paragraphing; the writing of mauy short theme~. 
especially those based on actual language needs, as busines 
letters, etc.; much practice in expressing the student 's own 
experience in correct and interesting English; r eading in 
books and magazines to giYe broader mterests. 
English 102. (Fonnerl y Engli. h 53. ) English Composi-
tion. Three hours. Required of all coll ege stude nts. 
Prerequ isite : English 101 (or English 51, as formerly 
gi ven ). 
Purpose: To gi\·r further practice in the WH' of conect 
:1nd effertive English in wri ting a nd speaking. 
Topirs: 1\1uch practice in thc various forms of cxpression. 
in choosi ng subjects for themes, using reference books. mak-
;ng bibliographies, taking notes, making outlines, and wriling 
• 350 may be substituted for 3 ll. 
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and correcting themes; wide reading in books and magazines 
so that the stndenL may have fields of interest from which to 
dra'>'· material for speaking and writing. 
English 180. Element ary Principles of Journalism. (For-
mct·ly English 56.) Three hours. 
Prerequisite: English 101. 
Purpose: 'l'o provide training in the principal types of 
journalistic writing. 'ro give a background knowledge of 
problems, processes, and practices in present day newspaper 
publishing and printing. To develop an ability to evaluate 
critically the modern newspaper which will probably provide 
the largest part o.£ the individ nal 's reading art er leaving 
~chool. To give train ing and experience which will enable the 
student to supervise a high school publication. 
Topics: Newspaper organization, news gathering, struc-
ture and style in news stories, repor ting speeches and inter-
views, accident and crime stories, sports stories, society news, 
human interest st ories and fcatnre articles, copy reading, 
headline construct iou, proof-readin g, make-up, typography, 
photo-engraving processes, and high school publications 
English 181. Public Speaking. Three hours. A begin-
ning com·se. Empl1asis is placed on .fundamentals- action, 
projection, selection of subject, and out.lining. The aim of 
the course is to lay the foundation .for a direct, forceful man-
ner of speaking, and to help the student to think and speak 
freely and well before an audience 
English 182. Speech Correction. Two hours. A course 
designed to equip lhe prospective tf'acher with a working 
lmowled~e of the nature and treatment of speech deficts. 
Diagnosis of faults of Yoice pt·oclnction and of organic and 
:!:unctional speech d efects. :Methods oF effective treatment and 
cure. 
English 226. (Formf'rly Eng-lish 62.) Literature for 
Children. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: English 101. 
Purpose: (a) To acquaint stndents with the story-
interests of childt·c•n at different ages, (b) to fami liarize them 
with sources and backgrounds of sucl1 litera ture, and (c) to 
give practice in sLot·y-lelling and in making libt·ary lists. 
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Topics: The periods of story-interests; literature for 
each period, including myths, legends, folk-lore, etc.; correla-
tion of literature with other school subj ects; methods of pre-
senting literature that will give enjoyment to children and 
develop appreciation. 
English 231. (Formerly English 6la. ) A survey of Eng-
lish Literature from Beowulf to Wordsworth. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Engli. h 101. 
Purpose: 'l'o enable the student through careful r eading 
of well-chosen and, as far as possible, complete selections of 
the best prose and poetry to acquire a taste for good literature. 
Topics : 'l'he greater authors and some of the lesser. 
English 232. (Formerly English 6l b.) A Survey of Eng-
lish Literature from Wordsworth to recent times. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : English 101. (It is preferred that English 
~31 precede 232.) 
Topics: Same as in 231. In addition, a specified number 
of standard novels are read and reported on by each member 
of the class. 
English 282. (Formerly English 66.) Argumentation 
and Debating. Two hours. Given the first semest er. Class 
limited to twenty students. 
P rerequisites : English l 01 and 102 or the permission of 
the instructor. 
Purpose: (a) 'l'o provide the student with a firm gl'asp 
of the fundamental principles of argumentation; (b ) to pro-
vide intelligent pr actice in debating in conjunction with the 
study of theory; (c) to give a knowledge of the fundamentals 
and the development of an appreciation of the art of debating, 
to prepare students for directing debating activities in high 
schools. 
Topics: This course takes up a study of evidence and 
proof, of fallacies, and of various types of argument. It gives 
special emphasis, through practice, to gathering mat erial and 
constructing briefs, to reasoning, refutation, and debate strat-
egy, and to the delivery of the speech. 
English 301. (Formerly English 65.) Advanced Compo-
sition . Three hours. 
Prerequisites: English 101 and 102, with a grade of C or 
above. 
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Purpose: 'f o m<1ke a thoronah s tudy of ex pository writing 
and to giYe constant practice in both wnting and spenki11g. 
Topics : T he nature and matrrinl of exposit ion ; how to 
write exposition; definition; analysiS: mecha nisms. p l'OCe. S<'S. 
and organization~;; criticism; informal e:say; expository 
hiography. 
English 334. (J.<'ormerly English 71. ) Modern Poetry. 
Two hours. 
Prerequisi te: ~inc hours of l~n~li~h, including JOl and 
J02. 
Purpose: 'l'o study the most ~~~nificant E11glislt and 
American poet1·y since 1900. 
Topics : ('han~ing Yiews and method~ of poetry since 
1900; influence of th<> mag:azines ; chirl' English and American 
poets; t end<>nc ies in moclcrn poet J'j'. 
English 335. (F ormerly E nglish 7:3. ) Sha.kespear e. 
Three hours. A numbN· of comcclirs and tragedies are st ud ied 
in class and a n r qnal number aJ'<' assignrcl for outside reading. 
Prereqni sil<>s: Eng:lish 101 nnd 102, and preferab ly 231. 
Purpo <.> : 'l'o acf)uaint the stucl<>n l with hakespeare's 
language, his plot construction, and the quality of his thought. 
Emphas is is pla ced on the characters and their inter-relations. 
English 341. Formerl.'· En g lish 7:). ) A Survey of Amer -
ican Literature from the Beginning to a bout 18SO, Ending w1th 
Lowell. Three hours. 
Prerequi~itcs: 'English 101 and 10:.!. 
Purpose: Same a: in English Literatu re courses 231 and 
232. 
Topics:· 'f h e ea rlier writers, before Franklin, are dealt 
with somewhat mpidl;"~·, while th e major subsequent ones 
r eeeiYe much att ention. • omc oul~idc r eading is required. 
English 342. (ll'ormeri.Y E11g lish 76.) A Survey of Ameri-
can Literature from about 1860 to about 1900. Three hours. 
Prerequis it<>s: Engli. h 101 and 102. 
Purpose: Same as in En~lish T.iteratme eonrs<>s 231 and 
232. 
Topics: 'l'he g1·eater authors a11<1 some of the lesser. 
Some outside l'eacling is required. 
English 350. World Literature. Three h ours. 
P rerequl!:ii te: English 101 and 102. 
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P urpose: 'I'o view man'. development through his lit-
erature, and to en luge the stnden t 's world by acquaintance 
with th e literat tue of all times and all p C'oples. 
Topics : ' l'h t• developm ent of such types of literature as 
the tale, the epic, drama. orator~', biography, letters, novels, 
E:ssays, and l.nic poC'll'Y· 
English 375. (Fornm·ly E nglish 77. ) The Teaching of 
English in the High School. 'i' i.u ee hours. 
Purpose : (a ) To acquaint t he p rospective tea!:her of high 
school English "·ith the best methods and practices used in 
presenting compo. ition and literature to high school students, 
and ( b) to show the. e methods at work b~· obserYation in the 
training st:hool. · 
Topics: R elation and pt·oporiion of time for grammar, 
composition, a nd l iterature; mi nimum essentials in gr ammar; 
ot·al and writ trn C'ompo. ition: theme corrcetion; tC'st s, r epor ts, 
examinations; l'orm:-; and typrs of V(' t'se a nd prose; methods of 
t eaching poet ry, ltO\'el. ete.; snp plemr ntary aids. 
English 383. Play Coaching. Two hours. A study of the 
types of dramat ic producti on , and of the met hods in various 
:-~d10ols of direct ing. . tage technique. An inYe' tigation of 
considerations in casting. mC'thods of rehear,al, and prepara-
tion of the play. This class will offer one major dramatic 
production as a11 evening perl'ormance. 
English 384. Creative Dramatics for Children. Three 
hours. 
P rerequisite : Children's Literature. 
A course in educational dr amatics for students who wish 
to prepare to dir ect childrrn in the d t·amatic: wot·k of the class-
room. Creative dramati c work wil l he done on all grade leYels 
and. tories will he pa ntomimed and cl ramatized. Outside read-
ing \\-ill consist of children's literature :mitable for tll·amatic 
study. , indents will be required to create and prod uce one 
piece of dramat ic work during the course. Two class periods 
and one labora tory period per week. The laboraton· per iod 
·will be held in the D emonstration Sch ool. 
E nglish 433. (Formerly E nglish 2.) Contemporary 
British Literature. Three hours. 
Prerequisi tes: 'rwelve hours of English, including E ng-
l ish 101 and 102, an d preferably 231 and 232. 
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Purpose: (a) To give a survey of the development of 
British Literature, chiefly prose, since 1900, and (b) to study 
the chief novelists, essayists, and dramatists, especially notic-
ing social ideas that are embodied in their writings. 
Topics: 'l'he .four ages of modern literature ; the modern 
novel; the essayists; biography; modern drama. 
Eng·lish 437. (Formerly English 84.) The Eng·lish Novel. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Twelve hours of English, including English 
101, 102, and 231. 
Purpose : 'r o give the student, through extensive reading 
and class discussion, some idea of the development, nature, and 
significance of the novel as a bran ch of literature. 
Topics: The gt·eater English novelists from Fielding to 
Hardy. 
English 438. (Formerly English 85.) Romanticism in 
English Literature. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of English, including Eng-
lish 101, 102, 231, and 232. 
Purpose: To study the development and triumph of 
romanticism in English literature, from Anne of Winchelsea 
to Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats. 
Topics : (1) E ighteenth century forerunners. (2) Nine-
teenth century romanticists. 
English 439. (Formerly English 86.) Victorian Poets. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Engli h, including 231 and 
232. 
Purpose : To study the development of technique, the 
J·ange of subject matter and the re:fl.ections of contemporary 
thought in the poetry of the period fro.m 1832 to 1900. 
Topics : The poetry of Tennyson, Browning, M:atth,ew 
Arnold, Rossetti, Morris, Swinburne, and some of the minor 
poets of the period. 
English 443. (Formerly E nglish 83.) Contemporary 
American Literature. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Nine l10urs of English, including English 
101 and 102. 
Purpose: (a) To give a survey of the development of 
American Literature, chiefly prose, since 1900, (b) to study 
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the chlef novelists, essayists, and dramatists, especially notic-
ing social ideas embodied in their writings, and (c) to observe 
work dealing with fresh materials or attempting new methods, 
as well as excellent work in familiar methods and materials. 
Topics : Recent novels; short stories; essays ; dramas; 
current magazines. 
English 453. Modern Drama. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Twelve hours of English, including 101 and 
102. 
Purpose : To show the development and tendencies in 
Continental, British, and American dramatic literature from 
Ibsen to the present. 
Topics : This course takes up a study of the significant 
plays o£ representative contemporary dramatists of Norway, 
France, Italy, Germany, Russia, Belgium, England, Ireland, 
and the United States. 
English 481. Creative Writing. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: English 101. Open to students who have 
shown creative ability in writing. 
Purpose : To encourage and develop creative writing in 
all forms in which the students show ability. 
Topics: Poetry, short story, personal essay, drama, and 
other types of creative writing. 
English 487. (Formerly English 81.) Literature of the 
Bible. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: Nine hours of English, including English 
101 and 102. 
Purpose: (a) To study the Old Testament as literature in 
order to appreciat e it as a part of our literary heritage, (b) to 
observe the influence of the Bible in English Literature, in 
music, and in ar t, and (c) to study the social teachings of the 
Old Testament. 
Topics: (1) Literary types in the Old Testament: Narra-
tive (History, Short Story, Parable, Fable); Poetry (Lyric, 
Dramatic) ; Reflection; E ssay, Prophecy (Rhapsody, Invective, 
Emblem Prophecy, Satire, Lament, Dramatic Prose); (2) Gen-
eral Characteristics of Biblical Literature; (3) Social Teach-
ings of the Old Testament. 
M.S. T . C.-4 
LIBRARY SCU JN CB 
Mrs. Morris 
Library Science 186. (Formerly Library Science 50.) 
One hour. 
Required of all freshmen . '!.'he purpose of the course is 
to teach the use of the card catalog and reference books in 
the library so that the student may be able to get the most 
from the resources of the library. 
Library Science 286. (Formerly Library Methods 60.) 
Two hours. 
Prerequisite : Library Met hods 186. 
The purpose of this course is to teach t he prin ciples of 
classifying, cataloging, and administering the small school 
library. One additional hour is r equired f or practice work in 
the course. 
DEPARTi\lEXT OF FREi\CII .Ai'\D GER:\IAX 
~11 ss Bach 
The Department of Foreign Languages offers courses in 
French and Germ an. Its object is twofold: fit·st, to serve the 
practical nf.'ed of :tuclentl> who intend to teach those lan-
guagf's, to travel, lo do gt·aduate work ; second, to pt·otnote 
th t> cu ltural end by introducing students to the rich fi elds of 
Frt>nch and Gcn nan literatm·t>s and <•iYilizatiom;. On ce 
acquired, a reading knowledg-<' of a ny forcig'n tongue can be 
kept ali,·e indefinite \~· b~· giYing a fe"· hour ... a month to nf.'ws-
papers. periodicals, or books written in that language. 
Since it is w r y difficult for students to IH.,.,imi late a ht>gin-
ning language in a summf.'r trrm, it is recomm ended and urged 
that students plan to take theit· begi nning language in a reg-
ular semester. \Yi th this in mind, the fa ll and . pri ng sf.'me -
ter. will be devoted to beginning and intermf.'cliatc French and 
German. llncl thr summrr term-, will hr l'<''if'l'\'etl for ad\'anced 
work. French and German 101, 102, 201, 202, must, therefore, 
be taken in the r egu lar seme ters and should be compl eted 
before the senior year. tuden ts who plan to ha,·e foreign 
language majors or minors should begin the it• language st udies 
in the first semester of the fre);hman yE'ar. 
FRENCH 
REQUIII£)IE~TS: 
For a Major: Sem. Hrs. 
French 101, 102, 201, 202 or equivalent ........ .................. ..... 12 
French 306, 432, 433, 434, 475 .................. .................................. 15 
)Iinimum 
Maximum 
For a Jlinor: 
24 
34 
French 101, 102, 201, 202 or equivalent ................................ 12 
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For a Major in F1·ench ona Gennan: 
18 hours in French, of which 12 hours musl be in courses on the 
junior and senior level. 
12 hours in German. 
30 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
FRENCH 
French 101. (Formerly French 51.) Beginning French. 
Three hours. 
Purpose: An introduction to the elements of French. 
Topics: Essentials of grammar, drill in pronunciation, 
conversation, and reading. 
French 102. (Formerly French 52.) Beginning French 
Three hours. 
This course is a continuation of French 101. 
French 201. (Formerly French 61.) Intermediate 
French. Three hours. 
Purpose: To improve the student's knowledge of French 
grammar and to enable him to read French of average 
difficulty. 
Topics : Review of grammar ; conversation; reading of 
modern prose; and outside reading. 
French 202. (Formerly French 62. ) Intermediate French. 
Three hours. 
This course is a continuation of French 201. 
F rench 305. French Conversat ion and Composition. 
Three hours. 
Purpose: To help students, especially prospective teach 
ers, to acquire the ability of writing and speaking simple 
French. 
French 306. (Formerly French 75.) Rapid Reading 
Course. Three hours. 
Purpose : Development of a good reading ability and 
some literary appreciation. 
Topics: Outstanding prose works of tbe 19th and 20th 
century. 
French 432. (Formerly French 84.) French Literature 
of the 17th century. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: French 101, 102, 201, 202, 306, or permis-
sion of the instructor. 
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Purpose: To acquaint students with French classicism. 
Topics: Representativ~ works of Corneille, Moliere, 
Racine. Extracts from Pa. cal, Boileaux, Bos uet, etc. 
French 433. (Formerly French 85.) French Liter ature 
of the 18th century . Three hours. 
Prerequisites: (Same as for 432. ) 
Purpose: 'ro acquaint stud 1ts with the trend of thought 
and literature o.E the period. 
Topics: Relations between political conditions, science, 
philosophy, and literature. Selected material from the Ency-
clopedist , Buffon, Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau, Bean-
marcbais. Textbook: Schinz, Eighteenth entury French 
Readings. 
French 434. (Formerly French 86. ) French Literature 
of the 19th Century. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: (Same as for 432.) 
Purpo e: To acquaint students with the literary move-
ment and representative work of the century. 
Topics : Novels, dramas, and some poems by outstanding 
writer . Intensive and extensive reading and reports. In 
order to cover more grotmd some works will be read in Eng-
lish translations. 
French 435. Contemporary French Writers. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisites: (Same as for 432.) 
Purpose: To acquaint students with recent ancl present 
day tendencies in French literature. 
Topics: More recent works by France, 1\faeterlinck, 
Rostand, Rolland. War books. Literature s ince the war. 
Fren~.:h 475. (l!,ormerly 3.) Teaching of French in Sec-
ondary Schools. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: 101, 102, 201, 202, 305, and at least one 
course above 400. 
Topics: Discussions on phonetics, grammar, modern 
methods of t eaching foreign languages, and on suitable Frcuch 
textbooks for secondary schools. ~elected chapters from 
C. H. Handschin, :Methods of the 'reaching of i\fodern J.Jall -
guages; R. D. Cole. 1\rodern Langua~es and their Teach i n~; 
Florence Baker, '!'he Teaching of Ft·ench ; also suitable 
ar ticles from current magazines. 
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GERMAN 
German 101. (Formerly German 51. ) Beginning Ger-
man. Three hours. 
Purpose: An introduction to the elements of German. 
'I'opic : Essentials of grammar, drill in pronunciation, 
writing, conversation, and E'aRy r<'arling. 
German 102. (Formel'ly German 52. ) Beginning German. 
Three hours. 
Continuation of German 101. 
German 201. (Formerly German 61. ) Intermediate Ger. 
man. Three hours. 
Purpose: To improve the stud ent 's knowledge of gram-
mar and to enable him to read German. 
Topics : Review of grammar and reading of modern 
prose. 
German 202. (Formerly 62.) Intermediate German. 
Three hours. 
Continuation of German 201, and reading of WiU1elm 
TeU. 
German 306. (Formerly German 75. ) Reading Course. 
Three hours. 
Purpose: Development of the 1·eading ability and study 
of modern w1·itings. 
Topics: Writings of the 19th and 20th centuries. 
German 433. (Former·ly German 80.) German Classi-
cism. Three hours. 
Purpose: To acquaint stud4mts with the great period of 
German literature. 
Topics: Repre entative works of Lessi11g, Goethe, 
Schill er. 
DEPARTMENT OF HI 'l'ORY AND POLITI 'AL 'CIENCE 
:\lr. Holtzclaw :\1r. Peratt Mr. Sentr 
RE:QUDlE:MENTS: 
ltfajo1· in II is tory: 
History 131, 132, 241, 242, 331, 332 ....................................... . 
American History in 300's and 400's .................................. . 
Graduates who expect a certificate to teach history in 
schools must have History 375 ........................................... . 
Electives from the three hundreds and four hundreds 
must bring total of a ll majors to a minimum o! 30 hours 
or a maximum or 36 hours. 
F or a Jltnor i n H istory: 
Either His tory 131 and 132, or History 331 and 332 ......... . 
American His tory, preferably in advanced course ........... . 
It students are expecting to teach history, they should 
take History 375 ................................................................... . 
Major in Political Science: 








P olitical Science 141, 2-U, 242, 333, 342, 343, 446, 448.......... 24 
Elective ................. ................... ..... ................................................ 3 
27 
.lfinor in Political Science: 
Politica l Science 141, 241, 242, 333 .......................................... 12 
Elective in 300's and 400's .............................. -...................... 6 
18 
Major in H istory and Political cience: 
History 131 and 132, or History 331 and 332 .................... 6 
American History, prefe1·ably In advanced courses .......... 9 
Political Science 241, 242 ... .. ................. .............................. 6 
Elect ives In Political Science In 300's or 400's .................. 9 
Graduates who expect a certificat e lo teach history In 
high schools must have Histor y 375 .... .. ....... 3 
33 
DESCRIP'l'ION OF COURSES 
History 131. History of Civilization. Three hours. 
Purpose: To giYe a view of the early development of 
civilization. 
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'l'opic:.: The conquest of civilization; classical civiliza-
tion of the ancient Mediterranean world; origins of Western 
European 'ivilizations; medieval institutions and culture; 
transition to modern times. 
History 132. The History of Civilization. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: llistory 131. 
Purpose : 'l'o continue the study of civilization to the 
present day. 
'l'opics: The expansion of Europe; era of industrial cap-
italism; nationalism, democracy, and impel"ialism; the crisis 
in westem civilization. 
History 241. (Formerly llistory 52.) The United States 
of America, 1492-1860. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
Purpose: To give a survey of social, ecenomic, and polit-
ical history during the period covered. 
'l'opics: Discoveries; explorations; colonization; rivalries 
between colonizing powers; colonial commerce and govern-
ment; economic and social development; Anglo-American rela-
tions; the American Revolution with its problems; the adop-
tion of the Federal constitution; the development of national 
government; political parties; 11lavery ; and the expansion of 
territory. 
History 242. (:B,ormerly History 53.) The United States 
of America 1860-1932. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 
Purpose: To continue the imrvey of history begun in 
course 241. 
Topics: 'l'he compromise of 1850; the Civil War and its 
consequences; foreign relations; reconstruction; poli~ical cor-
rlllption; the far West; transportation; big business; organized 
labor; reform movements; the free silver crusade ; the War 
with Spain ; the Panama Canal; the Caribbean; the Great 
\Var; and tl1e problems of reconstruction. 
History 331. (Formerly History 77a.) Modern Europe, 
1600-1830. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Six or more hours of col lege history and 
preferably junior standing. 
Purpose: To give a view of the development of nation-
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ality, religieus reformations, industrial progress, cultural 
advancement, and the growth of democracy. 
Topics: 'l'he development of modern nations, the Refor-
mation and religious war , dynastic and <¥!onomic statecraft, 
and revolutionary development of the modern world. 
History 332. (Formerly lli tory 77b. ) Modern Europoon 
History, 183~1933. Three hours. 
Pret·equisite: ~ix or more hours of college history and 
preferably junior standing. 
Purpose: 'l'o show the continued developmfnt of nation-
ality, the spread of national imperialism, the growth of repre-
sentative government, and the causes and results of the World 
War. 
Topics : Industrial Revolution, the reforms of the nini-
tcenth and twentieth centuries, social factor in recent Euro-
pean history, the political and cultural growth of the val'ious 
European countries, their relation to the rest of the world, 
peace efforts, the World War, and subsequent trends in Eure-
pean government and society. 
History 338. (Formerly llistory 78.) A Survey of Eng-
lish History. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Six hours of college history. 
Purpose: To give a background for students of American 
his~ry and English literature. 
Topics: Selected topics from English and British hist(i)ry, 
such a the development of parliamentary governmMt; the 
Puritan Revolution; the Commercial Revolution, Empire Build-
ing; etc. 
History 339. (Formerly Economics 70.) Economics His-
tory of Europe. Three hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o indicate the origins and to explain the 
nature and effects of the more important economic changes 
and achievements in Europe and their relations to economic 
conditions in the United Slates. 
Topics: Mediaeval and cady modern backgrounds, agri-
rulture, industry, and trade from the Tapolconic Wars to the 
World War; labor legislation and organization to 1914; the 
World War and its aftermath. 
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History 342. (For·merly History 72. ) History of the 
West. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Ilist.ory 241 and 242. 
Purpose: 'I'o give a survey of the expansion of the 
American people and to trace the influence of the West in 
national affai t·s. 
Topics: Exploration and settlement; gradual movement 
westward; international rivalries over the West; geographic 
influence ; a nd the social, political and economic influence of 
the West. 
History 344. The History of Kentucky. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: ix hours of Histo r·y or junior stanrlin g. 
Purpose: To trace the development o[ Kentucky from 
pioneer days to the present, emphasizing its relation to Amer-
ican history. 
Topics: Early settlement of Kentucky ; becoming a Com-
monwealth; constitutional, social, and economic development ; 
Civil War and readjustment; r ecent history and development. 
History 349. (Formerly History 71. ) Economic History 
of the United States. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: History 241 and H istory 242. See Depart-
ment of Economics and Sociology. 
History 375. (Formerly History 75.) The Teaching of 
History a.nd other Social Sciences in Junior and Senior High 
Schools. Three hours. 
Pr·erequisite: A minimum of twelve hour of college 
history. 
Purpose: To give the prospective teacher a knowledge 
of some of the principles of teaching; the selection of topics; 
the literature on the subject. 
Topics: The selection of textbooks and library books ; the 
building of a curriculum; and methods of teaching. Two 
observations of history classes in the Training School a re 
required each week. 
History 436. (Formerly History 86.) The French Rev-
olution and the Napoleonic Era. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: At least junior standing. 
Purpose: To make a fairly intensive study of the begin-
ning of the revolutionary period in modern European history. 
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•ropics: Conditions in France before 17 9; the Revolu-
tion from 1789 to 1799; the ~apoleo n ic \Yars; the organization 
of France under Napoleon ; the character of the Napoleonic 
Empire; and the work of the Cougrcs of Vienna. 
History 440. (l<,ormerly History 80.) American Colonial 
History. Three hour~. 
Prerequisite : IIi:; tory 241 . 
Purpo e: To make an intensiYe study of the colonization 
of Engli h .AnH'ri<•a. 
'l'opic : Discover·y; exploration and settlement; geo. 
graphic influences; the Indians; co mpar·ison and contrast to 
colonization by other European peoples; the development of 
American institution ; the eparation from the mother coun-
try; and the formation of an independent government. 
History 443. Sectional Controversies. Three hours. 
Prereqnisi1cs: IIi. tory 241 and at least junior standing. 
Pm·po~e: To make an intensive study of the sectional 
con trover ·ie that led to the Civil \Var. 
Topics: Early development of sectionalism in the consti-
tutional convention ; economic development of sections, con-
troYer ·ies oYer the U. . Bank, tariff, westward expansion, 
slaYery; truggles for the political balance of power; agra-
riani m versus indu trialism. 
History 445. (For·merly History 84.) History of the 
United States 1875-1932. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : History 241 and History 242, and at least 
junior ·tanding. 
Purpo. e : To familiarize students with tlle complexity 
of recent an d co ntemporaneous problems in the social, politi-
cal, and economic life of the people of the United States. 
Topics: The economic revolution ; the rehabilitation of 
t he 'outh: thP growth of the West; Agrarian unrest; third 
party movements ; money and banking ; the tariff; the rise of 
capitalism ; tran porlation; labor movements; feminism ; 
immigration ; the trend of political r eform; foreign contacts; 
the part of the United tates in the World "\Yar; problems of 
r econstruction after the war ; and industrial depressions. 
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History 446. (Formerly Ilisto r·y 85. ) American Foreign 
Relations. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: IIistory 2±1 and 242, Cllld at least junior 
l!ltanding. 
Purpose: 'l'o familiarize the student with the relations 
of his country with other nations from the establishment of 
the Union to the present. 
Topics: 'l'he diplomMy of the establishment of the inde· 
pcndence of the United States; neutral rights; the extension 
of territory on the continent; the Monroe Doctrine; interna-
tional controversies over the Civil \Var; recent iuterpretation::l 
of the :Monl'oe Doctrine; the acquisition of dependencies; rela-
tions with Latin America and the Orient; the Isthmian Canal ; 
aud ueutt·al rights during the World War. 
History 447. Latin-American History. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: History 241 and 242, and at least junior 
standing. 
Purpose: 'l'o trace the history of th e Latin-American 
countries with emphasi-s upon their relations with the United 
States. 
Topics: Discovery and exploration ; Spanish and Portu· 
guQSe settlements ; wars for independence; brief summary of 
history of individual countr ies; world relationships of Latin-
America. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Political Science 141. (Formerly Political Science 53.) 
Problems of Citizenship. Three hours. 
Purpose: To give the student a knowledge of the funda-
mental problems involved in citizenship and to build a founda-
tion for the study of American government. 
Topics: 'l'he powers of the people of the United States ; 
civil liberty; public opinion; the negro problena; industrial 
p r·oblems; women's rights; problem of international relations; 
war and peace; the immigration problem. 
Political Science 241. (Formerly Political 'cience 63.) 
Government of the United States. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : One year of college work or the consent of 
the instructor. 
Purpose: To explain the forms and functions of the 
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American political system, the origin and purpose of our gov-
ernmental institutions, how they have been developed by law 
or by usage, and their present-day workings, merits, and 
defects. 
Topics: Origins; the constitution and its makers; the 
citizen; his rights; his political privileges; the executive; his 
powers and f unctions; the Cabinet; the Senate; the House of 
Representatives; regulation of commerce; the war powers; 
political parties; their origin and functions; the judicial 
power ; and the government of territories. 
Political Science 242. (Formerly Political Science 6-!.) 
State and Local Government. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: One year of college work or the consent 
of the instructor 
Purpose: To explain the place of the states in the nation 
and the growth of state government and institutions. 
Topics: The place of the states in the nation; tbe state 
constitutions; the state legislature; the state executive; state 
administration; state finance; state courts; state parties and 
politics; reconstruction of state government; the history of 
local government; the American city; municipal government; 
and rural government. 
Political Science 333. (li'ormerly Political Science 73 ) 
Comparative Government. Three hours. 
Purpose: 'ro give a knowledge of tbe governments of the 
leading countries of Europe. 
Topics : Constitutional development; political organiza-
tion; legislation ; administration; party systems; courts; local 
government; the cabinet; recent developments; and p t·oposed 
changes. 
Political Science 342. Law-Making in the United States. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Political Science 241 and 242. 
Purpose: To study the law-making process as a .func-
tional part of American government. 
Topic : The constituent process of statute law-making ; 
legislative bodies; drafting of legislation ; legislative pro-
cedure; formulation of public opinion ; the lobby ; law-making 
by judges; law-making by the Executive ; law-making by the 
people. 
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Political Science 343. (Pormerly PoliUcal Science 79. ) 
American Political Parties. Three hours. 
P rerequis ite: P olitical cicnce 241. 
Purpo~e: To give a knowledge of the development and 
influence of political parties in the United Stales. 
Topics : The poli tical par ty as a part of t he poli tical 
machinery ; party or ganization; pany activilie~; ca mpaign 
method~; reform movements; pub lic opinion and party lead-
ership ; the t rue function of parties and party re~ponsibility. 
Political Science 344. (Fonnel"ly P olitical Science 74. ) 
Kent ucky Government. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Political ~ciencc 2-IJ and :2-!2. 
Pm·pose : To explain t he development of the government 
of Kentucky with emphasis upon present-day problems. 
Topics: Constitutional developlll ent; governmental or-
gani.::ation or Ken tuek~·; executive, legislative, jndicia t·y; local 
government; party development, and pr esent-day govern-
mental problems. 
Political Science 441. (Formerly P olitical Bcience 81. ) 
Public Finance. Three hours. 
Prerequisi t es : P olitical Science 2-IJ and P olit ical Science 
242 and Economics 201 and Economic~ 202. 
See Department of EconomicH and Sociology. 
Political Science 446. Constitutional Law. Three hours. 
Prer equisites: P olitical Science 241 and U2. 
Put·pose : 'l'o g ive the ~tu clent a gr eater knowledge of our 
con~titution and its evolution with emphasis upon th e part 
p layed by the Supr·cme Court. 
'ropics : Consti tut ional deve lopment ; th e courts and t he 
constitution ; powers of the Feder·al UoYernmen t; the States 
and the 'l'enilories; I nterstate Commerce and its r·egulat ion ; 
safeguarding of contract:; perso nal rights; emin t> nt domain 
and due proces~; equal p rotection of the law; citizenship and 
suffrage; foeeign relati ons and the co nsti tution. 
Political Science 448. Public Administration. Three 
hours. 
Prer equisites: Pol itical Science 241, 242, and 342. 
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Purpose: To stndy public administration as a functional 
part of American government. 
Topic : Administrative ot·ganizations; State control of 
local administration; personnel problems; financial adminis-
tration; administrative law; public relations; standards for 
measuring administrative performance. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATIIEMATICS AND PHYSICS 
MATHEMATICS 
Mr. Black Mr. Fair Mr. Wineland 
Students who intend to major in Mathematics or Physics 
should consult the head of the department regarding their 
programs of courses and should feel free at all times to advise 
with him regarding their academic problems and plans. 
Students majoring or minoring in Mathematics should 
take as many courses in Physics as possible, although it is not 
required that they do this. Such courses broaden the mathe-
matical viewpoint greatly and equip the student for positions 
as teachers of Mathematics and Physics in high schools. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
For a Ma;or: .JC./ JC,2., Sem. Hrs. 
Mathematics 141, 151, 231, -961, .aM: ....................................... 21-23 
Other courses above 400 prescribed by the department. ... 6 
Students expecting to do graduate work in mathematics 
should take at least 12 hours m the 400 group. 
Minimum ....................................................... ................................. 27 
Suggested Maximum .................................................................... 38 
Students who expect to teach In high schol and who have not had 
solid geometry before entering college should take Mathematics 131. 
For a Minor: 
Mathematics 141, 151, 231 ......................................... ................ 15 
Another course prescribed by the department .. ................ 3 
Minimum ........................................................................................ 18 
For a Degree without Certificate: 
Minimum ........................................................................................ 7 
For the Degree and Provisional High School Oertificate : 
Minimum, exclusive of Arithmetic (or 6-12 hours of for-
eign language) .......................................................................... 6 
For the Degree and Standard Elementary Certi ficate: 
Minimum- Mathematics 121 ........................ ............................ 3 
For a Provisional Ele1nentarv Certificate: 
Minimum-Mathematics 121 .................................................... 3 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Mathematics 121. (Formerly Mathematics 51.) Teach-
ing of Arithmetic. Three hours. 
Credit in this course will not be accepted on a major nor on 
a minor in Mathematics. 
Prerequisite : A good 'Yorking knowledge of arithmetic. 
All students who enter thi. course are required to pass a test 
on arithmetic, given the first of each semester at the first 
meeting of the class. Such students as pass this test will be 
permitted to continue in the cotuse. Those who show a lack 
of knowledge of the fundamental principles and processes of 
arithmetic must make up the deficiency by such outside work 
as is pre cribed by the instructor. This make-up course may 
be taken simultaneously with the course in the Teaching of 
Arithmetic, but credit in the latter course will not be given 
unless the student passes in tl1e make-up course. 
Purpose: This course has the twofold purpose of giving 
the prospective teacher a review of the principles of arith-
metic and the practical skills needed in teaching the subject. 
The course meets one of the requu:ements for certificates. 
Topics: The following topics are representative: (1) Ob-
jectives and curriculum in arithmetic; (2) reorganized cur-
riculum in mathematics; (3) how to introduce and teach com-
mon fractions, decimal fractions, etc.; ( 4) classification of 
mi takes and analysis of their causes; (5) standardized tests 
and scales; (6) way of explaining problems; (7) psychology 
of number; ( 8) analysis of so-called skills into specific skills. 
Abundant demonstration of methods and techniques furnish a 
basis for evaluating Yarious teaching procedures. 
Mathematics 131. (Formerly Mathematics 52.) Solid 
Geometry. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : One unit each of high school algebra and 
of plane geometry. 
Purpose: (a) To study the fo wiClalion of plane and solid 
geometry; and (b) to develop a logical system of reasoning 
based upon t he axioms, postulates, and the definitions of 
geometry. 
Topics: Lines and planes in space; polyhedrons; areas 
and volumes of solids; spheres. 
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Mathematics 141. (Formerly Mathematics 62.) Trig-
onometry. Five hours. 
Prerequisites: One unit each of high school algebra and 
of plane geometry. 'rhe cour~;c may be taken before, after ot· 
simultaneously with College Algebra. 
Purpose: (a) To de\·elop the mathematical ability of the 
student, (b) to lay a foundatio n fo r future work in math-
ematics, and (c) to make a study of the p rocess of triang-
ulation. 
Topics: Th e trigonometric functions; the right triangle; 
law of sines and cosine · ; trigonometnc equations; fundamental 
identities of trigonometry; radian measure; itwerse functions; 
logarithms; solu t ion of the gen eral tt·iangle by logarith ms. 
Mathematics 151. (Formel'ly Math ematics 63.) College 
Algebra. Five hours. 
Prerequisites: One unit each of high school algebra and 
of plane geometry. The cou t·se may be taken before, aHet·, or 
simultaneously with trigonometry. 
Purpose: To review high school algebra, to make a crit-
ical study of the algebraic processes, to develop the idea of 
function, or the dependence of one variable upon other 
variable . 
Topics: Review of high ~;chool algebra; a study of expo-
nents, radicals, gmph , properties of quadratic equa t ions, 
r atio, variations, proportion, logaritl1ms; and an introduction 
to detE>rminants and serie .. 
Mathematics 152. Mathematics of Finance. Three hours. 
Prel'eq uisitc: 15la or 151. 
Purpose: To give the student of commercia l subjects or 
the general ·tudent desiring the course a knowledge of the 
fundamental math ematics connected with business. 
Topics: The cour e deals with calculations on intet·est, 
annuities, amortization, sinking funds, bonds, depr eciation, 
building and loan, life in urance, and related topics. 
Mathematics 231. (Formerly Mathematics 71.) Analytic 
Geometry. Five hours. 
Prerequisites: Mathematics 141 and Mathematics 151. 
Purpose : (a) To show the r elation b etween geometry and 
• 
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algebra, (b) to teach the con. tru cLiulJ ~Ut ll interpretation of 
gnq>h:, (c) to stncly cur\'e:-. obtained from eu1pirical data. 
'fopics: Cartesian coordinates; the fundamental proper· 
ties of curves; the curve a a locus; the straight line; the 
cir·cle; the conic section ; transformation of coordinates; 
tangents; polar coonlinates; transcendental curves; parametric 
equations; empirical equations, and graphs. 
Mathematics 361. (l<'ormcl'ly l\ latiH•matics 261. ) Differ-
ential Calculus. Five hours. 
Prerequil)ite: Mathematics :231. 
Purpose: (a) 'fo teach the concept of limits, (b) to study 
the Yariation of a function as the independent variable 
changes, (c) to derive a few of the fundamental equations of 
physics and mechanics, and (d) to study the integral as a 
limit of a sum. 
'ropics: 'l' he deriYaLive; maxima and minima ; rates; sim-
p le integrals; introduction to the summation process; areas; 
volumes; lengths. 
Mathematics 362. (Fonnerly :\[atltema tics l. ) Inte.,crral 
Calculus. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: 1\Iathematics 261. 
Purpose: Thi. i a continuat ion of the course in Differen-
tial Calculus. 
Topics: In tegration; definite integrals; areas; surfaces; 
volumes ; application to phy ics and mechanics; partial 
derivative ; infinite series ; Taylor 's series; introduction to 
differential equation . 
Mathemat ics 371. (Forme!'ly Mathematics 4 and 74.) 
History of Mathematics and Teaching of Mathematics in Sec-
ondary Echools. Three hours. 
Thi:; course is designed primarily for students who are 
expectin.., to teach mathematics. Under no circum:.tances will 
s tudent. be permitted to take this cout·se until they haYe a 
minimum of three hours UNlit in eaclt of .Mathemalit•s 1-t] and 
Mathematic 151. 
Mathematics 431. College Geometry. Three hours. 
A course in advanced plane geometry dealing with impor-
tant extensions erf the concepts of elementary geometry. 
The course consists of advanced problems in construe-
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tion, study of geometric loci, similar aud horuothetic figures, 
the nine-point circle, the orthocentric quadrilateral, Mene-
laus's theorem, orthogonal circles, the problem of Apollonius, 
etc. 
Mathematics 441. (Formerly Mathematics 83.) Theory 
of Equations. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Fourteen hours of college mathematics. 
Topics : Imaginary numbers; theorems on the roots of an 
equation; solution of cubics and quartic equations; Newton's 
and llorner 's methods of solving tb,e equation of the nth 
degree; determinants; symmetric functions; elimination. 
Mathematics 461. Advanced Calculus. Three hours. 
Purpose: To extend the concepts of differential and inte-
gral calculus. 
Topics : Aggregates, limits and bounds, tests for converg-
ence, and operations with series. 
Mathematics 481. Series. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: A working knowledge of the integral 
calculus. 
Purpose: 'l'o give the student a working knowledge of 
limits and series. 
Topics: Aggregates, limits and boUllds, tests for con-
vergence, operations with series. 
Mathematics 482. (Formerly Mathematics 82.) Differ-
ential Equations. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Mathematics 341. 
Topics: 'rhe theory and methods of solving ordinary and 
partial differential equations with the applications to mechan-
ics and physics. 
Mathematics 483. (Formerly Mathematics 85.) Poten-
tial Function. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 482. 
Topics: Review of elementary ideas; attraction of finite 
bodies; definition and significance of potential function ; poten-
tials due to various geometric solids; vector fields; Green 's 
theot·em; Gauss's theorem; etc. 
Mathematics 484. (Formerly Mathematics 86.) Theo-
retical Mechanics. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Mathematics 482. 
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Topics: V cctors ; acceleration; mass and force; work and 
energy; statics of a particle; statics of rigid bodies; straight 
line motion; curvilinear motion; constrained motion ; etc. 
Mathematics 485. Vector Analysis. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: :Mathematics 361. 
Topics : Addition, subtraction and multiplication of vec-
tors; differentiation and integration of vectors. Kinematics, 
and dynamics of a particle. Kinematics and dynamics of a 
rigid body. 
Purpose: To teach the fundamental principles of vector 
analysis for the student of pure mathematics and the student 
of physic11 and engineering. 
PHYSICS 
Mr. iBlack Mr. Fair 
RE~UIREMENTB: 
For a Major: Sem. Hrs. 
Physics 131, 132, 231, 232, 341 .......................................... . ..... 21 23 
Another course prescribed by lhe department .......... ···- 3 
Minimum 
Maximum 
For a Minor: 
24 
34 
Physics 131, 132, 231 .................................................................... 16 
Course 232 or 341 .......................................................................... 3- 6 
Minimum ........................................................................................ 18 
For the Degree, or Provisional H. S. or Standard Ele· 
mentary: Twelve hours or Science are required and may be 
chosen in Physics, Chemistry, or the Biologica l Sciences. Ir 
chosen in Physics, the following courses are required: 
Any courses totaling 12 hours ................................................ 12 
Minimum .......................... -.......................................................... 12 
For the Provisional Elementary certifica te, five hours or 
Science are required and may be taken In Physics, Chemistry, 
or Biology. 
Any Physics course .................................................................... 5 
For tne Degree in Home Economics : 
Either a special course In Household Physics or Physics 
131 and 132 will be required. 
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Fo1· Prepamtion to1· Medicine: 
All strong medical schools require a minimum of 8 hours 
work in College Physics. 
This requirement may be me t ily courses 131 and 132 or 
331 and 332. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Physical Science 101. (Formerly Science 50 a.) Intro-
duction to Physical Sciences. Three hours. Credit in 101 and 
102 will be accepted as science credit on the Bachelor's degree. 
It will not be accepted as science cr edit on a major or minor 
in any science. Students who have had high sch ool physics 
should not register in Science 101 and those who have had 
high school chemistry should not register in 102. 
Purpose : (a) To give an introduction to the basic ideas 
of the physical scienceSi, particularly the sciences of chemistry 
and physics; (b) to give a cultural outline of the sciences in 
order that the student who is not primat·ily i11terested in them 
may have his viewpoint enlarged by a good gen eral idea of 
their range and their relation to tl1e affairs of hi. everyday 
life ; and (c) to stimulate intet·est in science at this school 
and encourage further work in t he more rigorous laboratory 
courses. 
Topics: 'J'he fir t semester deals largely with the science 
of physics and will treat s uch mate1·ials from chemistry as 
are closely related th ereto. Three hour of lecture and quiz 
work per week with outside reading. 
Physical Science 102. (Formerly Science 50 b. ) Intro-
duction to Physical Sciences. Three holirs. 
Purpose: Continuation of 101. 
Topics: The second semester deals primal'ily with the 
science of chemistry and will treat such topics from physics 
as are closely r elated thereto. 
'l'hree hours lecture and quiz work per week with outside 
r eading. 
Physics 111. Household Physics. Three hours. 
Topics: A study of the elementary ideas of mechanics, 
molecular physics and heat; also electricity and magnetism 
and sound and light with particular emphasis on the applica-
tions of these principles to everyday life in the home. 
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'l 'he course is a very valuable one from a practical stand-
point as well a being of considerable Yalue from the broad 
cultura l understanding of the forces and law of physical 
science. The course is abundantly illustrated by demonstra-
tion lectures, and other devices. 
Physics 131. (Formerly Physics 51. ) Elem.entary 
Physics. Five hours. 
Purpose : To introduce students to the science of physics 
and to help to train t hem to teach physics in high schools. 
Topic : A study of the elementary idea of mechanic , 
molecular phy ics, and beat. 
Four hour.· of lecture and quiz and two hours of labora-
tory work per week. 
Physics 132. (F ormerly Physics 52.) Elementary Phys-
ics. Five hours. 
Prerequisite: Physics 131. 
Purpo e: Continuation of Physics 131. 
Topics : A study of the elementary ideas of electricity, 
magnetism, sound, and light. 
F our hours of lecture and quiz a11d two hours of labora-
tory work per week. 
Physics 133. (Formerly Physic 54.) Elementary Physics 
Laboratory. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Physical Science 101 or High School 
Physics. 
Topics : A thoroug h course in simple laboratory experi-
ments on mechanics, heat, electricit)', sound and light. 
One lecture and four hour · laboratory per "-eek. 
Physics 301. Physical Manipulations. One hour. 
Purpose: To train the future teacher in the repa it· of 
apparatus and the construction of new apparatus for labora-
tory and demonstration so that he can have a much better lab-
oratory in the high school or can be better equipped for· grad-
uate work. 
Topics: 'J.'he course will consist of shop work and glass 
blowing, including the construction of special pieces of appara· 
tus which can be used in the laboratory or kept by the student 
upon payment for the materials used. 
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Physics 311. (Formerly Physics 82.) Analytic Mechan-
ics. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : Ten hours credit in College Physics and 
five hours of Calculus. 
Topics: Review of eleLLl.entary concepts; Newton 's Laws; 
conditions of equilibrium; kinetics of a particle; wor k and 
energy; impulses; moment of inert ia. 
Physics 331. (Formerly Physics 231. General College 
Physics, part one. Five hours. 
Prerequisite: Credit in or simultaneous study of trig-
onometry. 
Topics : The first semester's work in physics consists of a 
study of mechanics, heat, and sound. Under mechanics is 
given the fundamental theory of force, acceleration, velocity, 
mot ion, simple machines, friction, gravitation, fluids, elasticity 
and th e molecular theory of matter. The topics studied under 
beat are measurement of temperature, laws of · expansion, the 
quantity of heat, t he relation of work to heat, the methods <ilf 
transferring beat, the change of state, and applications of 
heat to meteorology and machines. The properties and meth-
ods of propagation of sound and wave motion are studied 
under the general topic of sound. 
Three recitations and two laboratory periods per week. 
Physics 332. (Formerly Physics 232.) General College 
Physics, part two. Five hours. 
Topics: Magnets-magnetic fields of force, magnetic 
properties of the earth, quantitative laws of magnetism ; elec-
trostatics. 
Physics 341. (Formerly Physics 71.) Introduction to 
Advanced Physics. Three hours. 
Prerequisit e : 'l'en hours credit in College Physics. 
Purpose: (a) To present to the student a survey of the 
field of modern advanced physics to the end that he may have 
a deeper appreciation and understanding of the material world 
about him, and (b) to present a background for more advanced 
studies in physics and other sciences. 
Topics: Properties of matter; nature of light ; nature of 
heat; nature of energy; laws of raEliation ; the Qlectron; the 
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atom; the molecule ; emission and absorption of light; spectra ; 
x-rays; radio-activity. 
Lectures, recitations, and problems. 
Physics 351. (Formerly Physics 72.) Electricity and 
Magnetism. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Ten hours credit i11 College Physics and 
Calculus. 
Topics: Nature of electricity; nature of magnetism; 
mea urement o£ magnetic fields; Ki1·chboff's Laws; galvanom-
eters ; electrometers : l:>tandard cells; thermo-electricity; elec-
tromagnetic induction; the magnetic circuit; alternating 
curr ents. 
Physics 352. (Formerly Physics 73.) Electricity and Mag-
netism. Three hours. Continuation of Physics 351. 
Prerequisite: Physics 351. 
Topic10: Electrical units; electromagnetic radiation; 
Poynings' theorem; oscillatory discl1argc; signaling by elec-
tromagnetic waves; conduction o£ electricity through gases; 
amplifying and rectifying valves. 
Physics 361. (Formerly Physics 74. ) Theory of Radio 
Communication. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Physics 133 or equivalent. 
Topic : Review of fundamentals of electricity and mag-
netism; study of tubes and tube characteristics; sending and 
receiving circuits ; rectifying tubes and filter circuits; theoriec:~ 
of television and telephotography. 
One lecture and four hours laboratory per '' eek. 
Physics 371. Special Problems in Physics. 
Purpose: To develop originality and confidence in the 
student and give him experience in independent laboratory 
work; also, to give the student a deeper insight into the spirit 
of Science. (This course is primarily for future teachers of 
Physics). 
Topics: The course will consist in the working out of 
special laboratory experiments and the development of better 
laboratory equipment and the solution of special mathematical 
problem related to physics. 
Physics 372. Special Problems in Physics. 
This cour. e is a continuation of Physics 371. 
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Physics 481. (Formerly Physics 1.) Kinetic Theory of 
Matter. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : Ten hour credit in ' ollege Pbysirs and 
five hours Calculus. 
Topics : Laws of gzses; distr ibution of velocities; Van 
Der Waal 's equation ; viscosity; diffusion ; equipartition of 
energy, etc. 
DEP ARTl\IE ' T OF CIE~CE 
)lr. Welter i\lr. Sullivan 
Miss Carr Miss Braun 
Miss Wilkes 
The Deparlment of cience offers work in the following 
fields : Biology, Chemistry, G<'ography, and Geology. Science 
r equirements fo 1· a ProYisional Elemenlat'? Cert ificate or any of 
the degree mu. t be fulfilled in comses offered from Physic , 
Cbemi tr~·, Biology, and Geology. Requirements in Geography 
are . tated a. uch under a epa1·ate hea d in ~. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
Mr. Welter l\liss Carr 
Course in biology are organized to afford students the 
opportunity to gain a knowledge of plants and animals as a 
part of their grneral culture and to prepare them to teach 
nature tudy in the grade and biology in high school. They 
are al o intended to furnish a background for the study of 
agriculture. home economics. and medicine. 
Major tudent and tho e who have had biology in high 
school need not take Biology 103. It, does not count on a 
major or minor. Major , tudents a re al o strongly urged to 
minor in chemistry or physics if possible, or at least to take 
the introduct ory com·. e in these fields. 
REQUIREMEI'TS : 
For a Major {Certificate and degree): 
Biology 213, 231, 232, 315, 449 ............ . 




Minimum ........................................................................................ 28 
Maximum ........................................................ .......... .................. 34 
For a Major (Degree without certificate) Choose A {Zoology) 
or B {Botany): 
A. Biology 133, 231, 232, 303, 304, 333, 334, 433, 434, 449.. 30 
Any additional courses .. ........... .. ............ ......... .. 0- 4 
1.1!nlmum ........................................................................................ 30 
1-faxlmum ........................................................................................ 34 
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B. Biology 213, 214, 303, 304, 316, 315, 317, 413, 449 ....... 28 
Any addltioaal courses ...................................................... 0- 6 
iMinimum ·········-························································--···················· 28 
.Maximum •....................................................................................... 34 
For a Minor (Choose A or B): 
A. Biology 213, 316, and 231 or 232 ...................................... 11 
Any other courses In Biology .......................................... 7 
B. Biology 231, 232, and 213 or 315 ...................................... 10 
Any oUter courses In Biology ·······-····-·······--················--· 8 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Biology 103. (Formerly Biology 51.) General Biology. 
Three hours. 
Topics : A course dealing with the relationships of plants 
and animals. Emphasis is placed upon the great biological 
]Hinriples. TIHee lect nrc-d iscussions per week. 
Biology 133. (Formerly Biology 53.) Human Physiology. 
Three hours. 
Topics : A brief study of the slruclut·es and functions 
of the human body, with special Attention devoted to the 
anatomy and physiology of the motor organs, the nervous sys-
tem, and the special ~;euses. 
Three lecture-discussion hours p er week. 
Biology 203. (Formerly Biolo~y 60.) NatW'e Study. 
Three hoW's. 
Topics: This course is designed for rural and elementary 
. chool teachern. It gives them an intimate acquaintance with 
thE' most common forms of plant and animal life. Teaching 
devices, nature games, and nature literature form an important 
p11 rt of the course. 
One lecture, four hours laboratory and field work per 
week. 
Biology 213. (Formerly Biology 61. ) General Botany. 
Four hoW's. 
Topics : A course pre enting the plant as a unit, with 
emphasis on structm·e, function, development and heredity. 
Two lectmr-discu. sions and four hours laboratory per 
week. 
Biology 214. (Formerly Biolo~y 66. ) Plant Diseases. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Biology 213. 
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Topics: A study of the most important plant diseases 
and methods of control. 
One lecture and four hours laboratory per week. 
Biology 231. (Formerly Biology 63. ) Invertebrate Zool-
ogy. Three hours. 
Topics: A study of the structure, development, reproduc-
tion, and habits of invertebrate animals. 
One lecture-discussion and four hours laboratory per 
week. 
Biology 232. (F ormerly Biology 64.) Vertebrate Zool-
ogy. Three hours. 
Topics: A continuation of Biology 231, but concerned 
with vertebrate animals. 
One lecture-discu ·sion and four hours laboratory per 
week. 
Biology 303. (Formerly Biology 75.) Ecology. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisite: Introductory course in Biology, Zoology, 
or Botany. 
Topics : A course dealing with thP inter rPlations of 
plants and animals with their environment. Studies are made 
in the natural habitat of the organisms to ob. enc normal 
interactions and ways of life. Plant and animal communities 
of the Morehead region, plant and animal snccession, a:nd life 
zones are the major topics considered. 
One hour discussion and four hours laboratory pl'r week. 
Biology 304. (Formerly Biology 74.) Genet ics. Three 
hours. 
Prerequisite : Any other course in biology. 
Topics: A study of the laws of inheritance and their 
application to plant and animal breeding. 
Two lecture-discussions and two hours laboratory per 
week. 
Biology 315. (Formerly Biology 73.) Local Flora.. Four 
hours. 
Prerequisite: Biology 213. 
Topics: A course designed to acquaint the student with 
the common plants o[ Eastern Kentucky, ann to flpvelop the 
ability to use manuals for classification successfully. 
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Onr ho111' cli!:>cu -;ion and six hom-:-. laboratory and field 
work per week. 
Biology 316. Dendrology. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: 'l'hree hours in Biology. 
Topics : A cour~e dealing with t he tree and shrub of 
Easter n Kentucky. Emphasis is placed upon their identifica-
tion , economic importance, and use in land. caping. 
Four hom·s of lahoratot·y per week. 
Biology 317. Bacteriology. F our hours. 
PrerE'quisite: ix hour. in biology. 
Topics : An introductot·r colll'~E' drsignrd to mE'E't the 
need of students in Agriculture, Ilome E conomic , Health, 
and cience in general. Bacteria a re studted in soi l, water, 
a ir , and in re l11 1 ion to home Rani ta ti on, food pre. en •ati on, and 
disea e. JJab01·atory work includes th e prin ciple. and tech-
n iqu e of growin g and studying baeteria on various kinds of 
mPdia. 
Two hours lE'cturc and four hours lahoratory per week. 
Biology 333. (Fornll'l·ly Biolog;\· 70. ) Ornithology. 
Thr ee hours. 
Topic : A coni'< e designed to giYe the student an inti-
mate acquaintan ce wi th thE' lifE' hi. tories, habit , and economir 
relationships of th r common birds of E a'>tcrn K entucky. 
On E' IE'ct nre, fom· hours lahorator~· and field work per 
week. 
Biology 334. (F orm erly Biology 76.) Entomology. 
Three hours. 
Prer eq uis ite: Zoo log~· 2~1. 
Topics: A genE'ral conr. e dealing with the relations of 
insect. to man. ollecting and rai. ing in '>ect and the study 
of their· life histories and cla . ification con titute a major 
por tion of the cour e. 
One lectur r-d iscussion and four h our Ia bora tory p er 
week . 
Biology 413. (Formerly Biology 83.) P lant Physiology. 
Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Biology 213. 
Topics: A course dealing with the physiological and 
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chemical activities of plants, including osmotic phenomena, 
physiology, and metabolism of the plant cells. 
One lecture, one rt>t•itation, and two hours laboratory per 
week. 
Biology 433. (Formerly Biology 80.) Field Vertebrate 
Zoology. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Biology 232. 
Top ics: A survey of the fi . hes, amphibia, repti les, and 
mammals of Eastern Kentu cky in which the pecies, their 
habits, habitats and economic val ues are determined in the 
field and Ia boratory. t udents " rill assist in building a 
museum. 
One hour discu . ion and four hour · laboratory and field 
work per· week. 
Biology 434. (Formerly Biology 85.) Comparative Anat-
omy. Four hours. 
Prerequisite : Biology 232. 
'l'opics: The comparative anatomy and relationships of 
the chordata classes with special study of the Lishes, a mp~ib­
ians and mammal.·. 
Two hours lecture-di. cu . ion, and four hour laboratory 
per week. 
Biology 436. Advanced Physiology. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Biology 133 and Chemistry 311 and 312. 
Topics: A study of the ..;tructure and composition of the 
human body, with special stndy of the muscle-ne r·ve phe-
nomena, the ne rvo us system and ·pecial senses, the circulatory, 
respirator·y, digestive. and glandular sy ·tem . 
One lecture and fom· hou rs Jaboeator·y per· week. 
Science 449. Seminar in Biology and Chemistry. One 
credit per semester. 
Thi seminar i de igned to give the student an oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the literature in biology and 
chemistry; to g ive the students an opportunity to work with 
indices and bi bliographies in special fields; to give the stu-
dent an introdnction t o research; and lastly to bring to-
gether the vuious phases of biology and chemistry. 
This course is required of all biology and chemistry 
majors during their senior year. 
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Biology 475. (Formerly Biology 88.) Teaching of Biol-
ogy. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Fifteen hours in biology. 
Topics: A course designed to acquaint the student with 
methods of obtaining and preparing materials, selecting sup-
plies, texts and references. Science activities will be organ-
ized into a conrse of study. Classroom, laboratory, and field 
methods of instruction will be discussed and evaluated. 
Two hours discussion per week. 
Biology 476. SpeciAl Problems. Two-six hours. 
Prerequisite: 'rwenty-four hours of biology. 
Topics: This course was designed to give students an 
opportunity to do advanced work as a continuation of an 
earlier course and to introduce the students to individual 
research. Students wishing to elect this course should con-




For a Major: Sem. Hrs. 
Chemistry 111, 112, 211, 212, 311, 312, 411, 412.................... 32 
For a Mi.no1·: 
Chemistl·y 111, 112, 211 or 212, 311 ........................................ 17 
Any other Chemistry course ............. ...................................... 3- 4 
Special Requi1·ements 101· Home Economics: 
Chemlstry 111, 311 ...................................................................... 9 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
The courses in Chemistry a1·e designed to prepare the stu-
dent to teach. high school Chemistry, to take work in Agri-
culture, in Home E conomics, and in other fields where the 
ftmdamentals of chemistry are needed, anti to meet the pre-
medical and predental r equirements in chemistry. 
Physical Science 101. (Formel'ly Science 50a.) Introduc-
tion to Physical Sciences. Three hours. Cr edit in 101 and 
102 will be ac~:epted as !:>Cience cred it on the Provisional Elemen-
tary Certificate and on th.e Bachelor 's degree. lt will not be 
accepted as scirncc Cl'edit on a major or minor in any science. 
Students who have had high school P hysics should not register 
in Science 101, and those who have had high 5choo1 Uhemistry 
should not r egister in 102. 
Purpo e: (a ) To give an intl'oduction to the basic ideas 
of the physical sciences, particularly the sc iences of chemistry 
and phy ics ; (b) to give a cultural outline of the sciences in 
order that the student who is not primarily mterested in them 
may have hi viewpoint enlarged by a good general idea of 
their range and th eir relation to the affairs of his evm-yday 
life; and (c) to stimulate jntcrest in science at th\s school and 
encourage further work in the more rigorous labomtory 
courses. 
Topics: The first semester deals largely with the science 
of physics and will treat such materials from chemistry as 
M. S. T. C.-5 
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arc closely related thereto. 'l'hree hours of lectut·e unJ quiz 
work per week with out ·ide reading. 
Physical Science 102. ( B'orm ct·ly 'cicnce 50b. ) Intro-
duction to Physical Sciences. Three hours. 
Purpose: Continuation of 101. 
'l'opics: 'l'he second seme. let· deals primarily with the 
science of chemistry and will treat such topics from physics 
as are closely related thereto. Three hours lecture and quiz 
work per wcrk with outside reading. 
Chemistry 111. (Formet'ly Chemistry 51.) General Chern. 
istry. Five hours. 
Prerequisite: 'redit for oue high school unit in 'hem-
tstry or Physical cience 10~ . ll is recommended that the 
student han credit for one unit ol' high school Ph}sics, Sci-
cllce 101 , OJ' Physics H 1. 
Purpose : ' l'o give the studclll ~ the rundameJJta l ~ or gen-
eral chem istt·y. 
Topic : tudy of the mo t important non-metallic ele-
ments and their compounds. pccial stress is laid on the 
kinetic-molecular theory, the atomic theory, atomic structure, 
ionization, and the periodic law. 
Three leclure-rE>citation hours and four hours of labora-
tory per· week. 
Chemistry 112. (.B'ormel'ly 'lw mistry 52.) Ino·rganic 
Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. Five hours. 
Purpose: Continuation of Chemistry 111. 
Topics: 'I' he metallic clement. . '!'he laboratory work will 
be spent on qualitative analysi!!. 
Two lecture-recitation hours and six hours of laboratory 
p<>r week. 
Chemistry 208. Agricultural Analysis. Five hours. 
Prerequisite: Chemi ·try 112. 
Purpose: An introductory conrse in quantitative analysis 
arranged for students in agriculture. The elements of quan-
titative analysis are studied witl1 special reference to the con-
stituents of soils, fertilizers, and agricultural products. One 
hour of r ec itation and eight hours of laboratory a week. 
P i ore wo1·k in this field will be anauged on demand.) 
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Chemistry 211. (F ormerly Chemi!'itry 62a. ) Quantitative 
Analysis. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 112, or one ~·f'ar 's work in gen-
eral chemistry. 
Pm·pose: Study of the principles and technique of quan· 
titative analysis. 
Topics: Volumetric Analysis. 
ix hours of Jaboraton' per week. in cluding drill in the 
chemical principles and stoichiometry involnd in the analyt-
ical procedures. 
Chemistry 212. (Former ly ~hemiRt. ,·y 62h.) Quantitative 
Analysis. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Chemist r~· 112, or one year·~' work in gen-
eral chemistry. 
Purpose: Continnation of 'hemistl·~· 211. 
Topics: Gravimetric Analysis. Bix hours of laboratory 
per week. 
Chemistry 311. (Formerly Chemi!'itr~· 71. ) Organic 
Chemistry. Five hours. 
Prerequisite: Chemistt·.'· 111, or onE' rear's work in gen-
eral chemistry. 
Purpose: To acquaint t he s tudent with thP simpler car-
bon compounds and their 1·eaction . The course is designed 
to sati fy the minimum requirements in organic chemistry for 
students of medicine and home cronom ics, and to lay a founda -
tion for advanced cour. es in organic chcmi try. 
Topic : The methane. ethy lene, acetylene. and benzene 
seric and their deriYatives ; fats, sugars, and proteins; dyes, 
medicinals, etc. 
Three lecture-recitation hours and four hours of labora-
tory per week. 
Chemistry 312. (Formerly Chemistry 72.) Organic 
Chemistry. Five hours. 
Prerequisite : Chemistry 311 or one semester's work in 
organic chemistry. 
Purpose: Continuation of Cbemistr.v 311. 
Three lecture-recitation hours and four hours of labora-
tory per week. 
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Chemistry 411. (Foi·merly Chemistry 81.) Physical 
Chemistry. Three hours. 
PrerPqnisites: ChPmi try 211 and 311. It is recommended 
that the student haYe course in Physic. and Calculus also. 
Purpose: To acquaint the . tudent with the Jaws control-
ling chemical phenomena. 
Topics: Gas laws, molecular weights; solutions; elemen-
tary principles of thermod~-namics; thermochemistt·y; etc. 
Two lecture-recitation homs and two hours of laboratory 
per week. 
Chemistry 412. (Formerly Chemistry 82.) Physical 
Chemistry. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: hemistr,v 411. 
Purpose: Continuation of Chemistry 411. 
Topics: IIomogPneons and heterogeneous equilibria; 
chemical kinetics; electrocl1emistry ; etc. 
Two lecture-recitation hours and two hours of laboratory 
per week. 
Chemistry 413. Physiologiool Chemistry. Four hours. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 211. 
PnrpoRe: 'l'o arqnaint the stnclcnt with the chemical com-
position and nutrition requirements in plants and animals, 
together with the chemical changes which occur in these 
organisms. 
Topics: Chemical composition of foods, digestion, en-
zymes, hormon es, vitamins, and the application of physico-
chemical principles to plant and animal physiology. 
Two lectures and four hours of laboratory per ' v-eek. 
GEOLOGY 
Courses in g:eolog:.r a r·e intended to g:iYe t hr. ~tudents a 
knowl edge of the physical structur e of the earth together with 
t he change it has nndrrgone and tlw <'ansrs which haYe pro-
ducrd these chang('.'>. C'oursr~; in this field satisfy the science 
requirem ents for Lhr degree and ce r·l..ifical c and al'e partic-
ularly useful to stud ents of agricultnrc, biology, chemi'ltry, 
and geography. 
Geology 100. General Geology. Three hours. 
Purpol>e: (a) 'l'o gin in~truction in thr forces and pror-
esses acting: on the ~;urface of flw land; ( h) to giw instruction 
in the internal fo rces 11 ncl proct>. ses art in g: on Part h. 
Topics: A stncly of t he or igin an d r lassification of rocks, 
a study of the or·igiu and classification of soi ls; a stnrl~· of lhr 
major phy iographic frat nrc. ; a stucl:v of f he atmosphere m 
its r elation to moflificaf ion of the . nrface of thr rart h. 
Geology 160. H istorical Geology. Three hours. 
Prerequi i tc: 8t>olog~· :)1. 
Purpose: To gi,·e instruction in the origin and deYelop-
ment of plant and animal life on the t>a.rf h in relatiOn to the 
physical changes of land , " ·ater, a nd ai l' conditions that have 
occurred in the var ious ages of the earth. 
Topics: A study of fos1uls. mmera ls, rocks occnrnng m 
the various stages of the earth's procP~ses. 
GEOGRAPHY 
1\liss Wilkes .Miss Braun 
REQUIREMENTS: 
For a .ilfajor: Sem. Hrs. 
Geography l 00, 241, 331, 460, 475........... ............ .................... 15 
Choose 6 hours from Group A• and 6 hours from Group 
B .. or 3 hours from Group A• a nd 9 hours from 
Group a•• .................. ................................... ...................... '12 
;\lmlmum 
Maximum 
For a Minor: 
27 
30 
Geography 100, 24 1, 331, 476 ... .............. .. . ................... 12 
Choose 3 hours from Group A• and 3 hours Crom Group 
B .. or 6 hours from Gronp a•• ............. .......................... 6 
Minimum ........................................................................................ 18 
• Group A: 
Geography 211, 247, 280. 
•• Group B: 
Geography 344, 380, 3 3. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Geography 100. (Formerly Geography 51.) Principles 
of Geography. Three hours. 
Purpose: (a) To gh·e instruction in lhe force and proc-
C'sses acting on the surface of the land, (h) to develop a geo-
graphic backgrou nd on which to ba e fu rther . tudy, and (c) to 
develop the habit of interpreting human activities in their 
relation hip to natural conditions. 
Topic : 'fhc human activit ies of tho major climatic 
l'rgions of the ('8l'l h ; man 's use or 1hc major physiographic 
fratnre: and of other r esources of the earth. 
Geography 211. (Formerly Geography 62. ) Economic 
Geography. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Geogt·aphy 100. 
Purpo e: (a) 'fo make a world-wide survey of the major 
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economic pursuits in their relation to the natural environ-
ment, (b) to develop a conception of the commercial world, 
(c) to interpret the position of the United States in world 
trade. 
'ropics : Food resources; fundamentals of manufacturing; 
manufacturing industries-wood-working, paper, textiles, 
leather , r ubber, chemicals, and minerals; world commerce-
the origin and destination of products and chief trade rout es. 
Geography 241. (Formerly Geography 63.) North Amer-
ica. Three hours. 
P urpose : (a) To make a detailed study of the major geo-
graphic regions of North America, (b) to give practice in the 
use of the various methods of teaching, and (c) to formulate 
plan for teaching definite units. 
Topics: The major geographic regions of North America; 
the physiographic and climatic backgro~md and the relation 
of man to his environment; methods or teaching; materials for 
teaching. 
Geography 247. (Formerly Geography 64. ) Latin Amer-
ica. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : Geography 100 and 241. 
Topics: A somewhat detailed study of the South Amer-
ican countries and Mexico with a summary view of the Carib-
bean Islands. Special attention will be given to the r elations 
of Latin Am erica with the United States. 
Geography 280. Australia. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Geography 100. 
Purpose: To give in truction in the natural env ironment 
of Australia ; (b) to show the relation of man's activities to 
this natural environment ; (c) to develop plans for teaching 
various units. 
Topics: 'l'he location of Australia, th e climatic regi.ons, 
the physiographic regions, the plant and animal life, the min-
eral r esources ; the human activities of the various regions; 
the development of teaching t echnique for use in the seventh 
and eighth grades. 
Geography 331. (Formerly Geography 71. ) Europe and 
its Colonies. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Geography 100. 
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Purpose: (a ) To give inst ruetion in the resources qf t he 
principal (•onntL·ies of Europe, a nd (b ) to show t he importance 
of colonial possessions in the dl've lopment of the countries. 
Topic · : The study of human activities in relation to nat-
mal and cnlt ut·a l features of th e prin cipal countries; commer-
l'ial dt>\'PiopnH•n! an rl the pa1·t playNl hy the c · olonil'~, and intet·-
pretution of eurrent gnropran affairs. 
Geography 344. Kentucky. Three hours. 
Prct·equ isitl>: Three hon1·s (')'C'dit iu geography or experi-
ence in teal· h i n ~t. 
Purpose: (a) To give instruction in the resources of K en-
tuck~-. and (b) to stimulate geographic research in K entucky. 
'l'o11ics: A g-eneral survey of Kentucky in its location to 
aujacent stat e.- as to climate, so il , vegetation, and population 
density; a survey of' th e geologic sect ions of the state; a 
detailed study of the geographic r egions or t he state i p ractice 
in the assem bliug and use ot materials available for teaching; 
and field wot•k in ~>elected areas. 
Geography 380. Introduction to Field Geography. Three 
how·s. 
Prerequisites: Geography 100, 211, 241, and 344. 
Purpose: ( a ) To develop ability to observe, select, and 
correlate facts t.hat lead to a geographic understanding of the 
area stud ied; {b) to give practice in assemblin g, charting, 
and mapping of area studied. 
Topics: Collection of data for mapping sections of rural 
or urban areas; surve~·s of industt·ial e:,tablishments; detailed 
studies of specific h111nan activities in selected localities. 
GeogTaphy 383. Geognphy of Asia. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Geography JOO, 211 and one r egional 
cour ·e, pt·efE'rably Oeography 331. 
Purpose: 'l'o gui-de the t ud ent in gaining a basis for 
interpt·etation of the pt·incipal geograph ic r egions of the 
Orienl. 
Topics: rl'he major human-use regions of India, China, 
and .Japan; a brief survey of other parts of Asia. 
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Geography 460. (Formerly Geography 81.) HiStorical 
Geography of the United States. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: 1\inr hour~ ct·Nlit in Geography and six 
hours in History 
Purpose : To show the underlying geographic factors in 
the deYelopment of the nj tcd ' tate. ·. 
Topic·: European hackg-rotl!ld oC early American Hi::;-
tory ; geographic factor!> nnderl~·ing exploration, settlem<'nt, 
expansion, and development of the United ."tate . 
Geography 475. (Form<'rl.'· C:<'ography 2.) Methods and 
Materials for Teaching Geography. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Nine hours cretlit in Geography. 
Purpose: To give practice in the use of methods and 
materials for teaching geography. 
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS 
Art 





:\Irs. Claypool i\lr. Young 
Thi !li department ofl'er lt"chn ical arl cou t·ses, professional-
ized courses in art education, and hislol'y and appr eciation of 
the different phases of the world's art. 
Technical courses a r e for the improYement in understand-
iug and expression of art tructure a:. 1t pertains to drawing, 
composition, color, painting, lettering, and industrial art 
crafts. 
History and appreciat ion cover the gt·eat masters and 
their works, the relution of art to national life, and the inter-
pt·etat ious of the art of the world. 
Professionalized courses in art education have to do with 
the pt·olJIPms ol' leaching art in the schools. These courses 
deal spe<·ifieal ly "ith leaming aml teaehing expt·e:-.sion, apprecia-
t ion and organization in art ecluration. 
The aim of this department is to prepare the teachers of 
elemt•ntat·y and st"condar~· schools fo r a bettet· understanding 
of at·L in its t'l' la tion to life au<.! the general school curri-eulum, 
and to leatl to a ~.n·eater realizatiou of the need for training in 
art for l t•ader:-.hip amoug" the ~·ont h of toda~· . 
REQU IIIEl\ll:!lS'TS: 
For a .lfajor: 
101, 121, 122, 161, !!02 or 291, 263 or 264 , 30-1 , 311 or 314, 
381, 41 2 or 415 . ..... . ....... . 
Elective .................................................................................. . 
Total 




Art 101, 121, 122, 161, 202 or 291, 263 or 264, 311 or 314.. 14 
One course numbered in the 400's and one elective 
course ................................ .................. ................ ..... 4 
18 hrs. 
Students who are not working for a teaching certificate wlll be 
allowed to make substitutions for Art 121 and 122 on the advice of 
the Head of the Departme nt. 
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~ote.-Students planning to take Public School Art 121 and 122 
will eliminate many diltlcultles by prefacing these courses with 
Art 101 (Freehand Drawing). 
Fees: 
It Is necessary to charge a nominal Cee for the use of equiptuent 
and materials furnished by the department as there Is no 
appropriation made for expenditure In this department. Fees 
are to be paid at time of enrollment. 
Art 311, 341, 412, 413, 442 ................. .............................................. $2.50 
Art 121, 122 ..................................... ............ .................................. 1.50 
Art 101, 202, 291, 292, 303, 304, 314, 381, 394, H5, 482, 493.... 1.00 
Art 455- Fee determined by problems. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Art 101. (Formerly .Art 52.) Freehand Drawing. Two 
hours. Fit·st semester. 
Prerequisite: None. 
Purpose: 'L'he course is planned to develop an ability to 
draw in students who have no previous dt·awing experience 
and to promote growth in dra·wing skill po · e::.sed by those 
with some previous training. 'rhe development of this ability 
to draw will: (a ) add the graphic language to the individual's 
means of expres. ing him elf, (b) provide a necessary back-
ground fol' additional technical courses in a r·t , (c) greatly 
increase the classroom effectivenes of the prospective public 
school teacher, and ( ll) add to the recreational possibilities 
open to the incl ividual. 
Topics: Elementary perspective as a means of under-
standing the appearance of objects at varying distances from 
the eye and as an aid in representing thing::. a they appear 
'ketching techniques. Problems in various drawing mediums. 
C'omposition in drawing. Qnick aC'lion r-.ketching and figure 
dt·awing. 
Art 121. (Formerly Art 5la.) Public School Art (Fun-
da.mentals). Two hours. Both semesters. 
Prerequisite: None. However, it is adYi able to take 101 
before taking this course. 
Purpose: To present methods of teaching in the pri-
mary, intermediate and upper grade , to give experience with 
various processes and a working understanding of the funda-
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1111:mtai pt·in~.:iplel> of ttt'i.. 'l'hc cou t·se is particulndy desigueJ 
to llelp teachers get familiar with vat·ious media and pt·oblems 
that may be part or au activity progrllm. 
Topics : Practice in creative art expres ion. P roblems in 
drawing, color, design aud applied art craft processes such as: 
water color painting, Hnolcu m block printing, textile p t·occsses, 
clay modeling, wood carv ing, poster design and lettering. 
Appreciation of art in the home anti. community. Jn troduc-
tion to art teaching methods. 
Art 122. (Formerly Art 51b.) Public School Art (Meth-
ods) . Two hours. Second semester . 
Prerequisite: Art 121. 
Purposes: 'l'o give students tlt c experience of applying 
I he knowledge learned ami skills mastered, iu Art 121 to the 
workiug out ol' activities, and the use or these activities in the 
uuit plan of teaching. 
'l'opics: 'l'he preparation of units of work that may be 
used in the primary, intermediate and upper grades and par-
ticipation in art acth·itie:. that may be used to integrate sub-
ject matter in t h cHc units. Practice in t~reative ex peession for 
such activities a : puppet shows, marion ette and shadow 
lllays, peep . how , movies, table models, booklet and book 
making with illustrations, descriptive or animated maps, 
frieze., murals, textile decoration, etc. 
Art 161. (Formedy Art 50a.) Art Appreciation. One 
hour. Given the first emester. 
Pnrpose: 'l'o help students to ucce fully. olve art prob-
lems which they encounter in daily actiYilie ; to develop abil-
it~· to see beauty and art quality whet·evcr they may be found ; 
to recognize tl1e value of art as a11 eclu C'ational. <'ll.ltnral allll 
!iocial fm·ce; to encomage intet'l'St in that which is beautifu l 
and in pir·in~ in the world of art ; and to realize that art 
expre ses the essential thoug-ht of thC' people of any age 
Topics : An introduction to the elements and fundamental 
pri11ciples of Lhe space arts; how Lo understand these prin-
ciples at wol'k in art. objects; study of line, light and datk, 
form , color and texture in relation to the home, fumiture, 
potteey, textiles, dress, graphic art, civic art, metal woek and 
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glassware; and illu trative material m the form of pictures, 
slides, and exhibits. 
Art 162. (Formerly Art 50b.) Art Appreciation. One 
hour. Given the second semester. 
Prerequisite : .Art 161. 
Purpose: 'r o give students an opportunity for a pprecia-
tiYe stndy wit h special reference to the creative periods and 
their relation to the development of man. 
Topics: P ainting. architerture, and scnlphli'C'. 
Art 202. (Formerly Art 62. ) Composition and Drawing. 
Two hours. 
PrerequisitC's: Art 101 and 161. 
Purpose: To deYelop power in freC'hand drawing and the 
use of compo!iitional principlC'c:;; to improve the appl'eciation 
of line quali ty, of value and tone relations in compositions; 
and to give opportunity for self-expression in different 
medium.. To g ive student<; who h11ve had somr drawing an 
opport unit~· to do more advanced probl<'ms with new 
materi11ls. 
Topics: W ays of combining lines, light and rlark, form, 
color and texture, to produce fine quality in creat ive com-
position. 
Art 263. (Formerly Art 60a. ) History of Art. Archi-
tecture and Sculpture. Three hours. 
Pnrpose: To help students develop a hroader and deeper 
capacity of appreciation and also to make a more vital corre-
lation betwern all the fine arts. 
1. 'l'o develop a high standard of taste through a 
study of the art~. 
2. To acquaint students with methods and processes 
of ma ters. 
3. To create a power of initiative in civic art 
activities. 
4. To give historic art knowledge its universal kin-
ship with all ages and. rRces. 
5. To provide for meritorious and refining reCI·ea-
tion and self-expression. 
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Topic : A brief historica l snrwr of the architecture and 
sculpture of al l the ag-€:'s beginning with the primitive age and 
carrying it through Hll the t•ras to the 20th century. Each era 
is . tudicd as a unit of cult me. 
Art 264. (Formerly Art 60b. ) History of Art. Painting. 
Three hours. • 'econd semester. 
Prerequisite: Art 26H. 
Purpose: To acquaint students with the paintings of 
ma!>ters. To cleYclop appreciation of these work through as ·o-
eiation. To intt·oclul'e infot·mation concerning methods, proc-
Elf; e~. and meclinm of t hr painters. 
Topics: The paintings are studird in thrir respective 
periods and schools. The efferts of h istorJ" of the times, cus-
toms anrl rehgious beliefs on the subj ects and methods of pre.-
entation are interrelated . 
Art 291. (Form rrl.r Ad 63.) Color and Design. Two 
hours. 
Pm·pose: 'l'o make a study of the science of color and 
principle~ of color harmony with their application to design 
and painting. 
Topics : Physica l, psycholog-iea l and aesthetic aspects of 
color. , tudy and application of the fundamental principles 
of design. Lect nrPs. Pxhibits and creal iYe work. One hour 
lecture onre a wrek a nil two hours laboratory. 
Art 292. Elementary Costume Design. Two hours. First 
semest er. 
Prrrequisitrs : ~\rt 101 ot· 804, and 291. 
Purpose: This conn;e is plannrd to de,·elop an under-
standin~ and apprcciat ion of good dt·ess design not only in 
the student who is partirnlal'ly in t et·rsted in the clothing 
field, but also in the incliYidnal who wi hes to drsign clothrs 
for her own prt"onal pleasnrr and sati. faction. It is also 
desi~tH'd to stimulat e the concrpt ion and in ,·ention of original 
ideas in dres~> fo r all types of women a11Cl children, and to gin 
a backgTotmd of coslnmc history and art structm·e that will 
function in crrative dres. de ign. 
Topic. : The fundamental elements of art, principlt>s of 
design and psychology in relation to dress. Line, light and 
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dark, form, color and texture as app lied to the costume. A.. 
study of personality, creative effects, and acla pli,·e designing. 
H istory of cost umr ac; applied to modern dre ·:s. 'ostumc 
s ketching in lig-ht and dark and color. 
Art 303. Composition and Drawing. (Advanced.) Two 
hours. 
P urpo e : To pro\'ide opportunity for the application of 
compo i tional elements learned in ~0~ in mot·e advanced 
expression . To fit imulate ori::rinal thinking and individual 
expression in pictorial compohitions. 'l'o JH'OYide necessary 
background for the pai11ting classrs. 
Topics: Planning sf ill life com position~. both abstract 
and reali tic. .Arranging and rearran:.!lng eompos1honal ele-
ments for landscapes. Compo~ing portraits and figure studies. 
Art 304. (l•'ol'lnerl.r Art 71. ) F1gure Drawing and Com-
position. Two hours. 
Prerequisif<>s: .\rt 101 and 20~. Gi,·en the second 
seme. ter. 
Purpor-,c: 'J'o g-ain a k-nowledge of the human figure in its 
relation to arti~t ic cxprrshion; to learn the u.,e of the figure in 
design and illnstrat ion. 
Topic~: • ' tucly of the fignre as a whole, proportiOn, essen-
t ials of art istic ~nalom~', the figtu·c in action, rhythm; clrawin~ 
from life morlel and ft·om memor~·; " ·orl< in a variety of media 
includina clay modeling . 
Art 311. ( l!'ormcl'l~· Art 74. ) Oil P ainting (Beginning). 
Two hours. 
Prerequi ite~: .A1·t :W:2 and 291. 
Purpose: 'l'o ground the s t udcnt. in fundamentals of good 
painting; to develop individual cxprcs:-non in this medium; to 
give a Yital inlct·e!il in ct·rat ive art through po\\'er gained in 
u ·e of the oil medium : and to acquaint the student with view-
point. of the different sd10ol· of painting. 
Topics : 'l'hr <'O nt ent includt>s mat erials and techn ical t•m-
ployment, emphasi:-, placed ou composition, pigments, pigmrnt 
range ver us light range, representa tion of form as reYealerl 
through light, t rchnical sturly in vision and employmrnt of 
palette, ~eeing significantly, expressing individual viewpoint, 
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imaginat ive composition, painting f rom sti ll li fe, costumeJ 
model and natur e out of door s. 
Art 314. (Formerly Art 73. ) Water Color Paint ing (Be-
ginning) . Two hours. 
Pr erequisites: Art 101 and Art 202 or 291. 
Purpose: 'r o deYelop an a bility to work cr eatiYel:r m 
water color. 'l'o promote an appreciation of the water color 
painting of the past and presen t. To stimulate the ability 
to see and enjoy art patterns in 11ature and in the individual 's 
sur roundin gs. 
Topics : Methods and materials. Arra ngement of the 
palette. Composing the painting. t:llill-life and landscape 
water color painting. 
Art 341. (Formerly Art 70. ) Crafts (Beginning). Two 
hours. 
Prerequisite: Art 161 or Ar t 391. 
Purpose: To rleYelop appreciation and interest in the dif-
ferent crafts oE the world; to stud~· thr harmonious r elation-
ship of the construction and design of artistic products; to 
teach the correct use of materials; ro timulatc good crafts-
manship and the creation of appr opriate design. : Rnd to work 
out credit prol)lem of the teacher which are inYolvrd in art 
activities. 
Topics: Actual designing and constr uction problems in 
leather , metal wor k and j ewelr y, clay modeling, pott ery, tex-
tile techniques, papier mache, linoleu m block printing, mario-
nette. puppet and mask-making and craftwork that adapts 
J t~elf to the nat ive matE-rial. of the rmal srh()ol. 
Art 381. (Formerly Ar t 72.) Commercial Art (Elemen-
tary) . Two hours. 
Prerequisite: Art 101. tudents plannin~ to make Art 
3 1 will find Art 291 and Ar t 30-! very helpful. 
P urpose : This cotu"se has th e two fold objective of devel-
oping both skill and appreciation. 'l'he primary pur pose is the 
deYelopment of an ability to design and exrcn t r repr esent ative 
types of commrrcial art. The secondar.v purpose is the devel. 
opment of an appreciation, based on personal experience, that 
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will enable the stu lleuL to judge iutelligeutly artistic merit in 
the commercial art products which surround him on evel'y 
hand. 
'l'opics: lllu ti·ated lectures on : color and design in com-
mercial al't, elementary psychological principles of advertiiing 
design, commercial art processes and medium , and repr oduc-
tive (photoengraving) processes. Training will be given, 
through laboratory problems, in : lettering, advertising, lay-
out, dry brush drawing, tran parent and opaque wash draw-
ing, pen and ink drawing, lithograph crayon drawin g, car-
tooning, and poster and sign painting. 
Art 394. (Formerly Art 75.) Stage Design. Two hours. 
Prerequisites : Art 101 and Art 291. 
Purpose: To develop an appreciation of th e art of the 
theatre ; t o provide training and experien ce in stage craft that 
can be u tilized by teachers in coaching school dramatics and 
by those who wish to engage in dramatic activities ; and to 
give training in stage design to students with special interests 
who are takin g courses in play coaching and creative dramatics 
in the D epartment of English. 
Topics : Lectures and r eading will be centered ar ound 
the following topics: Art principles and their application t o 
stage design; terminology; types of s tage settings, how to 
analyze a play for the purpo e of designing a setting; sugges-
tions for making costumes; construction and painting of 
stage cenery and properties; stage lighting; the marionette 
'lage; and make-up. Designs and models will be made in lab-
oratory periods to provide experience in applying the knowl-
edge acquired during the course. Designs for stage settings 
for some of the campus dramati c productions will be preparecl. 
iu this class. 
Art 412. (Formerly Art 84-. ) Oil Painting (Advanced) . 
Two hours. 
Prerequisites: Art 102, 202, 291, and 311. 'rhis course 
is a continuation of Art 311 (former ly 74) . 
Art 413. (Formerly Art 85.) Portrait Painting. Two 
hours. 
Prerequi ites : Art 101 or 202, Art 161 or 264, and 311. 
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Purpose : To begin the dcvclop1nent of an ability to do 
creative por trait painting in oil. To develop an understanding 
of some of the possibilities and limitations in the use of the 
materials of portrait painting. To increase the student's appre-
ciation of the oil painting of the past and present through 
personal experience. 
Topics: At least four portr aits will be painted during the 
semester. '!'raining wiU be given iu the selection and use of 
paints and other materials; in the arrangement of the palette; 
in the compos ition of thE' portrait; and in methods of f r aming 
the finished portr ait. 
Art 415. (Formerly Art 83.) Water Color Painting (Ad-
vanced.) Two hours. 
Pt·erequisites : Al'l 101, Art 202 or Art 291, and Art 314. 
Purpose : Same as for Art 314. 
Topics: Continuation of the work begun in Art 314. 
Art 442. (Formerly Art 0 .) Advanced Art Crafts. Two 
hours. 
Prer equisites: Art 161 or 291, and 341. 
Purpo:;c : To give students an opportunity for fur th er 
work in crafts with more advanced problems in the craft 
mediums. ( 'ee Art 341.) 
Art 455. Advanced Art Problems. One to three hours. 
Prerequisites : To be determined in each case by the head 
of the department. 
Purpose: 'l'o give advanced students an opportunity for 
additional h'aiuing in technical art or for research in ar t his-
tory or art ed ncation that would not be provided by the reg-
ular art <:o tm-;es. Etching may be included. 
Topics: To be deter mined for each individual by the 
instructor in charge. 
Art 482. (Former!~-. Art 2.) Commer cial Art (Ad. 
va.nced) . Two hours. 
Prerequisites : Art 101 and Art 381. 
Purpose: As stated for Ar t 381. 
Topics: Training will be given in executing additional 
commercial art problems involving more advanced processes 
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and technique~;. 'L'he use of the principlrs of design and the 
function of pertinent principles o( adve-rt is ing psycho logy in 
commercial art will be investigated more fully. 
Art 493. Costume Design (Advanced) . Two hours. 
Prerequisites : .AI·t 101 or 304, and Art :!9:2. It is adYiS· 
able that llomc E conomics 141 and 2-1-1 be taken before this 
cour e is attempted. 
Purpose: 'l'h is comse is desig11ed I or l:lludents especially 
interestell in clothing and also for the pct·son who is interested 
in doing adva11ecd work in costu me skelt!hing. 
Topics: ('olor aml personal tlr ess problems will receive 
the principal r mphasis in this eourse. Color theory; textures 
and pattern~ll materials al> they affeet the indh 1dual; cor-
rective and structural de igning for the figure. .d. closer study 
of personality traits and bow they may be enhanced by dress 
Sketching in color. 








For a Minor: Sem. H rs. 
Physical Education lOla Ol' 102a, 104, 204, 220, 364, 425.... 11 
Biology 133 ..... ........ ..................................................................... 3 
•Physical Education, Elective ................................................ 4 
Total 18 
• It Is recoma•~ndtld lhal these electives be In the acllvlty field an\1 so 
chosen as to give the student experience In as many differen t sport .. llS 
possible, 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
*Physical Education 101. Required Physical Education 
for Men. One credit. 
Purpose: The purpose o.f the course is for recreation and 
exercise and to teach the spirit of play and to create the desi1·e 
for physical activity. 
'l' opics: Rules of soccer, volleyball and handball and the 
correct form in executing the fu ndamentals of play. 
>~'*Physical Education lOla. Rhythmical Activities. (Re-
quired course for freshman women.) One credit. 
Purpose: Orientation in body movement through rhyth-
mical activities. 
'l'opics: Fundamental steps underlying the folk dance, 
modern dance, tap dance, and social dance. 
**Physical Education lOlb. Individual Sports. (Required 
course for freshman women.) One credit. 
Purpose: Orientation in body movement through an indi-
vidual sports program. 
Topics: Skill in horseshoes, deck tennis, handball, and 
badminton. 
• Freshman men are required to take P. E. 101 and 102. 
• • Freshman women are requh·,·d to hav., two credits In P . E . 101 and 
P E. 102 but may choose between P . E. lOla , lOlb , and 101c for the ftr.st 
semester and 102a, 102b, and 102c Cor the second semester. 
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**Physical Education 101c. Group Sports. (Required 
course for freshman women.) One credit. 
Purpo e: Orien tation in body movement threugh a pro-
gram of group sports. 
Topics : kill in soccer, volleyball, ba ketball, baseball. 
*Physical Education 102. Required Physical Education for 
freshman men. One credit. Continuation of Phys. Educ. 101. 
**Physical Education 102a. Rhythmical Activities. (Re-
quired course for freshman women.) One credit. Continua-
tion of P. E . lOla. 
**Physical Education 102b. Individual Sports. (Required 
course for freshman women.) One credit. Continuation of 
P. E. lOlb . 
**Physical Education 102c. Group Sports. (Required 
course for freshman women.) One credit. onti nnation of 
P . E. lOlc. 
Physical Education 104. Personal Hygiene. Two cred-
its. K o prerequisite. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the fundamentals 
of health so that he may better adjust and fit himself for liv-
ing. This course include the history of human health prac-
tices (such as past and present outstanding discoveries and 
figures in the field of per onal hyg1ene) ; structure and func-
tion of the various systems of the human body (such as the 
circulation and dige tive systems) ; most common abnormal 
conditions of the body, phy iological and p ychologica l (such 
as colds, mental maladjustments) ; importance of prevention ; 
desirable health practice and their value (such health habits, 
physical examinations, etc. ) ; fallacies of various unscientific 
procedures (such as cults, superstitions, quackery) . 
Physical Education 114. Moderate Sports. One credit. 
This cour e is specifically planned for the purpose of offer-
in~ enjoyable and educational physical acti\'ity within the t·ange 
of tho e girl who are not able because of phy ical h.andicaps to 
take part in the more actiYe cour!'les. 
• Freshman men are required to ta ke P. E . 101 and 103. 
•• Freshman women are required to ha ve two credits In P E 101 and 
P . E . 103 but may choose be tween P . E. lOla, l Olb, and lOlc !or the nrst 
eeme:ster and 102a, 102b, and 102c for the second sem ester . 
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Physical Education 116. Elementary Tennis. One credit. 
(Sect ious for both mrn and womrn. ) 
Purpose : 'l'o learn fundamental strokes and to pu t them 
into practice in the game situation. 
Topics: The grip, stance and other points relating to 
form in the forehand, backha nd d t'lVCS and !he service; rules 
and scoring 
Physical Education 117. Elementary Swimming. One 
credit. (. eel ions for ho1 h men and women. ) 
Purposes: To leach a wide r ange of walermanship, pri-
marily through practical experie nce. 
Topics: E lementary side, back and crawl strokes; diving; 
stunts; wat er safetr lest 
Physical Educat ion 122. Fundamentals of Movement. 
One credit. 
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student wi th various skills, 
knowleclges, Cun damcnlallo efl'icienl nse of the body. 
Topirs: Analysis of positions and mon~ment of t he body; 
rhythm patterns of mo,·ement; fundamental skill tests. 
Physical Education 133. Folk Dancing. One credit. 
Purpose: 'l'o tudy simple folk and national dances, and 
to gain experience in presenting and teaching them. 
Topics : 'l'ypical folk and national dances of Sweden. 
Denmark, Norway, Rn ·sia, Germany and France; country 
dances of England and America. Or iginal dances. 
Physical Education 134. E lementary Tap Dancing. One 
credit. 
Purpose: 'l'o acc1nirc skill in tap dancing through prac-
tice of steps and dances and the appreciation and u nderst and-
ing of music as related lo dancing steps; teaching experience 
in thi type of dancing. 
Topics: l!'undamental t.ap steps; elementary t ap and 
charactt>r dances: original step combination and dances. 
Physical Education 137. Social Dancing. One credit. 
Thi. course has been evolved in order to meet an increas-
ing- &orial need on the campus. It acquaints the studen t with 
Yariou& forms of social dancing up through the present, pri-
marily through practice of steps and dance floor courtesy. 
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Physical Education 201. Formal Gymnastics. One credit. 
'l'opics : Individual gymnastics, tumbling, and l1 eavy 
apparatus work. 
Physical Education 203. First Aid. Two credits. (For 
men.) 
Purpose: 'l'o prepare by Jectur·e, demon tration ami. prac-
tice the adm inisl<' r·ing of first a id in emergencies which may 
occur iu school, J>laygronnd, at h 1<'1 i(• fit>ld aml outing:-.. 
Topicc;: 'l'he stopping of bleeding; treatment and ban-
daging of open wound'>; treatment of shock; :;plint ing; trans-
portation of the injured; water safety; artificial respiration; 
treatment for poil>oningo:. and accident preYention. 
Physical Education 204. Community Health Problems. 
Two credits. (H igh school health com·se is desirable.) 
Purpose: 'i'o study the fundamental principles of health 
and sanitation and to apply these in community health and 
sanitation probl<>ms. 
Topics: 'J'o st ndy the various local, state and Federal 
health laws in onlet· to determine the scope of protection from 
each, aml the functiou and authol'ity of health officers, etc.-
as related to foods, milk aud "ater supplir::., control of com-
municable dist•asl', l'tc.; t'(·onomic anti social aspects of com-
munity healt h pr·obl ems; pa:-;1 and pl'Pst•IJt community hygiene 
and sani tat iou Jli'O('N1 n t'Ps. 
Physical Education 216. Intermediate T ennis. One credit. 
(Section · for· both men and womt>n.) 
Purpo~e: 'l'o acquaint students with ach·auced techniques 
of teuni,., ~ti·okes and with the fin<' poinh of game str·ate"'y. 
Topic : Advanced strokes, tn>es of defensive and 
offen ive plays in singles and uoubles g-ame!>; officiating and 
conducting of tennis toul'llaments. 
Physical Education 217. Intermediate Swimming. One 
credit. 
Prerequisite•: Physical Education 117 or its equivalent. 
Purpose: 'J'o acquaint the student with the theory and 
practice of various advanced water activities. 
Topics : ~tandard strokes; life-saving; swimming meets. 
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Physical Education 220. (Formerly P. E. 120.) Games for 
the Elementary School. Two credits. Open to both men and 
women. 
Purpose: 'l'o learn games that may be u ed in t he ele-
mentary grades through participation, and to study games 
through observat ion and teachi ng experience. 
Topics: P rin ciple of selection, the use, or igin, and clas-
·ification of games; schoolroom, gymnasium and playground 
games and activitie . 
Physical Education 231. Natural Dancing. One credit. 
Prerequisite: P. E. 132. 
Purpose : To afford an opportunity for self-expression 
through rhythmic movement. 
Topics: imple group dances adaptable to use in festivals, 
etc.; interpretation of mu ic through movement; rhythmic pat-
tcms of fundamental dance steps; creat ive work. 
Physical Education 234. Advanced Tap Dancing. One 
credit. 
Purpose: To further personal tap dancing skill and to 
do advanced creative work. 
Topics: P t·actice in advanced tap and character dancing; 
soft hoe work; analy i and interpretation of tap skills and 
tap dancing compositions. 
Physical Education 271. (Pormerly P. E. 111- Sports for 
Fall and Early Winter. ) Sports for Junior and Senior High 
School. One credit. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with teaching methods 
and orga11ization of early fall and winter ports for junior 
and senior high schools through game analysis and coaching 
experience. 
Topics: occer, ba ketball, and handball. 
Physical Education 272. (Formerly P. E. 112-Sports for 
Late Winter and pring. ) Sports for Junior and Senior High 
School. One credit. 
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with teaching meth-
ods and organization of late winter and spring sports for 
junior and senior high schools through game analysis and 
coaching experience. 
Topics: Volleyball, baseball , speedball. 
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Physical Education 277. (Formerly P. E. 207.) Basket-
ball Theory and Practice. One hour. Offered two days a week 
during the spring term. 
Purpose: To pre ent a course in the fundamentals of 
basketball for men with little or no ex11crience in playing or 
coaching. It will deal with the techniques of shooting, pass-
in~. dribbling, foot-work, and guarding. In addition, offen ive 
and defensive team-play and formations, training, practice ses-
sion, equipment, and other e sentials of the modern COllrt 
game will be considered. ( tudents in this course must have 
their own individual ba ketball equipment.) 
Physical Education 278. Football Fundamentals. (For-
merly P. E. 209.) Two credits. (For men.) 
Purpo e: To better educAte the player to the game and 
to prepare prospective coaches. 
Topics: Correct form in the execution of playing funda -
mentals; types of offensive and cldensive systems; leadership, 
game strategy, rules, offieiating; selection of equipment and 
a rt•anging of schedules. 
Physical Education 315. Technique of Teaching Swim-
ming. (Formerly P . E . 217.) One credit . 
Prerequi ite: Physical Education 117 or itc; eqninlent. 
Purpose: To give the student a knowledge of principle 
underl~'ing the theory and practice of swimming and experi-
ence in the teaching of swimming. 
Topics: Study of the mechanics of swimming and diving ; 
class organization; methods of teaching bel!'inners; identifi-
eation of fault~r t echnique. 
Physical Education 317. Advanced Swimming. (For-
merly P . E. 119.) One credit . 
Topics: Fancy diving, racing start and turns, how to 
conduct meets, and life-saving. 
Physical Education 364. History, Organization and Prin-
ciples of Physical Education. (Formerly P. E. 304.) Two 
credits. 
Purpose: 'l'o giv£> the student a backl!'t'ounrl for tlw thP-
ory and praetiec of physical ed ncation and how the pr£>sPnt 
practices, principles, organiza t.ion and administration are 
based on modern educational theory. 
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Topics: Historic role of' physical E>duration in the prob-
lem of adjust ment to life; present trends in the U.S.; stand-
ards of judging praclicf's; organization and administration of 
actiYitit>s and facilitie:. 
Physical Education 375. Methods and Materials of Teach-
ing Community Recreation. (l~'OL'rne l'ly P. E. 206-- ommnnity 
Recreation.) Two credits. 
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with materia ls and 
ml!thods of organization and admini ·lt·ation of community rec-
reation tbrouf!h obs<'tTation, participation and experience in 
leader hip. 
Topics: Recreational activities for rural and urban 
. ituations. 
Physical Education 378. Gymnasium and Playground 
Activities for High School. (Formerly P. E. 208.) Two hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o include the selection and presentation of 
actiYit ies in physical ecluca I ion for colleg'e people who expect 
to tE>ach in this field. Tlseful teaching techniques are con-
sid<'red. ~\. <•t i,·ity pt·of!ram-. for large and :small g'roups arc 
giYen special at tcution. A progre. s ivc series of g'ame. and 
rela:n; are offered for ~roup~ differing' in age and skill; speed-
ball, soccer, hall(lhall, swimming-, tumbling. apparatus, bas-
ketball, softbal l, vollryball, hoxin ~. wrc. !ling, tennis, and 
track. 
Physical Education 426. Integration of Hygiene in the 
Elementary Grades. Two credits. 
Prerequisite: Phyl-iical Education 10-1 or its equi,·alent. 
Purpose: For prospect iYc teachers, . howing how to inte-
grate health with other phasrs of school life so that it becomes 
a wa~· of liYing rather than a school subject. It will include 
the working out of specific units along personal, school, and 
rommunity health lines ( ~uch a· lighting, sanitation , foods, 
immunizatio11, etc.) ; a study of t he knowledge, l1ab it s, and 
skill s which ca11 be expected of ch il dt·en in the elementary 
g-rades; methods of stimulating interrst in health and of cor-
rclalin:;r health with other subjects; available materials and 
other sources of sc<•uring first-ha11d infot·mation; d iRcovcry 
and t realm cut of the more common health defects. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
1\Irs. Hall 
The courses in Home Economics fire offered to meet the 
needs of the fo llowing cLasses of studen ts: 
(1) Those students who will teach general Home E co-
nomics. 
(2) Those student who desire general informalion 
regarding principles of right liYing and of home making. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Fo1· a Majo1·: Sem. Hrs. 
Required: 131, 141, 143, 231, 241, 351, 355, 475 23 
E lectives: Six hours from the following courses: 244, 
331, 353, 446, 451.................................................................... 6 
Total 29 
For a Minor: 
Required: 131, 141, 143, 231, 351, 355, 475.............................. 23 
DESCRIPTIO;-.T OF COURSES 
Home Economics 131. (Formerly Home Economics 51.) 
Elementary Nutrition and Food Preparation. Three hours. 
Purpose: To study how to secure and maintain a good 
state of nutrit ion ; to prepare and to usc common foods ; to 
plan, prepare, and serve meals; to markel and to keep house-
hold accounts. 
Topics: N utri tion, bcYerages, fruits, cereals, milk and 
milk products, quick bread .. eggs, meal, planning and serving 
of simple meals, marketing, and household accounting. 
Three two-hom periods per week. 
Home Economics 141. (Formerly Tiome Economics 52.) 
Elementary Dressmaking and Costume Design. Three hours. 
Prerequisites : IIome Economics 143, Art 121. 
Purpose: 'l'o enable the student to select, to construct, 
and to care for ::tp propriatc c·otton or linen clothing. 
Topics: 'l'bc principles of clo thing design; tlu~ identifica-
tion of staple cotton aud linen fabrics; the u!.c of commercial 
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patterns; the usc and care of the sewing machine ; the selec-
tion, construction, and care of garmt>nls of cotton or linen; 
the clothing budget. 
Three two-hour periods per week. 
Home Economics 143. (Formerly Home Economics 53.) 
Textiles. Two hours. 
This course is required of all Home Economics s1noents 
and may be selected by any other studrnt. 
Purpose: 'l'o help the student to learn how to select and 
1 o bu~- fabrics, or garments and hou. e furni. hings made of 
fabric . Emphasis throughout the eour. e is given to thf' 
judging of fabrics. 
Topics: 'rhe manufacture of fib<'r. and fabrics; eotton, 
linen. rayon, wool and ilk fibers anct fabrics; characteristics, 
uses, and cost o[ standard materials; simple tests for inrnlify-
ing fibers. 
Two hours per week. 
Home Economics 231. (Formerly IIome Economics 61.) 
Nutrition and Food Preparation. Three hours. 
Thi. course is ba eel on IIome Economir 131, and is a 
contin11ation of the study begun in 131. 
Prerequisit e : Jlome Econom iC's 131. Pre•·equisitE' or par-
allel, Chemis1 ry] 11. 
Purpose: 'r o enable the student to select , or to plan, to 
prepare, and Lo S<'L've well balanced m<'a ls; to teach the preser-
Yat ion of foods; to tudy huclgeting and spending of thf' fam-
ily income, with special reference to th<' food d~ision. 
Topic. : Th e planning and serving of luncheons, dinnE'rs, 
and tea ; nutrition; food preservation; hou. ehold finances. 
Three two-hour periods per >veek. 
Home Economics 241. (Formerly Home Economics 62.) 
Intermediate Dressmaking and Costume Design. Three hours. 
This course is ba:sed on Home Economics 141, and is a 
continuation of the work begun in 141. 
Prerequisite : H ome Economicil 141. 
Pnrpose: To enable the student to gain g ,·raf<'l' Rki ll in 
SE'l<'rting and in ronstructing hecoming, appropriate, and eco-
nomical clothing. 
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Topics: Garments suited to tl1e income, occasion, and 
individual ; planning and making or garments of wool, silk, 
and rayon ; appropriate accessories; clothing budget. 
Three two-hour periods per week. 
Home Economics 244. (Formerly llome Economics 65.) 
The Selection and Care of Clothing. Two hours. 
To Prereq uisite: This C'lnrsc is open to all women 
st udents. 
Purpose: 'rhis cour e is intend ed fot· ::.tudents who are 
interested in planning and selecting becoming, appropriate, and 
economical clotbil1g, but who are not intere ted in the actual 
construction of garments. 
Topic : Planning the wardrobe; purchasing habits; a 
study of the individual student for the purpose of selecting 
clothing that will disguise the poor points and emphasize the 
good points in her personal appea1·ance; accessories; the cloth-
ing budget; care of clothing. 
Two hours per week. 
Home Economics 331. (Formerly Home Economics 71.) 
Advanced Foods. Three hours. 
Prerequi ' itcs: llome Economics 131 and 231. 
Purpo e: 'l'o teach the p t·epaL·ation and serving of foods 
for special occasions and conditions. 
Topics : Planning and serving of teas, formal luncheons, 
and dinners; artis tic garnisl1ings and decorations; invalid 
cookery. 
Three two-hour period per week. 
Home Economics 351. (Formerly Home Economics 70.) 
House Planning and Furnishing. Three hours. 
Prereqt1i. itcs: Home Economics 143, Art 121. 
Purpose : To develop standards for judging and planning 
a hou ·e ; to teach the principles underlying the artistic and eco-
nomic selection of house furni hings and equipment. 
Topics: Domestic architecture; furnitare; rugs; drap-
eries; household linens; gla s; silver ; china; pictures. Practi-
cal problems. 
Three homs per week. 
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Home Economics 353. (~'ormerly Ilome Economics 72.) 
Social and Economic Problems of the Home. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: Junior tand ing; Sociology 201 and Eco-
nomics 201 nrc recommendPcl. 
P urpose: 'l'o study the social ancl ('Conomic problems of 
th e family. 
Topics: ,"'tanda1·ds of social conduc•t and home relation-
ships. maLTiage factor· which are detrimental to happy family 
life, position or ch ildren in the hom e, economic independence of 
women, ho111e-making as a profession, budgeting of the family 
income, aYings and inYcstmenls. 
Two hours per week. 
Home Economics 355. (Formerly H ome E conomics 73.) 
Child Care and Training. Three hours. 
Prprequ is it es: Hom e Et·onomics 131 and 141 and Educa-
tion 350. 
Purpose: 'l'o study the care and tr:-~ining of the child f rom 
birth to six years of age. 
Topics: The Jwme; Jlarpnls and their responsibilities; 
pl1ysicalt•art> of infants aml the pre-school child; psychology of 
childhooll; motlern mPtholls of training claildrt:n. 
Three hours per week. 
Home Economics 446. (Formerly 1 lome Economics 82.) 
Children 's Clothing·. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics J41 and 143. 
Purpose: 'l'o study th e clothing of infants and children 
fro m the standpoints or health , appropriateness, and economy. 
Topics: Suitability of material, design, and color; decora-
tion, care in con truction ancl in lannderin~; clothing budgets 
for children of different ages; construct ion of garments for 
childr·en up to twelve years of age. 
Three two-hour periods per week. 
Home Economics 451. Interior Decoration. Two hours. 
P1·ereqn isi ie: II orne EcmJom ics 351. 
Purposc: To study design as applied to interiors. 
Topics: Design . Historic and artistic aspects of the house 
and house fur nishings. Practical problems. 
Two hours per week. 
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Home Economics 475. (Formerly Home E conomies 5.) 
Mal;erials and Methods for Teaching Home Economics in Sec-
ondary Schools. Three hours. 
Prerequisites: Home Economics 241, 351, and 355. 
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the essentials for 
good home economics teaching in secondary schools. To give 
experience in the organization of mater ials for teaching home 
economics in secondary schools. 
Topics : A study of the development of home economics; 
past and present-day leaders in home economies work; planning 
and presentation of lessons; observation of teaching; necessary 
equipment for laboratories; texts; r eference books, and maga-
zines; the place of the home economics teacher in the 
community. 




For a Majo1·: Sem. Hrs. 
103, 110, 111, 203, 204, 210, 211, 319, 383, 460, 475................ 28 
For a Min01·: 
103, 111, 203, 210, 351 ································· ·························· ······ 14 
Any other course numbered above 300 4 
18 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Industrial Arts 103. (Formel'ly Industrial Arts 50. ) Ele-
mentary Mechanical Drawing. Three hours. 
Purpose : To give a working knowledge of the subject in 
its various practical applications. 
Topics : Lettering and drafting conventions, free-hand 
working sketches, mechanical working drawings, simple projec-
tions, geometric constructions, drawing to scale, isometric 
projections. 
Industrial Arts 110. (Formerly Industrial Arts 55. ) Ele-
mentary Wood Turning. Two hours. 
Purpose : To give the student a knowledge of the wood-
working lathe, its care, use, and possibilities. 
Topics: Sharpening and care of tools. Exercise in spin-
dle, face plate and chuck work; working to scale, turning dupli-
cate parts, and assembling. 
Industri~l Arts 111. (Formerly Industrial Arts 56.) Gen-
eral Woodwork. Three hours. 
Purpose: This is a foundation course, designed to give the 
fundamental principles of woodwot·king and the use of common 
tools. 
Topics: Study and practice in sharpening and care of com-
mon hand tools. Getting cut stock, laying out and making 
common joints, construction of projects involving the funda-
mental or basic processes. 
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Industrial Arts 203. (Formerly Industrial Arts 60. ) Ad-
vanced Mechanical Drawing. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 103. 
Purpose: To familiarize th e student with the theory of 
projection and to show how it is applied. 
'l'opic. : Orthographic projection drawing of shop proj-
ects, study of development, detail drawing, pictorial represen-
tation, tracing and blue prints. 
Industrial Arts 204. (Formerly Industrial Arts 61. ) Ele-
mentary Architectural Drawing. Three hours. 
Prerequisite : Industrial Arts 103. 
Purpose: 'ro give the basi<; principles of Architectural 
Drawing. 
Topics: Element of construction and planning of build-
ings, letter ing, conventions and symbols, the making of a set 
of plans for a small house with t1·acings and blue prints. 
Industrial Arts 210. (Formerly Industrial Arts 70.) Ad-
vanced Wood Turning. Two hours. 
Prerequisites: Industrial Arts 110 and 111. 
Purpo e: A continuation of Industrial Arts 110. 
Topics : Original projects, woods be t suited for various 
work; glue, varnish, shellac, shrinkage, and finish, the con-
struction and finishing of a piece of useful furniture. 
Industrial Arts 211. (Formerly Industrial Arts 71.) Ad-
vanced Woodwork. Three hours. 
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 111. 
Purpose : A continuation of Industrial Arts 111, v.rith 
emphasis on cabinet making. 
Topics : Operation of stationary and portable machinery 
typical in modern processes in industry. l\Iachinery stock for 
one or more projects; use of working d1·awings, stock cutting 
bills and patterns. 
Industrial Arts 311. Desig'll and Construction of Furni-
ture. Three hours. 
'r opics: Selection, designing, making full sized working 
drawings, stock cutting bills, sample job plans, routing proced-
ure, la~·ing out pattern . rod., templates and jigs for cabinet 
or furniture projects the senior high school boys can make. 
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This will ue supplemeuteu by :stuJy anu application of propor-
tion, l:>pace division, contout· and sul'!'aee enrieh.rueut in imlu.\itrial 
arts design. 
Industrial Arts 319. Farm Shop and Mechanics. Three 
hours. 
'l'opics: A course uealing with general problems with 
whieh the fal'Ju cr must deal in his o.wn shop. The constl'Uction 
of simple fann appliances, a study of farm lightiug, watering, 
heating s.rstrm~, harne s repairing, selection and care of farm 
tools, farm building construction, such as crib', poult•·y houl:>es, 
and various other fum tructures will be studied. 
Industrial Arts 351. (Formerly Inuu"trial Arts 72. ) House 
Planning and Construction. Two hours. 
Purpose: 'l'o giYe training in the planuing of houses and 
judging consL•·uction from t he standpoint of the hou~:~elJOldir . 
This is a 11 011-technical course open to students in any 
department. 
Topics: Building site; types of houl:>eS; types of floor 
plaus; seleetiou of types; general consitlerations; halls, sta1rs, 
li,ing rooml:>, diuiug rooms, bedroom<>, pot·ches, etc. Construc-
tion mate•·ials, l'ounuations, lighting, healing aULl plumbing. 
Industrial Arts 383. Art Metal W ork. Two hours. 
Purpose: 'l'hi~ is an introductory course in copper, brass 
or pewtee as it may be used in the public school. 
Topi1.:s: ' l'he work is planned to re(fUire minimum equip-
ment, although mot·e extensi\'e equipment will be studied. The 
methods and proct•sses that may be applied in working out 
simple projects, selecting equipment and materials, designing, 
etching, piercing, bending, shaping, plani ·hing, etc., are eon-
sider·ed. 
Industrial Arts 385. General Metal Work. Three hours. 
'fopics: Ot·ganization, eourses of study layouts, equipment, 
operation, uHes of instructional materia l. Shop wot·k in selected 
projects repre:>ent ing sheet metal, bench work, and use of the 
metal lathe. 
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Industrial Arts 460. (Formerly Industrial Arts 80.) His-
tory of Industrial Arts. Two hours. 
Purpose: To give a historical background of the present 
development of the industrial artR, essential to an understand-
ing and apprec iation of present problems. 
Topic. : A study of the industrial back~round in Europe 
and its influence on the indu trial arls movement in the UnitPd 
States. Thi cour ·e covers the growth and development of 
industrial education in the UnilE'd tates. 
Industrial Arts 474. (Forme rly Industrial Arts 1. ) Voca-
t ional Education. Two hours. 
Purposr: To tndy the fie ld of vocational education. 
Topirs: Reief survey of the modern indn~trial sysiPm. and 
a consideration of the apprenticeship s~·stem, rorporation 
schools, trade Rchools, coopr rative school:-,, and par t -timQ 
schools; the. mith-Ilnghes Act ami statP vocational lt>gislation. 
Industrial Arts 475. Methods of Teaching Indust rial Arts. 
Two hours. 
Purpose: To peovide teachers and admirustratorR with a 
background dealing 'nth methods, organization and admims-
tration of Industrial Arts. 
Topics: Instrnctiona I aids. tests and measuremPnts. pro-








Minimum : Courses 131, 132, 161, 152, 153, 164, 167, 231, 
232, 241, 242, 257, 261, 262, 325, 341, 342, 357, 358, 380, 
442, 475, and four hours from additional courses in 
applied music, with the approval of the head of the 
music department. A total of ................................................. . 
2. F01· a M inor : 
Minimum: Courses 131, 132, 151, 153, 154, 241, 242; 157 
or 257; 261, 357, 380; two hours from 325 or 475 ; and 
two hours from additional courses In applied music, 
with t.he approval of the head of the music department. 
A total of ................................................................................... . 
35 hrs. 
18 hrs. 
Note.-Prospective elementary teachers should take at least 
courses 325 and 326, with 327 optional. 
Prospective high school teachers should take at least courses 325, 
326 and 475. Also, if the prospective high school teacher expects to 
conduct Chorus or Glee Club, he should have at least two semesters of 
choral experience in college; while, for those who expect to conduct 
orchestras or bands, at least two semesters of experience in one or 
both of those organizations is indispensable. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
APPLIED MUSIC 
A fee of one dollar and a half per seme ter for class les-
sons. two dollars and a half for individual lessons is 
charged for each conr e in Yoice, piano or an ot·che tral in tnl-
ment. For those tndents de iring the u c of a college prac-
tice piano an additional fee of one dollar per semester i 
rharged, entitling the student to one hour of daily practice 
on a piano assigned to him by the in tructor of piano. 
Applied Music 115. Elementary Violin. One hour credit. 
Presentation of fnmlamenlal techniquE'; correct position 
of left hand and bowing arm. Participation in an ensemble 
at end of semester. 
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Two class lessons per week and outside preparation are 
required. 
Applied Music 116. Elementary Violin. One hour credit. 
A continuation of Applied Mm;ic 115. 
Two class lessons per week and outside preparation arc 
r equired. 
Applied Music 151. Voice. One hour credit. 
P resentation of the fundamentals of voice placement, 
breath ing, diction, and interpretation. 
One hour of recitation, three hours of preparation, and 
participation in chorus rehearsal. are required. 
Applied Music 152. Voice. One hour of credit. 
Continuation of Applied l\Iusic 151. 
One hour of recitation , three hours of p1·eparation, and 
par ticipation in chorus rehearsals ar e requi t·ecl. 
Applied Music 153. Pia.no. One hour of credit. 
Presentation of the fundamentals of inf<>rpretation and 
technique. 
Two cla s meetings and six hou rs of practice per week 
are required. 
Applied Music 154. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A continuation of Applied 1\fusic 153. 
Two class meetin g and six hours of practice per week 
are required. 
Applied Music 155. Violin. One hour of credit. 
PresE'Iltation of more advanced t E>chniqnc and interpreta-
tion : study of standard . olos. 
One hour of recitation and three hour of preparation, 
and participation in orchestra rehearsals are required. 
Applied Music 156. Violin. One hour of credit . 
.A cont inuation of Applied 1\Insic 155. 
One hour of recitation, three hours of preparation, and 
participation in orchestra rehearsals are required. 
Applied Music 157. Brass Instruments. One hour of 
credit. 
Class instruction Ill cornet. alto, French horn, baritone, 
trombone, or bass. 
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Two cla s meetings and rehearsals designated by the 
instructor are required. 
Applied Music 158. Brass Instruments. One hour of 
credit. 
A contin11ation of Applied Mu:ic 157. 
Two cl a~s meetings and rehearsals designated by the 
instructor are r equired. 
Applied Music 251. Voice. One hour of credit. 
Continuation of Applied Music 152. 
One hour of recitation, three hours of preparation, and 
participation in chorn rehearsals ar<! r equired. 
Applied Music 252. Voice. One hour of credit. 
Continuation of Applied l\Iusic 251. 
One hour of Tecitation, three hours of preparation, and 
participation in cboru: rehearsals are required. 
Applied Music 253. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A continuation of the work of the fi rst year . Includes 
f>tud~· of the easy claRsics. 
Two class meetings and six hours of practice per "Week 
are required. 
Applied Music 254. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A continuation of Applied Music 253. 
Two class meetings and six hours of practice a week are 
required . 
Applied Music 257. Woodwind Instruments. One hour 
of credit. 
Class instruction in clarinet, flute, oboe, and bassoon. 
Two class meetings per week and rehearsals designated by 
the in tructor are required. 
Applied Music 258. Woodwind Instruments. One hour 
credit. 
A continuation of Applied Music 257. 
Two cla11s meetings per w.eek and rehearsals designated 
by th e instructor are required. 
Applied Music 259. Percussion Instruments. One hour of 
credit. 
Class instruction in snare drum with additional instruc-
tion on the other percussion instruments toward the end of 
the semester. 
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Two class meetings per week and rehearsal designated 
by the in:trnctor are required. 
Applied Music 353. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A study o.f classic and romantic compositions as t he i1ldi-
vidual case may require. 
One hour of recitation and six hours o.l' preparation per 
week are required. 
Applied Music 354. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A continuation of Applied Music 353. 
One hour of recitation and six hour ' o.f preparation per 
week are required. 
Applied Music 357. String Instruments. One hour of 
credit. 
'las· instruction in ba. s viol, 'cello, violin, and viola. 
Two class meeting per week and rehearsals designated 
by the instructor are required. 
Applied Music 398. String Instruments. One hour of 
credit. 
A continuatio'n o.f Applied :Music 357. 
Two cia ·s meeting~ per week and rehearsals designated 
by the in tructor are required. 
Applied Music 387. Small Instrumental Ensemble. One 
hour of credit. 
Open only to advanced players upon approval of the in-
stm ctol'. , tudy of chamber music for the purpose of public 
performance. 
'l'wo cia. s meetings per week with outside preparat ion are 
required. 
Applied Music 388. Small Instrumental E nsemble. One 
hour of credit. 
A continuation of Applied l\Iusic 3 7. 
'l'wo class meetings per week with outside preparation are 
required. 
Applied Music 453. Piano. One hour of credit. 
A tudy of classic, romantic, and modern compositions 
and the development of technique according to the needs of 
the student. 
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One hom· of recitation and six hou•·s of preparation per 
week are r equired. 
Applied Music 454. Piano. One hour of credit . 
• \. continu ation of Applied Music -l53. 
One hour oi: recitation and six hout·s of })l'epa•·ation per 
week arc rt'qni•·ecl. 
THEORY OF MUSIC 
Music 121. (Formerly Music 50b.) Music for the Ele-
mentary Grade Teacher. Two hours. 
A co llege eom·se in rudiments of mu ic anel in methods 
of teaching mus ic iu one- and two-room schools, and in one-
grade class t·ooms. 
Three periods per week. 
Music 122. Music for the Intermediate Gra de Teacher. 
Two hour~. 
Thi~ course is a t~ontinuation ot Music 121. 
Music 131. (Formerly :Mus ic 51a.) Sight Singing and 
Ear Training. Two hours . 
• \ l·ollege cour. e in sight inging, some part singing, 
theor~, and melotlil• ear t1·ai ning. Emphasis i g iven to the 
method of pl'<'Senting 11<'1\' lll Hlerial. Required for Major and 
Minor. 
Three periods per week. 
Music 132. Sight Singing and Ear Training-. One hour. 
'rJJis t'Ollrse lli a continuation of :\fusic 131. 
Music 231. (Formerl,• Music 6~a. ) Sight Singing and 
Ear Training. One hour . 
• \. continuation of nlu ·ic 131. Pat·t singing is sh·es ed. 
Required t'o t· l\Iajor and ~Iino t·. 
Two periods per week. 
Music 232. (Formerly l\'f11sic 62b.) Sight Singing and 
Ear Training. One hour. 
A C'Onlinuation of ~Iu ic 231. An adYanced course includ-
ing some harmonic dictation. Required for 1\Iajor and Minor. 
Two periods per week. 
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Music 241. (Formerly Music 141.) Harmony I . Two 
hours. 
Prerequi ite: Ability to play and read third grade piano 
music. 
A course in the fuHdamentals of melodic, rhythmic, and 
harmonic elements of mu. ir, inrludin~ scales, intervals, and 
triads presented as singing, dictation and keyboard work. 
Part writ in~ of triad ·. Practica L application of materials. 
Some original wo1·k L t·equired. Credit is granted only upon 
ucce ful completion of :\Iu ·ic 131. Required for :\Ia,jor and 
i)linor. 
'rhree pet·iods per week. 
Music 242. (Formerly :\In ic 142.) Harmony II. Two 
hours. 
Prerequisite: Music 14 l. 
'on tin uat ion of l\1'1L'l ic 241. 'fhc dissonance and its resolu-
tion; introduction of key relationship and modulation. Orig-
inal work requirrd. P ractical appl ica lion of rna terials. Credit 
is granted only upon ucces:-;ful completion of :Music 1:32. 
Required for Majot· and l\rinor. 
Three period. per week. 
Music 261. (Formerly Music 61a.) History and Appre-
ciation of Music. Two hours. 
A . tudy of the spiri t and development of music from early 
folk mu ic to the cla. ie pf'riod. Required for l\lajor and 
.1\Iinor ; elective fo r all collc~c stud ents. The course is con-
ducted largely by lectures and by mnsical illustratim1s. Offered 
first emestct· only. 
Three periods per '1\eek. 
Music 262. (:B'ormerly Music 61b. ) History and Appre-
ciation of Music. Two hours. 
A tudy of the spirit and development of music from the 
cla. ic period through the romantic pf'riod. Reqnirccl for 
Major and Minor. Elective for all college students. Offered 
econd emester only. 
Three periods per week. 
Music 325. (Formerly Music 71.) Materials and Meth-
ods. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: Mosie 232. 
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A course in mu. ic education for the elementary grades. 
Elective for 1\i ajor and Minor. 
Two periods per week. 
Music 341. (Formerly Music 241.) Harmony IU. Two 
hours. 
Prerequisi tes: l\ l usic 2-1-l, 242. 
Review of consonances and dissonances, altered and mixed 
chords. l\'lorlnlat ion continued. Original work required. 
red it is gran ted onl.r npon the successful completion of Mu ic 
231 Required for Major. 
Three periods per week. 
Music 342. (Formerly l\Iusic 242.) Harmony IV. Two 
hours. 
Prerequisite: Music 341. 
Non-harmonic intervals. Harmony with an irregular 
number of pal'ts. Application of materials to ol'i ginal work. 
Credi t is granted only upon the sncces. ful completion of 
Mnsic 232. Required for l\f ajor. 
Tln·c<> periods per week. 
Music 380. Conducting. One hour. 
Fundamental principles of conducting; practice in con-
ducting various types of emrmblc mn. ic. The rlass meet 
twice a week and credit is granted on the basi of partially 
prepared work. 
Prerequisite: l\:Iusic 131 and 132. 
Music 381. Conducting. One hour. 
Continuation of l\f u,· ic 3 0. 
Music 442. Orchestration. Two hours. 
Prerequisite: M:usir 2+1 and 242. 
A tudy of the playing range and Iran position of all the 
orche tral and band in trumcnts wilh practic<> in arran.,.ing 
selected mater ial for various instr um<>ntal ens<>mbles. 
Two periods per week. 
Music 475. (Formedy Music 74.) Methods and Mate-
rials for Teaching High School Music. Two hours. 
P rerequisite : Music 232. 
l\Iaterials and methods in the ,Junior and Senior high 
schools; discussion of the various activities, including chor us, 
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glee club, orchestra, band, pradical or applied music, history 
and appreciation, and theory. Special attention i!:l given to the 
subject of the adolescent voice. Elective for First 1\1ajot· and 
Minor. 
Three periods per week. 
ENSEMBLES 
(No ct·edit) 
'l' he following ensemble groups make up the extra-
curricular organi:lations which the Department of Music 
offers: 
Civic Chorus 






Admittance to these groups obligates the player or singer 
to take part in all rehearsals and concerts and other appear-
ances of the group. A schola tic standing o.f "C" or better is 
required of members of all these groups except the Civic 
Chorus. 
E xcept for the Civic Chorus all of these groups present 
chapel programs, appear in radio broadcasts and perform for 
conventions, clubs, banquets, etc. 
'l' he Civic Chorus is a mixed choral group made up of 
students, faculty members and interested townspeople. Admit-
tance is by examinatioll. Two oratorios or programs of choral 
music are given annually; one a Christmas program when 
Handel 's "1\Iessiah" is featured, the other in early May when 
a differeut work is presented each year. 
The Stephen Foster Chorus, organized in the spring of 
1930, is limited to twenty-four members during the first semes-
ter of each year and forty members during the second semes-
ter. 'rhe group consists of an equal number of men and 
women who sing as a mixed chorus, a men's glee club and a 
women's glee club. 
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'l'he J unior Orchestra is an elementary one, w hose mem-
bership consists mainly or pupils in the Tt·aiuing ~chool as 
well as co llege students who ar e learning an insotrument and 
arp ha>ing their first orchestral experience. 
'l'he orchestra g ives its own concerts aud participates in 
the 'tate Music Ji,esth·al. 
The College Orchestra plays standard concert selections, 
such as Mozart's ympbony in G 1\Iinor , Havel's "Bolero", 
the ovcrt.u re to '· The Barber o.f: Seville", etc. '!' he players 
are earefully <'hosen, and most of them are college students, 
many of whom at·e majoring in Music. 
The String Ensembles are rehearsed t·egularly to prepare 
.for the performance of str·ing quartets, str·ing quintets, and 
other chamber mu ic ensembles. 
The Cadet Band beat'S the same relation to the Senior 
Band that the J uniot· Orchestra does to the 'ollege Orchestra. 
It is the Appt·ent.ice Band ft·om which player·s are promoted to 
the ColiPge B<md as their· advancement permits. 
The Senior Band (College Band ) plays at most of t he 
athl etic contests aud i in demand as a parade band, locally 
aud in var·ious parts of the tate. The in ignia of the organiza-
tion may be worn by members of the band who maintain their 
schola. t ic standing of "("' or above, have been member 
through both scme::.tcrs of th e same school year, and have uot 
more than three unexcused absences per semester. Absences 
f rom concerts, and from rehearsals jmmediately pt·eceding such 
engagements, count double. 
Bl-tECKlNRIDGE TH.AI NING ~UllOOL 
'l'he Breckiuridge '!'raining ~chool i:. organized on the 
6-3-3 plan and serves the double purpose of providing training 
for all pupils who attend and adequat e facilities for the prac-
tical applications of the Teachers College program. 
ln the Eleme11tary School a currwulum has been. devi:seu 
that meets the needs of the children themselves by suitable 
enrichment of the standard school program. By this means it 
is possible to have student teachers work in a school environ-
ment that is modern and at the same time one that contains 
many of the factors they will meet later in their work in the 
public schools. 'l' he Junior High School is being developed 
along liue - thai are in accol'd with the most highly approved 
ideas in this field. 'l'he curriculum is broad and the atLcmpt 
is made to satisfy the pupil's immediate needs and at the same 
time furnish an en tircly acceptable foundatiou for his future 
school experience. 'l'h e Senior lligh School is a member of the 
Southem A!>sociat ion of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
Diplomas are issuf>d to I hose who sucressfull~r complete the 
prescribed conrsc. 
ADMISSlON 
Any white person of good moral charactet· who is able to 
produce satisfactory evidence of his choo l standing may 
enroll in the Tmining School. Beginning with the tenth grade 
a fee of five dollars per semester is charged. A common school 
diploma will be taken as evidence of th e completion of the 
work of the eighth grade. All applicants for admission will 
be given a standard entt·ance examination. 1'hose fai l ing to 
make a satisfactory standing will he adYised to withdmw, or 
may be asked to make up clefiriPil('if>s without crrdit. 
STUDENT LOAD 
The normal load in the senior high school is two units 
during a t·egular semrster and one unit during a summer term. 
Any student wl'lo wishes to take mot·e or less than the normal 
load must secure the pet·mission of th e Principal. The per-
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rnission to carry more than the normal load is granted only to 
students who have a high scholastic standin g. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATI0.:-1 
1. Sixteen units of credit, in half or full units. Fifteen 
of t hese must satisfy college entrance requirements. (See 
section of thiR catalog regarding admission .) 
2. Four units in English, one unit in Al gebra, one unit in 
Plane Geometry, and one unit in American History and Civics. 
The rcmaindcr may be electives approved by th e Principal. 
These electives should be selected in three groups of two units 
each, as History, l\fathcmali rR, • 'cienre, anrl Lang-na(l:e 
~ . At tendance at some high R<:hool for tluee and one-
half ~-ears. At least one ~-ear must haYe heen spent in an 
accredited hig-h school and the semester prrcecl in go grn clua t ion 
in this school. 'rwo ~ummer terms " ·ill hr accepted as the 
equivalPnt of one semester. 
4. Not more than one unit of credit in Education may 
be offerPd toward high school gTad11ation or coll ege entrance. 
5. Not more than four units ma.r !Je offer ed from 
Group B. (See section of this ca talog regarding admission. ) 
PROGRAM OF STUDlES 
For the guidance of students, su bjects are grouped below 
according to the year in which they should be pursued. 




Socia l Scirnce 1a 





SECOND SEM ESTER 
I<Jnglish 1}) 
Math ematics 1b 
Social Sci ence l b 








Social Science 2a 







General Science 3a 








Social Science 2b 
General Science 2b 
Practical Arts 
?ll usic 





General Science 3b 









World History 21 (Elecllve) 
Physiology 30 (Elective) 
Latin 11 (Elective) 
French 31 (Elect ive) 






World History 22 (Elective) 
Agriculture 31 (Elective) 
Latin 12 (Elective) 
F rench 32 (Elective) 




U. S. History 31 
Algebra 22 (Elective) 
Art 21 (Elective) 
Latin 21 (Eleclive) 
French 41 (Elective) 
Agriculture 43 (Elective) 
Chemistry 31 (Elective) 
Practice Arts {Elective) 
SECOND SEMESTER 
E nglish 32 
U. S. History 32 
Geography 33 
Art 22 {Elective) 
Latin 22 (Elective) 
F •·ench 42 (Elective) 
Practical Arts (Elective) 




History 41 (Eleclive) 
Physics 41 (Elective) 
Agricu lture 44 (Eleclive) 






History 42 (Elective) 
Physics 42 (Elective) 
Kentucky History 43 (Elective) 
P t·actical Arts (Elective) 
E1 GLI H 
1\Ir. Denny 
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The alDl of this department is to stres the fundamentals 
in good English usage, to train in the adequate expre :;ion of 
thought, to acquaint the. tndent with the hi tory of literature, 
and to gi ,·e l1im a knowledge of the be. t literary productions. 
To accomplish these aims some composition wor k, some 
memory \\-ork. and some !'ltudy of English forms are required 
in each cour e. Stu.dent · found to be defective in the practi cal 
use of correct English will be required to take corrective work. 
English 3a. The Third Year of Junior High School Eng-
lish. The work con ist. of ix units in literature, the short 
story, the epic, the noYel, ballads, American poetry, and 
drama. This com. e should be taken by all ninth-~rade pupils. 
One-llalf unit. 
English 3b. A continuation of English 3a. The work o:t 
the course is devoted to grammar and composition. One-half 
unit. 
English 25. The work in thi course con ·ist o.f studies 
in certain types of literature-autobiography, JJovel, diaries 
and letter:, poetry, the :tory-e.-. ay, hort . tory, and elrama. 
Compo ition work is correlated with each unit of. tudy. One-
half unit. 
English 26. A continuation of English 25. During the 
semester a six-weeks period is devoted to a review of the 
fundamentals of grammar. One-half unit. 
English 35. This course, designed for the elPventh grade, 
includes studie. in biography, drama, romantic and Victorian 
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poetry, the familiar essay, and the American n<>vel. 




English 36. A continuation of English 35. A portion of 
each semester is devoted to the s tudy of formal compositioB. 
One-half unit. 
English 47. Designed for high school seniors. Th f' units 
are: letter , English poetry from Chaucer to Milton, speeches, 
modern poetry, magazines and newspapers, a brief history of 
English and American literature, and modern world literature. 
One-half unit. 
English 48. A continuation of English 47. In addition, 
a comprehensive review of the fundamentals of grammar, com-
position, and spelling is given for all who show the need of 
it, and no pup il will be given credit for senior English until 
he has mastered this unit. Onf'-half unit. 
FOREIGi\T LA GUAGE. ' 
Miss Minish 
Latin 11. First-Year Latin. Grammar and syntax, pro-
nunciation, oral and written composition. Emphasizes one of 
the most important objectives of Latin teaching, the improYe-
ment of the pupil's English by dealing with formation of Eng-
lish words derived from Latin . Latin words, phrases, a bbrevia-
tions in common use, word-analysis, vocabnla1·y building, inter-
esting derivat ives, extent of J.Jatin el<:>ment in modern English, 
important J.Jatin root-words, Latin prefixes and sn:ITixes used 
in Engli b, spelling of Engli. h derivative , etc. One-half unit. 
Latin 12. This course is a continuation of Latin 11. One-
half unit. 
Latin 21. Second-Year Latin. Inten iYe study of the 
forms and . ,vntax neces ary for J·cacling Latin with farility. 
R eading lessons dealing with the most import ant featmes of 
Roman life 1md the life of Caesar . One-half un it. 
Latin 22. A continuation of Latin 21. Reading selections 
from Caesar's Gallic War and the Civil War. Simple prose 
composition based on these selections. One-half unit. 
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French 31. First-Year French. It is the purpose of this 
course to <levelop the ability to pronounce intelligibly, to 
acquire a sufficient knowledge of grammar to read simple 
French easily and with comprehension, and to un<lerstand and 
use the language within the limits of the cla · room experience. 
One-half unit. 
French 32. A continuation of French 31. One-half unit. 
French 41. Second-Year French. A short review of the 
fUlluamentaL principles of grammar. I ntensive drjll on irregu-
lar verb . Also include a careful study of common idiomatic 
phrases anJ of the subjnnctive based on r ea<ling in :::ians 
Famille. One-half unit. 
French 42. Involves a continuation of the study of gram-
mar begun in French 41 and extensive reading of selections 
from the classics. One-half unit. 
l\IATHEM:A'fl CS 
Miss Moore 
Mathematics 3a. Algebra. A beginning cou1·se. One-half 
unit. 
Mathematics 3b. Algebra. A continuation of l\1athe-
mali<:s aa. One-half unit. 
Mathematics 22. Advanced Algebra. One-half unit. 
Mathematics 31. Plane Geometry. One-half unit. 
Mathematics 32. Plane Geometry. One-half unit. 
Mathematics 41. Arithmetic. A thorough drill upon the 
fundamental processes, and a careful study of the principles 
involved in their use. One-half unit. 
SCIENCE 
Miss Catlett 
Science 3a. General Science. A course planned to give 
the foundation for later co1u·ses in science and to develop an 
understanding or and an appreciation for the great facts and 
forces of nature that affect us in daily life. One-half unit. 
Science 3b. General Science. A continuation of the 
course described under Science 3a. One-half unit. 
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Science 21. Biology. A course dealing with the funda-
mental princip les or life as observed in the field and studied 
in the classroom ~md laboJ·alo ry, giv i11 g a sound basis for the 
study of health, sanitation, agriculture, and psycl10logy. One-
hal£ unit. Seven hours per week. 
Science 22. Biology. A con tinuation of work described 
m1dcr Course 21. One-baH unit. Seven hours per week. 
Science 30. Physiology. A careful and detailed study 
of th e human body- its components, its fun ctions, its needs, 
and its care. One-hal£ unit. 
Science 31. Chemistry. 'l' he relation of chemistry to 
local and state inc.l us tries is particularly stressed. A course 
planned to g ive to the high school student an introduction to 
the field of chemistry. A study is made of the .fundamental 
laws, principles, and theories, and the chemical properties of 
several of the elements. Open to juniors and seniors. One-
half unit. Seven hours per week. 
Science 32. Chemistry. A continuation of ~cience 31, 
but with increasing amount o£ industrial or pandemic cbem-
ist•·y. One-half unit. Seven h ours per week. 
Science 33. Physical Geography. A course designed to 
acquaint the student with the major physical features of the 
earth 's surface. Human life is studied in relation to its nat-
ural environment and the relations between earth conditions 
and earth resources are developed. One-bali unit. 
Science 34. Industrial Geography. A study of the lead-
ing indu ·tries with emphasis upon those of the United States. 
'rh e status of the industries and their effect npon modern life 
is stt·essed. One-half unit. 
Science 41. Physics. This course is an introduction to 
the fundamental laws of the science of physics. Mechanics, 
molecular physics, and heat are given special attention. The 
relation of these to modern everyday life and industry is 
greatly emphasized. Open to juniors and seniors. One-half 
unit. Seven hours per week. 
Science 42. Physics. A study of sound, light and elec-
tricity, and their relations to mod ern life. A cont inuation of 
Science 41. One-half unit. Seven hours per week . 
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DEP AR'l'~IE:.IT OF SOCIAL CIENCE 
Mr. Young l\Irs. Day 
History 21. World History. From the earliest times to 
the middle of the seventeenth century. One pel'iod a week is 
given to current events. One-hal£ unit. 
History 22. World History. From the middle of t he 
seventeenth century to the present t ime. One period a week 
is given to current events. One-half unit. 
History 31. American History 1492-1860. Development 
of America to the outbreak of the 'ivil War. One period per 
week is given to current events. One-half unit. 
History 32. American History, 1860-1928. From the Civil 
War through the Coolidge Administration . One period a 
week is given to cmTent events. One-l1alf unH. 
History 36. English History. A rapid survey of the his-
tory of England and the English people. Special attention 
given to the backgrounds and foundations of American insti-
tutions and p1·ac:tices. One-half un it. 
History 41. Problems of American Democracy. Sociolog-
ical and economic problem which confront the Am erican 
people. One-half unit. 
History 42. American Government. A thorough study of 
the Govern mrn1. of the ni ted States. the tates, and cities. 
One-half unit. 
History 43. Kentucky History. A careful study of the 
early history of our state. Particular attention is given to 
the tudy of the early pioneers and the part Kentucky has 
played in the hi. tory of the nation. One-half unit. 
History 44. Economics. An elementary course dealing 
with the principle· underlying our economic life. A special 
attempt is made to prepare the pupil to r ead economic lit-
erature intelligently. Applications are made to current prob-
lem in the fi eld.. One-hal£ unit. 
AR'l' 
Mrs. Claypool Mr. Young 
Art 3a. Ninth Grade Art. A general exploratory course 
in art. The students engage in a variety of art activities 
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Industrial Arts 31. Advanced Mechanical Drawing. One-
hal£ unit. Two hours daily. 
Prerequisite: Jndu trial .Arts 21. 
Purpose: To continue the activity begun in beginning 
dra"·ing and to make pos:ible a greater d evelopment 9f the 
habits of neatness and accuracy, to develop technique and 
speed, a nd to gain some appreciation of the work of the 
draftsman. 
'ropics: ::;tudy of terminology, rules of the drafting 
room, technical method , inking, geometrical problems, t he 
auxiliary plane, finding- true lengths, simple development of 
surfaces, simple pictorial drawing, and freehand sketching. 
An adequate shop library is 1wailable. 
Industrial Arts 34. Advanced Wood Turning. One-half 
unit. Two hours daily. 
Prerequis ite: Industrial Arts 24. 
Purpose: To proYicle the stud ent with additional infor-
mation and opportun ity for more practice m the operation 
and care of the lathe. 
Topics: Projects or original selections of practical use. 
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If a student desires to change one conespondence course for 
another, he may do so by paying a fee of one dollar ($1.00 ) 
for the change, and paying thirty cents per lesson for the 
grading of all assignments that have been submitted by him. 
Fees paid for correspondence courses may not be exchanged 
for any other type of work. 
A correspondence course must not be completed w ithin less 
time than six weeks. 
No student will be allowed to carry ~~ course for a longer 
period than twelve calendar months without paying a fee of 
one dollar ($1.00) for a six-month s extension. 
A course may be renewed for a second six-months extension 
by paying a fee or two dollars ($2.00). If the course is not 
completed within the serond renewal period, it will be a uto-
matically canceled. 
All texts are furnished by the student. These texts may be 
purchased f rom our Book Store or direct from the companies 
publishing them. Please write to either of these sources but 
do not order books from the Extension Department. If order-
ing from the College Book Store, send money order or certified 
rheck. '!'his department does not handle textbooks. 
13. This Department furnishes paper, envelopes, and postage one 
way. All other supplies are fumished by the student. 
14. Transfer of fees cannot be made from one student to another. 
15. An examination is required at the completion of each course. 
Only tho following named officers or persons are e ligible to 
hold examinations: Registrars, deans, city or county superin-
tendents, and principals of accredited high schools. This col-
lege reserves the right to approve any official who holds an 
examination. 
16. A student m ust take.the examination wlt11 in thirty days after 
the last assignment has been received by this Department and 
within tbe lime a llowed for the completion of the course. As 
soon as the course is completed, a rrangements will be made 
with some designated official for the final examination. 
17. Before marks are recorded in the R egistrar's office a student 
making a mar k or "E" on the final examination may take a 
second examination, provided he has the consent of the 
Instructor and the Director of Extens ion. 
18. The college does not pay for holding examinations. The 
examining officer must make a report to the Extension Depart-
ment, and THE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS MUST BE 
RETURNED WITH THE EXAMINATION PAPERS. A stu-
dent failing to comply with these instructions will jeopa rdize 
his cr ed it. A student living on the campus ot· in the Yi,cinlty 
or the college is expected to take his examination under the 
direction of the Extension Department. 
19. The student is urged to be prompt In his work and to send 
his assignments regularly to this office. This department 
aims, at a ll times, to deal promptly with the student and report 
on his manuscripts within a reasonable time after their 
receipt. It takes about a week, a fter an assignment has been 
received and graded, before a report can be made to the 
student. 
20. If for any reason it becomes necessary fot· the student. to defer 
his work for a while, he shou ld write to the Extension Depart-
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ment explaining the reason for the delay. The student is 
urged to send in assignments as regularly as possible. 
21. The date recorded for the completion or a correspondence 
course shall be that of the successful completion of the final 
examination In the course. 
THE MARKING SYSTEM 
The quality of work done by students will be indicated by 
the following letters: 
A. The highest mark attainable. 
B. A ma1ik. above average. 
C. An average mark. 
D. Below average, or the lowest passing mark. 
E. Failure. 
I. Incomplete work. 
NUMBERING 
Courses numbered from 100 to 199 are for Freshmen. 
Courses numbered from 200 to 299 are for Sophomores. 
Courses numbered from 300 to 399 are for Juniors. 
Courses numbered from 400 to 499 are for Seniors. 
H IGH SCHOOL COURSES 
The Extension Department offers correspondence courses 
on the secondary level. 'l'his will enable high school pupils to 
make up deficiencies in college entrance requirements, or 
enable them to be graduated from their local high schools, 
proYidcd the~· at·e unable to secm·e th e reqnirerl courses due 
to an irregular schedule. A pupil who is emolled in his local 
h igh school is required t o secure the high school principal 's 
appro,·al of his proposed course, before making application 
for correspondence work. If this is done there will be no 
questio11 as to the acceptance of such a credit .for high school 
gr ad uation. 
COURSES OFFERED BY CORRESPONDENCE 
HIGH SCH OOL 
English: 
English Literature 31 (lst halO 
English Literature 32 (2nd halt) 
American Literature 44 (1st halt) 
American Literature 45 (2nd hal() 
Ad,•anced T~ nglish Grammar 33 
History and Social Sciences: 







··-- - 'h unit American History 32 (2nd halO 
American OovernmE'nl 42 
Kentucky History 43 .... =- --=-=== --~ ~~n 
Mathematics: 
Elementary Algebra Ilia (1st hal() 
Elementary Algebra lllb (2nd half} 
Plane Geometry 31 (lst halO 
Plane OeometJ'Y 32 (2nd half} 







Physiology 30 ------·· -------------- '12 unit 
COLLEGE 
Agriculture: 
General Agriculture 101 ------------- ----3 hours 
Poultry Husbandry 2a? -···----- --·---· .3 hours 
E conomics and Sociology: 
GE'neral E conomics 202 --- -- . 3 hours 
Education: 
Education Psychology 164 __ 3 hours 
TQsts and Measurements a51 __ 3 hours 
Reading In Elementary Schools 326 _ 3 h ours 
Historical Foundations or Education 360 ·--- _ 3 hours 
History of Education In the United States a61 ___ a hours 
Extra-Curricular Activities 389 3 hours 
Rural School Supervision 392 3 hours 
Rural School Administration 391 -------- 3 hours 
Psychology of Adolescence ~54 ----- ---~ -- 3 hours 
High School Adminis tration 493 --·-------- 3 hours 
English: 
English Composition 101 __ ---- - ·- ·· -- -· 3 hours 
English Composition 102 3 hours 
Literature tor Children 226 .. _ _ 3 hours 
English Literature 231 _ ----- _ a hours 
English Li terature 232 -------------- _ a hours 
American Literature a41 __ -·--- _ 3 hours 
American Literature 342 __ --·-··· ----------- __ a hours 
H istory and Government: 
U nited States or America (First Half} 241 _______ a hour s 
United States of America (Second Half} 242 --- .. 3 hours 
Modern European History (First Half) 331 __ . 3 hours 
Modern European His tory (Second Half} 332 .. 3 hours 
The Fren<'h Revolution and the Napoleonic Era 436 3 hours 
American Colonial History HO 3 hours 
American Foreign Relations 446 _ . 3 hou rs 
Problems of Citizenship 141 __ 3 hours 
Government of the United StatE'S 241 -------- 3 hours 
State and Local Government 242 .. ---- - 3 hours 















































COLLEGE EXTE ~SlON COUR ES 
The Extension Department arranges to send college 
in:stmctors to teach non-laboratory courses dC'scribed in the 
catalog, where there is a sufficient demand. 
Class Periods. 'l'he extension classes meet as many recita-
tion hour:::. per week as the course carries credit hours. 
Eligibility. Students are admitted to extension classes 
p1·ovidcd they offet· evidence of having the nece. sary qualifi-
cations for doing the work, and they must meet tbe same 
requirements as residence students. 
Fees. 'l'be 1ee for extension-class groups is $75.00 for 
each semester hout· of college credit. 'fhe cost or a course 
offered in an extension cla s is apportioned equally amon g the 
pet·sons emolled in the cla s. By this arrangement the cost to 
each student i. determined by the number of persons enrolled 
in the cla::;s. However a minimum foe or $3.50 a semester 
hour will be charged each ~>tuclent enrolled in an extension 
cla'l~>. J•,ees for extension classes shall be paid to the institu-
tion through t.he insti'Uctor. lie is responsible for the 
collection. 
Enrollment. The enrollment of all students in extension 
classes shall be completed as eat'ly as possible. Enrollment 
shall not be consicle t·cd complete and no ct·edit will be gl'an'ted 
until the stucle11t has paid his fee in full. 
Class Attendance. Tt is important that each student in an 
extension class be in attendance regularly from the first meet-
ing of the class. Otherwise, delayed enrollment and unavoid. 
able absence may raise the number of absences to a point 
where it would not be permissible to give the student credit. 
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Math ematics: 
Trigonometry 14 la -------------- --· __ a hours 
Trigonometry Hlb ------ ___ _ 2 hours 
College Algebra 15la _ - 3 hours 
College Alg~bra 15tb ·----------- 2 h ours 
Geography: 
Prtnclple!l of Geography 100 _ .. -------
E<'onomtc Geography 211 _ ----
North America 241 ___ _ ---------
Europe and Its Colonies 331 ----
Health and Physical Education : 
.. 3 hours 
_ 3 hours 
.. 3 hours 
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Personal Hygiene 104 ____ .. _ .. ________ a hours ~O.uO 
, 
